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UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO

Abstract

Department of Biochemistry

Masters Degree

The impact of copy number variation on gout, and the apple genome

by James BOOCOCK

Copy number variation (CNV) is a common feature of eukaryotic genomes,

and a growing body of evidence suggests that genes affected by CNV are en-

riched in processes associated with environmental responses. Traditionally, the

analysis of next-generation sequencing (NGS) and SNP microarray datasets has

focused on the analysis of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs), and small

insertions and deletions (INDELS). However, by employing different analytical

techniques CNV can be identified in these same datasets. Using NGS data from

domesticated apple (Malus x Domestica Borkh) accessions, and SNP microarray

data from participants with gout and publicly available controls, I investigated,

for the first time, the impact that CNV has within the genome of the domes-

ticated apple and on gout. Although seemingly unrelated, gout disease and

resistance to pathogens and infection in apples both involve the immune sys-

tem. This is important because genomic regions harbouring CNVs are enriched

in immune system functions within all eukaryotes investigated to date, making

the apple genome and gout disease novel contexts where an investigation of

CNV would be worthwhile.
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Genome-wide association studies in gout have identified a number of common

associated SNPs. Many of these variants have been implicated in uric acid

metabolism while the genetic factors involved in the inflammatory response

have remained elusive. Since CNVs are enriched in immune-related functions,

they represent a potential source for the genetic components of the immune

response in gout. Using Immunochip SNP array data from a sample set con-

sisting of 468 participants with gout and 1,000 publicly-available controls, I

performed an analysis of CNV in gout. While no overall burden of rare (fre-

quency < 1%) CNV was observed, a deletion on chromosome 5 between po-

sitions 686,123-731,394 was discovered to be protective for gout (Pdeletions=0.02,

Pcorrected=0.09). Using qPCR, this association was replicated across the full range

of integer copy-numbers at this region (ORinteger−copy−number=1.28, P=0.04). In-

terestingly, there is functional connection between TPPP, which is a gene that

overlapped the CNV, and Colchicine, a compound that is used to treat gout.

Specifically, TPPP promotes acetylation of α-tubulin by inhibiting HDAC6 and

SIRT2, and Colchicine prevents the polymerisation of tubulin, indirectly re-

ducing the levels of acetylated α-tubulin. A non-additive interaction between

the CNV region at chr5:686123-731394 and rs2231142 was detected (Interaction

term OR=0.43, P=0.018). This provided evidence that this CNV region influ-

ences microtubule dynamics. TPPP has been implicated in diseases of the brain,

such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. Since gout and/or high uric acid levels

are protective risk factors for these disorders, CNV of chr5:686123-731394 may

provide insight into the molecular mechanisms underpinning this epidemio-

logical observation.

The copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) of the apple genome were identi-

fied using NGS data derived from 30 accessions of apple. This was achieved by

analysing this data using the read-depth method, as implemented in the CN-

Vrd2 software. To improve the reliability of the results, a quality control and
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analysis procedure was developed. This involved checking for organelle DNA,

not repeat masking, and the determination of CNVR identity using a permuta-

tion testing procedure. Overall, I identified 876 CNVRs, which spanned 3.5%

of the apple genome. To verify that detected CNVRs were not artifacts, I anal-

ysed the B-allele-frequencies (BAF) within a single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) array dataset derived from a screening of 185 individual apple acces-

sions and found the CNVRs were enriched for SNPs having aberrant BAFs (P

< 1 × 10−13, Fisher’s Exact test). Putative CNVRs overlapped 845 gene models

and were enriched for resistance (R) gene models (P < 1× 10−22, Fisher’s exact

test). Of note was a cluster of resistance gene models on chromosome 2 near a

region containing multiple major gene loci conferring resistance to apple scab.

I present the first analysis and catalog of CNVRs in the M. x domestica genome.

The enrichment of the CNVRs with R gene models and their overlap with gene

loci of agricultural significance draw attention to a form of unexplored genetic

variation in apple.

While these investigations of CNV in apple and gout represent significant ad-

vances in their respective research areas, they also improve our understanding

of CNV more broadly within the eukaryotes. In apple, resistance-genes were

enriched in CNVRs, and the only CNV that was associated with gout is hypoth-

esis ed to be involved in immunity. This reiterates just how crucial CNV is to

the survival of many eukaryotic species.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Introduction

The genomics revolution began in 1975, when Fredrick Sanger discovered a

method for generating DNA sequence (Sanger et al., 1975). This method was

slow and could not be used to generate the complete sequence of a eukary-

otic genome, however, iterative technological improvements would eventually

make this possible (Fleischmann et al., 1995). In 2001, the Human Genome

Project and Celera Genomics published draft assemblies of the human genome,

the first of many large eukaryotic genomes to be sequenced (Lander et al., 2001;

Venter et al., 2001). The Human Genome Project took 13 years to complete and

cost approximately US$3 billion dollars. Today a full human genome can be

generated for approximately US$1500 dollars and in a matter of days, enabling

population- and species-wide genomic surveys (Figure 1.1). This phenomenal

difference in cost and time is attributed to the development of next generation

sequencing (NGS) technologies.

Eukaryotic genomes are diverse. As an example, the size of their genomes

ranges from 2.3 million base pairs (Mb) to 150,000 Mb belonging to Encephalito-

zoon intestinalis (a parasitic fungi) and Paris Japonica (a slow growing perennial

1



2 Chapter 1. Background

FIGURE 1.1: Falling costs of genome sequencing since 2001. Source: http://www
.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/

plant), respectively (Corradi et al., 2010; Pellicer et al., 2010). While between-

species genome comparisons have provided insight into a number of biological

phenomena, such as the existence of "junk DNA", they can only provide indi-

rect assistance to the investigation of other phenomena (Palazzo et al., 2014).

For example, to identify the genetic risk factors of an inherited disease a typi-

cal approach is to assay the genetic differences between groups of individuals

that have and do not have the disease, and identify the genetic variants that

correlate with the trait. Initially, within species investigations of genetic vari-

ation were performed using small numbers of candidate markers. The situa-

tion changed with the development of microarray technology, which enabled

the high-throughput detection and quantification of many thousands of DNA

sequences (Heller, 2002; International HapMap Project, 2005). A number of

http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/
http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/


Chapter 1. Background 3

microarray platforms exist, differing with regard to fabrication, accuracy, ef-

ficiency, cost, and function. However, all microarray platforms rely on the

general principle of complementary sequence hybridisation to identify genetic

variants.

While microarrays allow for the high-throughput detection of genomic varia-

tions, they are not a "discovery platform" because the DNA sequence of each

variant is needed before the arrays are fabricated. In contrast, NGS technolo-

gies sequence all the DNA in a sample, thus enabling the discovery of novel

variation (Zhang et al., 2011). The idea of NGS is to break the genome into

many small pieces, ligate adapters to the pieces, and sequence a random selec-

tion using DNA synthesis. The resulting dataset consists of large numbers of

short reads (typically 50-700bp in length), which in well-characterised organ-

isms are mapped to a reference genome. This technology is commonly used

to sequence entire genomes, termed "whole-genome sequencing"; and whole

exomes (all protein coding regions), termed "whole-exome sequencing". NGS

sequencing of the genomes of individuals within a species has significantly im-

proved our understanding of genetic variation in humans, Arabidopsis thaliana

(a model plant), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast, a model eukaryote),

and Drosophila melanogaster (a model vertebrate) among many others (Cao et

al., 2011; 1000 Genomes Project, 2012; Mackay et al., 2012; Wilkening et al.,

2013)

A diverse array of genetic variation can be found within the eukaryotes, from

entire genome duplications to single base changes (Parfrey et al., 2008). The

first genetic variants were observed under the microscope, and included abnor-

mal chromosome numbers and chromosomal rearrangements. These variants

are greater than ~3Mb in size and are usually rare (Edwards et al., 1960; Patau
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et al., 1960; Bobrow et al., 1971). Following the advent of NGS and microar-

ray technology, smaller and more common variants were investigated. These

differences include single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs); short repetitive

elements, such as microsatellites; and small insertions, inversions, and duplica-

tions (INDELS) (Wright, 2003).

Many genetic variants are associated with, and are in some cases causative of,

a phenotype. This was first illustrated in humans by Jacobs et al. (1959) who

discovered that three copies of chromosome 21 caused the developmental dis-

order Downs syndrome. Early associations with phenotype were discovered

using linkage-mapping and candidate-gene approaches, but recently NGS and

microarray technology have enabled a new technique - the genome-wide asso-

ciation study (GWAS). A GWAS progresses by first measuring the genetic vari-

ation using these high-throughput technologies in individuals that have been

measured for a phenotype of interest. Then, the discovered genetic variants

are tested to see whether they are associated with this phenotype. The first

GWAS in humans was performed in age-related macular degeneration, where

researchers genotyped 116,204 SNPs in 96 participants with age-related mac-

ular degeneration and 50 controls. This study discovered a strong association

of an intronic and common variant in the complement factor H gene (Klein

et al., 2005). Since the publication of this study, over 1,200 GWAS have been

performed in humans, as well as large numbers in other species (Huang et al.,

2014; Welter et al., 2014). These studies have significantly improved our un-

derstanding of the genetic components of common complex disease (diabetes,

autism, and many others), where candidate gene and family-based approaches

had failed to yield reproducible results. In hindsight, this is believed to have oc-

curred because common complex diseases are influenced by large numbers of

genetic and environmental risk factors that are best captured by utilising large

numbers of markers from unrelated individuals (McCarthy et al., 2008).
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In an individual GWAS, because many thousands of SNPs are tested for as-

sociation simultaneously using for example a Fisher’s exact test, associations

are likely to occur by chance. For instance, if 10,000 SNPs are tested for as-

sociation, at a p-value threshold of 5%, then, on average, 500 false-positives

would be expected. A number of statistical methods can be used to remove

and therefore reduce the impact of these false-positives on downstream analy-

ses: these methods generally work by controlling the family-wise error rate or

the false-discovery rate (FDR) (Dunn, 1961; Benjamini et al., 1995). The family-

wise error rate is the probability of making a single false discovery across all

tests performed, and the FDR is the proportion of false discoveries in a set

of results deemed significant. An example of a family-wise error rate control-

ling procedure is the Bonferonni correction. This works by taking each p-value

and dividing it by the number of hypothesis tests that are performed in total

(Dunn, 1961). At a significance threshold of 5%, the Bonferonni correction re-

duces the overall probability of making one or more false discoveries to 5%. In

a modern SNP GWAS, 1-2 million SNPS are tested for association with the dis-

ease simultaneously, using Bonferonni correction at an α value of 0.05, means

only p-values of less than approximately 5× 10−8 would be considered signifi-

cant.

GWAS studies have focused on the associations between common SNPs and

phenotype. Problematically, these studies often discover only a small propor-

tion (<20%) of the heritable variance of these phenotypes, despite having sam-

ples sizes in the tens of thousands (Manolio et al., 2009). The remaining ~80%

is known as the missing heritability of a trait. Researchers have attempted to

find this missing heritability by increasing sample sizes, utilising rare variation,

investigating non-additive gene-environment interactions, including epistatic

gene interactions, and exploring other forms of genetic variation (Yang et al.,

2011). Although best understood in humans, all GWAS are facing a similar
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problem with missing heritability (Bloom et al., 2013).

1.1.1 Copy number variation

Structural variations that duplicate or delete DNA segments, are >50 base pairs

in length, and alter the normal number copies of a DNA segment are commonly

called copy number variants (CNVs) (Redon et al., 2006). Regions of a genome

that differ between individuals with respect to copy number, are known as copy

number variable regions (CNVRs) (Girirajan et al., 2011).

1.1.1.1 Mechanisms of CNV formation

The formation of a CNV occurs via a number of mechanisms, which can be clas-

sified based on whether homology is an important feature of each mechanism’s

function (Hastings et al., 2009b). One homologous mechanism that can create

CNVs is homologous recombination, which is a type of recombination where

DNA is exchanged between two similar or identical molecules. Homologous

recombination plays a crucial role in DNA repair, meiosis, and ordered chro-

mosome segregation. In contrast to homologous mechanisms, non-homologous

CNV formation mechanisms act on regions of micro-homology or no homology.

These mechanisms include retrotransposition and template-switching (Arlt et

al., 2012).

Homologous recombination generates CNVs via non-allelic homologous re-

combination, which occurs when homologous DNA in different positions of

a chromosome interact. This can lead to an unequal crossing over event and

the subsequent deletion and duplication of the DNA segments between these

homologous positions. This can occur during recombination, in response to
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double stranded breaks, or during break-induced replication, a mechanism the

cell uses to restart broken replication forks (Malkova et al., 1996). CNVs formed

by these processes are considered recurrent because breakpoints tend to be

shared between unrelated individuals. These breakpoints are frequently found

regions containing low-copy repeats, segmental duplications, and transposable

elements (Korbel et al., 2007).

The mechanisms that form CNVs with non-recurrent breakpoints are not as

well understood, but a number of non-homologous processes are implicated.

These include non-homologous end joining and microhomology mediated end

joining, however, the mechanisms thought to explain the majority of these non-

recurrent CNVs are the models involving fork stalling and template switching

(Lieber, 2008; McVey et al., 2008). These models are generalised in microhomology-

mediated break-induced replication (Hastings et al., 2009a). Derived from ex-

periments performed in yeast and bacteria, this model proposes that template-

switching repair at collapsed replication forks into regions of microhomology

leads to the formation of non-recurrent CNVs. Many genome-wide CNV anal-

yses, as a result of strict filtering, low sample sizes, and methodological is-

sues may have underestimated the contributions to CNV formation made by

microhomology-mediated break-induced replication and other non-recurrent

processes (Zhang et al., 2009).

1.1.1.2 Methods used to identify and analyse CNV

In comparison to SNP genotyping, which is highly reproducible, detecting CNVs

remain a challenge. Traditionally, CNV discovery was performed using fluo-

rescence in situ hybridisation and karyotyping, but low resolution made these

methods ineffective for detecting small CNVs (Buysse et al., 2009). For geno-

typing CNVs, some experimental approaches, such as the paralogue ratio test
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are highly accurate, however, these techniques and others, such as quantitative

PCB (qPCR), suffer from low-throughput and are inapplicable at the genome-

wide scale (Armour et al., 2007). The technologies suitable for genome-wide

CNV discovery include the microarray and NGS. However, data quality and

accurate measurement remain a difficult problem. This necessitates the use

of thorough quality control approaches and the orthogonal molecular valida-

tion of discovered CNVs. Furthermore, as the majority of CNV discovery al-

gorithms were originally designed for diploid genomes, such as humans, care

is needed when dealing with polyploid genomes, such as those found in many

plant species (Cook et al., 2012).

Microarray-based CNV detection and genotyping consists of array comparative

genomic hybridisation and the specialised analyses of SNP microarrays (Alkan

et al., 2011). Array comparative genome hybridisation works by assessing the

differences in hybridisation between a test and a reference sample, significant

differences indicate CNV. In contrast, SNP microarrays only use a test sample

and because the probes were designed for SNP detection, the regions of the

genome that can be investigated for CNV are restricted (Redon et al., 2006).

SNP microarray CNV studies offer a distinct advantage in cost compared to

NGS methods, and thus enable larger cohorts to be studied. A limitation of

this approach occurs at the data analysis stage, and although not restricted to

just microarray CNV detection and genotyping, does require some special at-

tention (Craddock et al., 2010). For example, a recent study investigating the

contribution of rare CNVs to type-1 diabetes with SNP microarrays, struggled

with inconsistent results until the input data were corrected for batch-effects

using principal components analysis (PCA) (Cooper et al., 2015).

Two kinds of data present in a SNP microarray can be used to uncover CNV,
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these are the log reference ratios (LRRs) and B allele frequencies (BAFs) (Fig-

ure 1.2). The BAFs represent the proportion of the intensity signal at each SNP

explained by the B (alternate) allele. These BAFs have expected values for het-

erozygotes of 0.5, and for homozygotes 0 or 1. Odd numbers of alleles at a

locus representing CNV, can give rise to BAFs that violate these expectations.

For example, in a diploid organism a SNP with a BAF of 0.33 represents an

allelic distribution of AAB, and would therefore represent a duplication. The

LRRs are the log2 intensity of the signal at each SNP compared to some refer-

ence intensity (i.e not a CNV region). These LRRs have an expected value of

0. LRRs that violate this expectation are indicative of CNV. For example, LRRs

less than 0 represent deletions, and LRRs greater than 0 represent duplications.

However, since noise inherent in the SNP microarray can also lead to BAFs

and LRRs that violate these expectations, this necessitates using bioinformat-

ics tools that take both the LRRs and BAFs into consideration when identifying

CNVs within SNP microarray datasets. Of particular interest for this thesis is

the bioinformatics tool PennCNV, which utilises a Hidden Markov Model to

identify CNV (Wang et al., 2007). PennCNV was recently determined superior

in a comparison study that utilised a number of popular tools (Zhang et al.,

2014).

PCA is a generic method used to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset (Per-

son, 1901). PCA works by taking a set of possibly correlated variables, and

transforming them into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal

components. This transformation is defined such that the first principal compo-

nent is in the direction which explains the maximal amount of variation in the

data, with every subsequent component explaining less variability. As PCA is

agnostic to the source of the variation in the data, it is used in a wide-variety of

contexts within genomics. As an example, the first few principal components

of the genotype matrices from SNP microarray datasets correlate with ancestry,
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FIGURE 1.2: The relationship of the Log R Ratio and B allele frequency (BAF) to a
sampling of idealised CNV configurations from a single sample. (a) Region with suc-
cessive SNPs suggesting a copy-number of 3, this is supported by the increased LRRs
of approximately 0.58 on the log2 scale. The BAFs suggests that all the alleles are in a
ABB configuration because 66% of the intensity originates from the B allele for all the
SNPs. (b) Region with successive SNPs suggesting a copy-number of 1, this is sup-
ported by the decreased LRRs of approximately −1 on the log2 scale. The BAFs, while
not providing any additional evidence for the CNV, also do not provide any evidence
the contrary. (c) Region with successive SNPs suggesting a copy-number of 3, this is
supported by the increased LRRs of around 0.58 on the log2 scale. Although the BAFs
are not the same all the values hover around 33% and 66%, which is consistent with
a copy-number of 3. (d) Region with successive SNPs suggesting a copy-number of
6, this is supported by LRRs of around 1.58 on the log2 scale. The BAFs provide no
independent support for this CNV, but when taking the LRRs into consideration it is
clear that the sample is heterozygous for the first few SNPs, and homozygous for the
remaining SNPs. This suggests that this sample has alleles of AAABBB and BBBBBB
within the region.
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and as such these components are routinely incorporated into the linear models

used in GWAS (Tian et al., 2008). In contrast, the top components of the LRR

matrices from SNP microarray datasets correlate with batch-effects, which are

changes to the experimental conditions that can influence the results, but are

unrelated to the variables in the study (Leek et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2015).

These batch-effects are particularly problematic when they correlate with the

variables of interest, this makes combining data from publicly-available con-

trols and privately-available cases difficult to analyse. In this situation, because

the batch-effects are 100% correlated with disease status, removing the batch-

effects using a PCA adjustment may remove CNV. More importantly, when

testing any of these putative CNVs for association, no fixed or random factor

can be incorporated into the the statistical model used to test for association,

making it impossible to adjust for any of the residual batch-effects that still re-

main after the PCA adjustment. This means that CNVs associating with the

phenotype could represent false positives, and therefore these CNVs must be

validated using an orthogonal method, such as qPCR, and replicated in a inde-

pendent cohort, before conclusions can be drawn.

A number of sources of information present in NGS datasets can be investigated

to discover CNVs. For example, split reads, which are partially mapped reads,

can be used to accurately determine the breakpoints of CNVs (Zhao et al., 2013).

Many tools operate on these split reads, realigning them using slower but more

accurate alignment tools. As an example, the tool CREST employs the align-

ment algorithm BLAT (Wang et al., 2011). The goal here is to discover where

the individual sections of these partially mapped reads align; this provides the

start and end positions of the CNVs. Another tool MATCHCLIP uses CIGAR

strings to infer breakpoints (Wu et al., 2013). These strings are found in align-

ment files and are used to indicate which bases in a read are matching, deleted,

or inserted in comparison to the reference genome. MATCHCLIP searches for
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all overlapping partially mapped reads that have well- and poorly-matched

sections at opposite ends. The breakpoint is then calculated directly based on

the positions of the reads, overlapped bases, and the CIGAR string.

Read-depth information can also be used to identify CNV, assuming that in-

creases or decreases in read-depth at a genomic region indicates a change in

copy number (Teo et al., 2012). This approach can be applied to whole-genome

or whole-exome sequencing data. The read-depth method progresses by first

counting the reads mapping into bins relating to genomic position. A popular

binning method involves breaking the genome up into uniformly sized non-

overlapping windows. These bins are then segmented into contiguous regions

containing a similar number of reads in each bin. Regions that have "high"

and "low" signal levels are considered to represent duplications and deletions,

respectively. To overcome underlying biases in NGS data and the alignment

process, a number of read-depth algorithms have been developed (Zhao et al.,

2013).

Read-depth software can be broken into two categories, namely: single-sample,

and multiple-sample. Single-sample tools, such as CNVnator, cannot use infor-

mation about other samples, so generally employ mathematical models to dis-

cover CNV (Abyzov et al., 2011). While these single-sample tools can be useful

when only a few samples are available, when larger cohorts are available multi-

sample tools are required. These tools take advantage of the systematic errors

affecting more than one sample, and as a result are more accurate then single-

sample tools. All read-depth methods are confounded by biases that influence

the read-count distribution. One source of bias is GC-content, which occurs

because the PCR has issues with AT and GC rich regions of the genome (Bent-

ley et al., 2008). GC-content bias is present in the data generated from Illumina

NGS machines, and results in more reads than expected found originating from
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AT rich regions. The impact of this GC bias on CNV inference can be reduced

using algorithms that have been implemented in a number of read depth tools,

including CNVrd2, VarScan 2, and Canoes (Koboldt et al., 2012; Nguyen et al.,

2013; Backenroth et al., 2014). Another source of bias is mappability, which

occurs because the ability to align short reads to a reference genome is not uni-

form. The read depth tools GENSENG and HMM copy, adjust for this bias (Ha

et al., 2012; Szatkiewicz et al., 2013).

CNVrd2, the successor of CNVrd, is a multi-sample read depth based R package

for CNV genotyping and discovery using whole-genome NGS data (Nguyen et

al., 2013, Nguyen et al., 2014). CNVrd2 works by breaking the genome into

non-overlapping bins and counting the reads mapping into each bin. This is

followed by the normalisation of these read counts between and within sam-

ples (Nguyen et al., 2013). CNVrd2 adjusts these read-counts for GC-content

bias but not mappability. Circular binary segmentation, a method originally

developed for array comparative genomic hybridisation, is then used to seg-

ment the bins (Venkatraman et al., 2007). While CNVrd2 was initially designed

to analyse complex CNVs in humans, such as CCL3L1, recent development has

extended the package to identify other CNV loci and CNVRs in low-coverage

NGS datasets (Nguyen et al., 2014).

The majority of tools discussed above utilise one major source of information,

such as read-depth, to discover CNVs. However recently, a number of tools

have been released that are designed to incorporate multiple sources of in-

formation. An example is GenomeStrip, which utilises read-depth, aberrant

read-pairs, split-reads, and linkage disequilibrium (Handsaker et al., 2015). An-

other recent approach, is the application of sequence assemblers to recreate

CNV breakpoints, such as TIGRA, which was designed specifically for this task

(Chen et al., 2014b). Other established de novo assemblers, such as Velvet, are
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also being used to recreate breakpoints (Zerbino et al., 2008; Usher et al., 2015b).

The effectiveness of TIGRA was established in a study of CNV within the 1000

Genomes dataset, when researchers discovered they could recreate the break-

points of an additional 4,188 deletions and 160 tandem duplications (Mills et al.,

2011). This is a substantial improvement when you consider that only 10,365

breakpoints were originally recreated by analysing the split-reads and using

other sequence assemblers.

The improvements to the software and algorithms will continue, but they can

not overcome the shortcomings of NGS technology. In particular, the short

reads that NGS produces, regardless of algorithm, prevent breakpoint assem-

bly and the discovery of some CNV. This occurs because repetitive stretches

that extend beyond the length of each read can never be resolved. This has

created space for newer sequencing technologies, such as the long read PacBio

single-molecule real-time sequencing. CNV has not yet been systematically in-

vestigated using this PacBio technology, however, a recent study highlighted

the potential that long-read technology has for CNV analysis (Chaisson et al.,

2015). In particular, the researchers discovered they were able to close a large

number of repetitive gaps in the human reference assembly (GRCh37) that were

inaccessible with short-read sequencing approaches.

1.1.1.3 Genomic CNV surveys

Although genome-scale CNV surveys were initially restricted to humans (Re-

don et al., 2006, the most recent analysis of human CNVs is described in Sud-

mant et al., 2015), these surveys have now also been performed on other genomes

including chimpanzees, dogs, soybean, maize, barley, and rice (Perry et al.,

2008; Nicholas et al., 2009; Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011; McHale

et al., 2012; Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2013). These surveys have revealed that the
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proportion of CNV in eukaryotic genomes varies between 4 and 15%. For ex-

ample, 15% in barley, 4.8-9.5% in human, 10% in maize, and 4.2% in dog (Zarrei

et al., 2015). After CNV detection, it is common to perform a gene ontology

(GO) enrichment analysis. This works by first classifying genes that are within

of near CNVs using the universal gene ontology terms, and then determin-

ing which terms are over or underrepresented (Ashburner et al., 2000). This

has revealed that genes involved in extracellular environmentally interacting

processes are overrepresented in CNV regions. In humans, the gene ontology

terms for cell-adhesion, recognition, and defense response are overrepresented

(Conrad et al., 2010). In cattle, immune system response and sensory response

are overrepresented (Bickhart et al., 2012). In barley, protein modification and

cell death are overrepresented. The latter is a common response in plant im-

mune systems to pathogenic infection, and as such many of the cell-death genes

are actually involved in resistance to infection (Shirasu et al., 2000). These re-

sults suggest that CNV of genes that are involved in responding to the envi-

ronment or infection may confer a survival advantage to the organism. Specifi-

cally, more copies of an immune response gene may either increase expression,

leading to an improved pathogenic response; or alternatively the redundancy

of function may allow for rapid gene diversification. Plant resistance proteins

are mostly leucine rich repeat proteins, and there is evidence to suggest that

microhomology within this section of the protein facilitates gene amplification

(Wicker et al., 2007). Intracellular processes are underrepresented, suggesting

that purifying selection prevents certain CNVs accumulating (Bickhart et al.,

2012).

The molecular mechanism that created a CNV is usually determined by analysing

the sequence of the CNV itself, the flanking regions, and the breakpoints (Con-

rad et al., 2010). However, unlike the gene ontology analyses discussed above,

the results are less comparable. Nevertheless, some trends have emerged. CNVs
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are commonly enriched for homologous sequence, suggesting the importance

of homologous recombination for CNV formation. In humans, non-allelic ho-

mologous recombination and variable number of tandem repeats contribute

to approximately 25% of all validated CNVs, within which a significant num-

ber involve the sequence of transposable elements. Also enriched are motifs

associated with DNA recombination and predicted non-B-DNA, such as G-

quadruplexes and CpGs (Bose et al., 2014). B-DNA is the double-helix form of

DNA that Watson and Crick described, and is believed to be the dominant form

in cells (Richmond et al., 2003). In dogs, GC-rich regions are correlated with re-

combination hotspots where double-stranded breaks are known to occur more

frequently (Axelsson et al., 2012). DNA transduction by retrotransposition ex-

plains the existence of many dispersed CNVs and is attributed to the LINE-1

elements in humans and the helitrons in maize (Pickeral et al., 2000; Yang et al.,

2011).

While largely overlooked in the past, the importance of microhomology-mediated

and non-homologous processes to CNV formation is beginning to be realised

(Ottaviani et al., 2014). For instance, an analysis of 185 human genomes re-

vealed that 70% of deletions and 89% of insertions are consistent with formation

by non-homologous end joining, microhomolgy-mediated end joining, fork-

stalling and template switching, or microhomology-mediated break-induced

replication (Mills et al., 2011). Unlike long regions of homologous sequence,

micro-homologous sequences are widespread throughout the genome, there-

fore it is critical we begin to analyse CNV in the context of 3D genomic structure

(Gibcus et al., 2013).
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1.1.2 CNV and phenotype

The impact that CNV can have on phenotype was first investigated in the con-

text of human disease. As an example, a gene duplication in Lamin B1 and a

CNV upstream of PMP22 cause dominant leukodystrophy and Charcot–Marie–Tooth

(CMT) syndrome respectively (Padiath et al., 2006; Weterman et al., 2010). Other

CNVs are associated with a range of human diseases including osteoporosis,

rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s disease, psoriasis, and autism (Yang et al., 2008;

McKinney et al., 2008; Bentley et al., 2008; Glessner et al., 2009; Hüffmeier et al.,

2010). Traditionally, CNV association studies have taken a hypothesis-driven

approach, whereby the researcher selects a gene for investigation based on prior

biological knowledge. However more recently, hypothesis-free CNV associa-

tion studies have become popular (Falchi et al., 2014). Interestingly, a number

of CNV associations have already been discovered indirectly via a tagging vari-

ant. These CNVs are described as being well-tagged, and this indicates that a

mutation was introduced on the haplotype segregating with the CNV, imply-

ing that the major variant likely arose from a single ancestral event. In contrast,

many complex CNVs are not tagged by a SNP (Handsaker et al., 2015). These

CNVs are "poorly tagged", and are found in regions of high genomic complex-

ity. The lack of a tagging SNP can be the result of a number of processes includ-

ing multiple ancestral recombination events, or frequent copy-number changes

(Nguyen et al., 2013).

In response to missing heritability, some researchers have turned to poorly

tagged CNVs for an explanation (Manolio et al., 2009). As an example, the

Welcome Trust Case-Control Consortium (WTCCC) used data generated with

array comparative genomic hybridisation and performed a GWAS for CNVs in

eight common human diseases (Craddock et al., 2010). The study concluded

that CNVs were unlikely to contribute greatly to the genetic basis of common
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human diseases. However, this may be an overstatement, as they cite data anal-

ysis, and probe selection problems; as well as the less robust nature of the array

comparative genomic hybridisation microarrays compared to SNP microarrays

as major limitations. Moreover, they only estimated to have captured ~50% of

all common CNVs greater than 500bp.

Two poorly tagged common CNVs at the genes CCL3L1 and FCGR3B are associ-

ated with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and systemic autoimmune disease, respec-

tively (McKinney et al., 2008; McKinney et al., 2012). Higher copy-number at

CCL3L1 is associated with enhanced inflammatory response and autoimmune

response, which predisposes individuals to developing to rheumatoid arthri-

tis. Increased CCL3L1 copy-number protects against human immune deficiency

virus (HIV), highlighting the functional diversity of this CNV (Gonzalez et al.,

2005). A deletion at FCGR3B, a low-affinity IgG receptor gene, was repeatedly

associated with the development of systemic autoimmune diseases, however,

the functional role this CNV played in autoimmunity was not clear, this was

somewhat resolved in a meta-analysis, which showed that this deletion is only

a risk factor in non-organ specific autoimmune disease (Aitman et al., 2006;

Fanciulli et al., 2007; McKinney et al., 2012). Recently, a population survey

of poorly tagged CNVs revealed the impact these CNVs may have in disease

(Handsaker et al., 2015). The researchers focused their efforts on multi-copy

CNVs of which some are poorly tagged. These CNVs can have a wide-range

of copy-numbers, account for 88% of human variation in gene dosage, and the

majority alter the expression of the genes contained within the boundaries of

the CNV regions.

Many poorly tagged CNV associations have not been replicated (Usher et al.,

2015a). This has occurred primarily for two reasons. Firstly, the majority of the

associations arise from candidate gene studies and have failed to replicate in
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large well-powered studies. Secondly, unlike SNP genotyping, CNV measure-

ment remains imprecise and contains substantial technical bias. The ongoing

saga of the relationship between salivary amylase gene (AMY1) and obesity em-

phasises this nicely. Interest in the AMY1 CNV began in 2005 when researchers

showed that it was present in humans at between 2 to 17 copies. They also

noted that populations with a high starch content in their diet had on average

more copies of the gene, which lead researchers to suggest that the CNV was

an important adaptive change as humans transitioned from hunter-gatherer to

agricultural societies (Perry et al., 2007). In 2014, researchers were analysing

SNP microarray data of obese and non-obese patients, and discovered that low

AMY1 copy-number increased the risk of obesity (Falchi et al., 2014). This find-

ing was convincingly replicated using qPCR, however, in 2015 a comprehensive

study using NGS data and digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) was not able to repli-

cate this finding (Usher et al., 2015b). Although this recent result casts doubt

on the association of AMY1 CNV with obesity, without a comparison of CNVs

in the same set of samples it does not rule the association out.

Most common CNVs share a common interval, size, and similar breakpoint,

but recently small rare CNVs, which are caused by non-recurrent mechanisms,

have been investigated in the context of human disease (Zhang et al., 2009). As

an example, researchers studying CNVs near and in the gene FOXL2, which

causes the developmental disorder Blepharophimosis syndrome, discovered

that the genomic architecture could predispose the region to DNA breakage or

promote fork stalling, and therefore promote CNV formation by non-recurrent

mechanisms (Verdin et al., 2013). Another study focusing on patients with the

autosomal-dominant disorder aromatase excess syndrome, which is caused by

the CYP19A1 gene, found similar results (Fukami et al., 2013). Larger rare CNVs

have also been implicated in common complex disease including rheumatoid

arthritis, Alzheimer’s disease, and type-1 diabetes (Uddin et al., 2011; Ghani
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et al., 2012; Cooper et al., 2015).

In contrast to human disease, only a few associations between plant phenotypes

and CNV have been reported (Zmienko et al., 2014). For instance, in wheat,

CNV of the genes Vrn-A1 and Ppd-B1 affect flowering-time (Diaz et al., 2012),

and a CNV in the gene Rht-D1b causes dwarfism (Li et al., 2012). A study per-

formed in soybean found that increased copy-number of an allele of the gene

Rhg1 increased resistance to nematodes (Cook et al., 2012). Boron tolerance in

barley is associated with a CNV of the Bot1 gene (Sutton et al., 2007). In cucum-

ber, researchers analysed the deep resequence data from 115 accessions and dis-

covered a 30.2kb duplication that gives rise to plants that only produce female

flowers (Zhang et al., 2015). The associations with flowering-time, dwarfism,

disease resistance, and sex determination, have already highlighted the agri-

cultural and biological relevance of CNV within plant species.

1.2 Novel areas for CNV research

The domesticated apple and the human complex disease gout share a com-

mon feature that makes a discussion of the role that CNV can play within these

contexts interesting. Gout disease and resistance to pathogens and infection in

apples, involve the immune system. This is important because genomic regions

harbouring CNVs are enriched in immune system functions within all eukary-

otes investigated to date. CNV has never been investigated in either gout or

the apple genome, and as such both of these areas represent a novel context in

which to investigate CNV.
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1.2.1 Gout

Gout is a common complex human disease, which is characterised by acute

self-resolving inflammatory arthritis, triggered by the accumulation of mono-

sodium urate (MSU) crystals in a joint (Campion et al., 1987). The majority of

gout attacks occur in the metatarsal-phalangeal joint of the big toe, but other

joints can be affected. These include the insteps, ankles, heels, fingers, and

elbows. Both the formation and accumulation of MSU crystals, and the onset

of a gout attack are underpinned by mechanisms that are not necessarily well

understood. Elevated serum urate levels in the plasma, a condition referred to

as hyperuricaemia (defined as >= 0.42 mmol/L), is a major risk factor for the

formation of MSU crystals, but not all hyperuricemics develop these crystals

(Merriman, 2015). Furthermore, even in an individual with MSU crystals, it is

not guaranteed this person will go on to develop gout (Campion et al., 1987).

Hyperuricaemia occurs primarily as the result of the increased production of

uric acid in the liver because of dietary or endogenous substrates that raise

purine levels, or the reduced renal and gut excretion of uric acid (Figure 1.3).

Another physiological process important in gout is the inflammatory response

to MSU crystals (Dalbeth et al., 2005). In contrast to the modulation of serum

urate this is poorly understood, however, toll-like receptor (TLR)4 - NFκβ -

interleukin-1 (IL-1)β signalling pathway is known to be implicated (Qing et al.,

2014; Xiao et al., 2015). This NFκβ driven inflammation involves a number of

other molecular networks (Qiao et al., 2012). One well-studied example in gout

and other disorders is the NLRP3 (NALP3) inflammasome (Ungerbäck et al.,

2012).
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FIGURE 1.3: Uric acid transport in the renal proximal tubule. The transporters with
known function in uric acid transport. Genetic variation in ABCG2, URAT1, NPT1,
OAT4, SLC2A9, and PDZK1 is associated with uric acid levels and gout. Reproduced
with permission from BioMed Central (Merriman, 2015).

1.2.1.1 NLRP3 inflammasome

An inflammasome is a multimeric protein complex that activates inflammatory

caspases (Abderrazak et al., 2015). These inflammasomes consist of three main

parts: a NOD-like receptor (NLR), an adaptor protein containing a caspase re-

cruitment domain (ASC), and a effector caspase that activates pro-inflammatory

cytokines. The activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome occurs when the NLRP3

protein is unfolded in response to agonists. This leads to the recruitment of the
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ASC adaptor and pro-caspase-1, which is then cleaved exposing active caspase-

1. Finally, the active caspase-1 cleaves pro-IL-1β activating it and initiating the

process of inflammation (Figure 1.4)(Kim et al., 2013). In addition to intracel-

lular activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome, recently a study revealed that

oligomeric NLRP3 and ASC proteins are also released into the extracellular ma-

trix. Then, either in the extracellular matrix itself or through internalisation into

other cells, this exported NLRP3 inflammasome enhances the inflammatory re-

sponse (Baroja-Mazo et al., 2014). The NLRP3 inflammasome is important for

the innate immune response, and is active in macrophages, monocytes, and

dendritic cells. This inflammasome senses a variety of stimuli including high

concentrations of extra cellular ATP, amyloid-β fibers, and importantly for gout

the presence of MSU crystals (Martinon et al., 2006; Mariathasan et al., 2006;

Halle et al., 2008).

The activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome occurs in response to two dis-

tinct signals. The first signal primes the activation of the system by increas-

ing the transcription of pro-inflammatory IL-1β and the NLRP3 gene. This sig-

nal functions through the TLR receptors, IL-1 receptor, and the tumor necrosis

factor (TNF) receptor. These receptors respond primarily to pathogen associ-

ated molecular patterns (PAMPs) present in the extracellular matrix (Kim et al.,

2013). After the NLRP3 inflammasome has been primed for activation, the sec-

ond signal completes the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome. This signal

also responds to PAMPs in addition to a number of other cellular events, such

as damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), K+ efflux, and the lysoso-

mal rupture that can occur after a cell ingests a MSU crystal.
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FIGURE 1.4: The NLRP3 inflammasome. In normal conditions the NACHT domain
and the leucine-rich-repeats (LRRs) of the NLRP3 protein interact causing the protein
to fold on itself. NLRP3 is unfolded in response to pathogen-association molecular
patterns (PAMPs) or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). This represents
the first signal. Then, NLRP3 oligomerises followed by the recruitment of ASC and
pro-caspase-1, which is cleaved exposing active caspase-1. Finally, the active caspase-1
cleaves pro-Il-1β activating it and initiating the process of inflammation. Reproduced
with permission from the Nature Publishing Group (Tschopp et al., 2010).

These two-signals converge to activate the NLRP3 inflammasome. The se-

quence of events required for this activation to take place are currently un-

known, but it has been suggested to include: the release of oxidised mitochon-

drial DNA, the production of reactive oxygen species, a decrease in intracellular

K+ concentration, and the microtubule-mediated spatial rearrangement of mi-

tochondria (Zhou et al., 2010; Shimada et al., 2012; Muñoz-Planillo et al., 2013;

Misawa et al., 2013). This last proposal involves the transport of mitochon-

dria to the endoplasmic reticulum, where the NLRP3 protein is located. Before

stimulation, ASC is found on the mitochondria, cytosol, and nucleus. During

stimulation, the ASC on mitochondria is transported near NLRP3 creating op-

timal sites for the assembly of the NLRP3 inflammasome. This transport occurs

preferentially on acetylated α-tubulin.
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A direct link between a specific mechanism of NLRP3 inflammasome activation

and gout has been established. Colchicine is used to resolve gout flares, and

works by preventing the polymerisation of tubulin. This leads to a reduction

in the formation and repair of microtubules, and has been shown to directly

interfere with the mitochondrial transport along microtubules that is needed

for NLRP3 inflammasome activation (Figure 1.5) (Dalbeth et al., 2014). Unfor-

tunately Colchicine use can result in side effects, which include gastrointestinal

upset and neutropenia (low neutrophil count) (Wood et al., 1996). To improve

gout treatments, compounds that target NLRP3 inflammasome activation more

directly should be developed.

FIGURE 1.5: Emerging mechanisms for the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome
- new treatment targets. A simplified representation of the old and emerging signals
that lead to the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome. Reproduced with permission
from John Wiley and Sons (Akira et al., 2013).

One way to obtain valuable biological clues to direct the development of new

treatments is to study the genetic variants associated with differences in NLRP3
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activation. This can be done in the context of gout disease, if we assume that

a subset of genetic risk factors for gout exert their influence by modulating the

mechanisms that are involved in the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome. It

is always tempting to start with a list of candidate genes, and test them for as-

sociation. However, associations discovered using a candidate-based approach

generally fail to stand the test of time (Buysse et al., 2009). The alternative is to

use a robust hypothesis-free approach, followed by replication of the associated

variants in an independent cohort. Only at this point, if the variant is within

or near genes that have possible roles in the activation of the NLRP3 inflamma-

some, should it be considered a candidate. For example, reliable associations

with gout that are found within or near genes that function as α-tubulin de- or

pro-acetylases would be considered candidates. These genes include HDAC6

(de), SIRT2 (de), and TPPP (pro) (North et al., 2003; Hubbert et al., 2002; North

et al., 2003; Tőkési et al., 2010).

In addition to the role that the acetylation of α-tubulin plays in the activation

of the NLRP3 inflammasome, a recent study suggests it has a secondary role

more directly involved in gout (Basseville et al., 2012). These researchers were

investigating the influence of histone deacetylases inhibitors on a variant of the

ABCG2 protein. This variant 141K (rs2231142-T allele), which has been previ-

ously associated with gout and increased serum urate, reduces the expression

of the protein and impairs its function (Dehghan et al., 2008; Woodward et al.,

2013). Using cells that had the 141K variant, the researchers revealed that when

these cells were treated with histone deacetylase inhibitors or Colchicine the

protein was rescued - restoring its expression and function to wild-type levels.

A number of additional experiments also showed that these histone deacety-

lase inhibitors interrupted microtubule trafficking to the aggresome, and this

resulted via an unknown mechanism in the rescue. Although no experiments

were performed comparing the levels of acetylated of α-tubulin, high-levels of
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acetylated α-tubulin are known to block the formation of the aggresome via the

inhibition of HDAC6 (Hideshima et al., 2005). Taken together, these results sug-

gest that the impact of the 141K variant of ABCG2 is conditional on the levels

of acetylated α-tubulin.

Overall, if genetic variation near or in genes that can function as α-tubulin de-

or pro-acetylases are associated with gout, it would have implications for our

understanding of the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome, in particular, the ge-

netic components involved in the colocalisation of the ASC on mitochondria.

Furthermore, a better understanding of the activation of the NLRP3 inflam-

masome could lead to the development of superior therapeutics for treating

gout.

1.2.1.2 Gout epidemiology

The prevalence of gout varies considerably throughout the world, and displays

high within region variability. Gout is most common in oceanic peoples, in par-

ticular the Pacific islanders and Māori, where the prevalence is estimated to be

between 6 and 8% (Winnard et al., 2012). Gout is also common in Europeans,

where it is estimated to have a prevalence of between 1 and 4% (Roddy et al.,

2007). In contrast, gout is reportedly rare in a number of other countries in-

cluding Saudi Arabia (Al-Arfaj, 2001) and the Phillipines (Dans et al., 1997). In

most developing countries, gout has a prevalence of >1% although Japan and

South Korea are exceptions to this with prevalence’s of 0.5% and 0.4%, respec-

tively (Kuo et al., 2015). The incidence of gout is higher in men as compared

to women, and increases with age (Abbott et al., 1988). In men, a trend exists

where gout incidence increases linearly as a function of age. In women, the

incidence of gout risk rises sharply after menopause, this is attributed to the

uricosuric action of oestrogen (Hak et al., 2009).
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1.2.1.3 Environmental risk factors

Elevated serum urate, a condition known as hyperuricemia, is the major risk

factor for gout (Campion et al., 1987). However, as previously discussed a com-

plex relationship exists between hyperuricemia and gout disease, with a large

percentage (~80%) of people having hyperuricemia not developing gout. To

further complicate matters, environmental risk factors also play an important

role in gout. Alcohol and diet are widely recognised to alter gout risk (Zöll-

ner et al., 1974; Gordon et al., 1983). For diet, high-purine foods, such as meat

and seafood, are the major culprits. In the health professional follow up study

(HPFS), which involved 51,529 men, individuals in the highest quintile of meat

or seafood consumption had relative risks for gout of 1.41 and 1.51, respec-

tively (Choi et al., 2004b). In the same study, it was also discovered that for

every 10 mg of alcohol consumed per day the relative risk of gout increased by

1.17 (Choi et al., 2004a). A number of other dietary risk factors for gout have

also been identified, these include sugary drinks, tomatoes, cherries, and coffee

(Choi et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012; Batt et al., 2014; Flynn et al., 2015)

Analogous to our understanding of the physiology of gout, the majority of risk

factors for gout are hypothesised to influence serum urate, although as our un-

derstanding of inflammation improves other risk factors will no doubt emerge.

In fact, it was recently discovered that resveratrol, a natural compound found

in the skin of grapes and blueberries prevents the accumulation of acetylated

α-tubulin (Misawa et al., 2015). This inhibited activation of the NLRP3, and

therefore the inflammatory response. Resveratrol also inhibits the inflamma-

tory response in a mouse model of gout (Chen et al., 2014a). Taken together,

this suggests that the consumption of grapes and blueberries may influence the

risk of gout.
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1.2.1.4 Relationship to other diseases

Gout is positively associated with a number of other conditions including hy-

pertension, diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and renal impairment (re-

viewed in (Stamp et al., 2013). For instance, hyperuricaemia is present in a

quarter of patients with hypertension, half on diuretics, and greater than three

quarters with malignant hypertension. Gout has also been negatively associ-

ated with a number of other conditions. For example, gout is negatively asso-

ciated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Weisskopf

et al., 2007). The most recent study investigating this relationship estimated

that over 5 years the univariate and multivariate hazard ratios for the onset of

AD were 0.71 and 0.76, respectively (Lu et al., 2015). Out of 59,226 patients with

gout within the 5 year period 309 new cases of AD emerged (0.05%), as com-

pared to 238,805 patients without gout where 1,942 new AD diagnoses emerged

(0.08%).

To explain this neuroprotective association, researchers have turned to the an-

tioxidant property of uric acid, which is estimated to account for 50% of the

antioxidant capacity of the plasma (Miller et al., 1993). Oxidative stress con-

tributes significantly to dopaminergic neuron degeneration in PD, and has a

role in AD (Engelhart et al., 2002; Ascherio et al., 2009). The high uric acid levels

of gout patients are hypothesised to protect the brain against oxidative stress,

and reduce the risk of PD and AD. This is supported by studies in both animal

and cellular models of PD (Cipriani et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2012). Although

currently unexplored in this context, the NLRP3 inflammasome is also impli-

cated in the onset and progression of AD and PD. However, in contrast to uric

acid, the evidence suggests that increases in NLRP3 activation would increase

the risk of AD and PD, making the crude differences in NLRP3 inflammasome
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activation between individuals an unlikely explanation for the negative associ-

ation of gout with AD and PD (Heneka et al., 2013; Codolo et al., 2013).

1.2.1.5 Genetics

GWAS and meta-analyses have significantly improved our understanding of

the genetics of hyperuricemia and gout. The largest study utilised more than

140,000 European individuals (Köttgen et al., 2013). SNPs that are within or

near the urate transporters SLC2A9 and ABCG2 were found to explain approx-

imately 3.5% and 0.5% of the variation in serum urate, respectively. Other vari-

ants at different loci that explain less variation have also been identified; these

include SLC22A12, a renal uric acid transporter and PDZK1, a gene that binds

uric acid transporters (Kolz et al., 2009; see Merriman, 2015 for a recent review).

While the majority of published associations involve a SNP, other forms of ge-

netic variation, such as CNV, have started to receive attention. For example,

a study performed a GWAS for CNV using the SNP microarray data from the

Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study, this revealed two CNVs 200kb and

350kb upstream of SLC2A9 that are associated with serum urate (Scharpf et al.,

2014).

The majority of the published variants associated with gout are hypothesised

to influence serum urate. However, a few notable immune-related associa-

tions have been discovered. These include TLR4, CD14, IL1-β and CARD8

(Qing et al., 2014; McKinney et al., 2015). One reason that there is an overall

lack of inflammatory variants is because most studies use normouricemics in

their control group (Merriman, 2015). This means that individuals with inflam-

matory risk variants will not necessarily be hyperuricemic, and therefore the

variant can not influence the development of gout because MSU crystals will

most likely not be present in the joints. This situation can be improved if only
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asymptomatic hyperuricemics are used as controls. The potential of this ap-

proach was highlighted recently, when researchers showed that an association

of a TLR4 variant with gout was only significant when asymptomatic hyper-

uricemics were used as the controls (Rasheed et al., 2014).

Ideally, GWAS in gout should use asymptomatic hyperuricemics for the con-

trols, however, if a large proportion of the heritable immune component of

gout originates in rare or common SNPs that are not well-tagged by the ma-

jor GWAS platforms, this may only marginally increase the explained heritabil-

ity. Fortunately, a number of affordable custom SNP microarrays have been

specifically designed to assess these rare and common SNPs within certain

disease contexts. The Immunochip is an Illumina infinium SNP microarray

heavily enriched in SNPs from GWAS significant loci for a number of major

autoimmune and inflammatory disorders (Cortes et al., 2011). This microar-

ray contains a total of 196,523 markers (718 small insertions and deletions and

195,806 SNPs). While an Immunochip-based association study in gout could

uncover some novel inflammatory components, other forms of genetic varia-

tion could also be explored. CNVs (as described extensively in section 1.1.1.3)

are enriched in immune-related genes within humans and across a wide range

of species. CNVs have never been investigated for their associations with gout,

and therefore a number of highly-associated immune-related CNVs could exist.

It would be an exciting prospect to undertake a Immunochip-based association

study between copy-number and gout, regardless of whether asymptomatic

hyperuricemic controls were available. In fact, even unphenotyped publicly-

available controls would suffice for an initial study.
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1.2.2 Apples

The domesticated apple (Malus x domestica Borkh.) first appeared in the Near

East around 4,000 years ago (Zohary et al., 2012). The Greeks then introduced

the domesticated apple to Europe and North Africa, and it subsequently spread

worldwide (Juniper et al., 2006). Investigation of the morphological and genetic

differences between the domesticated and a number of wild apple species has

revealed that the Central Asian apple Malus siversii is the progenitor of the do-

mesticated apple (Coart et al., 2006). However, other wild-apple species have

also contributed significantly. For example, as a result of a secondary intro-

gression with the European crabapple Malus sylvestris, the modern domesti-

cated apple is more closely related to this species than its Central Asian pro-

genitor Malus siversii (Cornille et al., 2012). These secondary introgressions

and a number of other process including self-incompatibility, selection from

open-pollinated seeds, and long life, have helped to maintain high-levels of

genetic diversity throughout domestication. This genetic diversity translates

into morphological variations between apple varieties. These traits include

yield, fruit characteristics, plant size, and resistance to both biotic and abiotic

stresses.

The relatively high genetic diversity within the domesticated apple provides a

great resource that breeders can use to create new apple varieties. However,

the long lifespan, in particular the lengthy juvenile phase (5 - 10 years) reduces

the rate that these new varieties can be developed with traditional breeding

approaches. In response, apple researchers have focused on identifying traits

that can be measured in the juvenile phase, but correlate with adult traits of

interest for breeding, such as fruit size or number of branches (Visser, 1975). As

an example of how powerful this approach can be, a recent study that inves-

tigated 108 apple cultivars found a high correlation (r=0.98) between branch
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distance of seedling stem and number of branches in adulthood (Chashnidel et

al., 2012). The apple breeding community has also begun to embrace newer ge-

nomics techniques, the appeal being that the traits of interest can be measured

in the germplasm itself, speeding up the breeding process further (Peace et al.,

2009).

1.2.2.1 Genomics

The apple research community has worked hard to create or improve the shared

resources that are required to realise the potential of genomics (Troggio et al.,

2012). Protein-coding genes were first identified using expressed sequence tags

that were extracted from libraries covering a variety of genotypes and tissues

(Gasic et al., 2009). The crowning achievement of the apple genomics commu-

nity was the publication, in 2010, of the draft genome assembly of the diploid

and extremely heterozygous ’Golden Delicious’ (Velasco et al., 2010). This as-

sembly covers 81.3% (603.9Mb) of the apple genome, and NGS of apple ac-

cessions representing the genetic background used for breeding worldwide re-

vealed that a SNP occurs, on average, every 288bp of this assembly (Chagné et

al., 2012). Another important resource is the physical map of the apple genome,

which was published in 2007 (Han et al., 2007). This map been used exten-

sively to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL), and was also used to anchor the

reference assembly. In contrast, work on the identification of other functional

elements within the apple genome is only beginning. This includes large-scale

surveys of histone modifications, DNASe1 hypersensitivity, and methylation,

which have been performed extensively in other species (ENCODE Project,

2004; Roy et al., 2010). A number of smaller scale studies have investigated

some aspects of the transriptome, proteome, and metabolome of the domesti-

cated apple (Kürkcüoglu et al., 2004; Schaffer et al., 2007; Wiedow et al., 2010).
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Analysis of these genomics resources revealed that the domesticated apple has

57,386 genes, more than all other plants sequenced to date. A number of these

genes are present on only one of the two chromosomes of a pair, suggesting

that presence-absence variation, a form of CNV, is common within the apple

genome. The genome assembly revealed that 50 million years ago a genome-

wide duplication in the Pyraeae (which includes fruit species such as apple,

pear and quince), lead to an almost doubling of the number of chromosomes

(Figure 1.6). CNV have not yet been described in the apple genome, even

though publicly available NGS data from a representative genetic background

is available (Chagné et al., 2012). This NGS data has been used to detect SNPs

across the genome, which has lead to the development of SNP microarrays (Ku-

mar et al., 2012; Bianco et al., 2014). These arrays were designed primarily to be

used for use in apple breeding programs and for fine trait mapping.

1.2.2.2 Trait-mapping

Compared to other crop species, such as wheat and rice, where hundreds of

QTLs have been discovered, apple QTL analyses are only beginning (Troggio

et al., 2012). Also, as previously mentioned, high-levels of genetic diversity

have been maintained throughout the domestication of the apple. Taken to-

gether, this suggests that only a small percentage of the genetic variation has

been utilised for QTL discovery. Despite being only in the early stages, for a

number of traits QTL have been identified. These include fruit-quality, fire-

blight resistance, and scab resistance. For some of these QTL, the markers have

been successfully incorporated into the apple breeding programs. For example,

a genetic marker for the scab resistance locus Vnk is used by New Zealand ap-

ple breeders to select for resistance to pear scab (Venturia nashicola) (Terakami

et al., 2006). For many other QTL implementation into breeding programs has
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FIGURE 1.6: Parsimony model of the genome-wide duplication in the Pyreae. Re-
gions of identical colour indicate that homology between the currently existing chro-
mosomes. White is used to represent regions, where no homology is found, with the
white-hatched portions of chromosomes 5 and 10 being used to that represent regions
where partial homology is present. Reproduced with permission from the Nature Pub-
lishing Group (Velasco et al., 2010).

been difficult. This has occurred because the majority of QTL were discovered

using linkage-based methods, and analogous to the early efforts in humans to

map complex traits, many of these QTL have failed to replicate. For instance, a

study investigated the replicability of QTLs for fruit quality from three different

studies performed in different mapping populations, and revealed that many

of the QTL did not replicate in another mapping population (Kenis et al., 2008).

In particular, of the 45 QTL identified in one of the mapping populations, only

9 were present in one of the other mapping populations.

Made possible by the publication of the apple genome and the subsequent

availability of apple SNP microarrays, the apple research community has started

to perform GWAS, with a focus on applications for breeding. Currently, apple

breeders in New Zealand employ a best linear unbiased predictor approach to
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estimate breeding values (Kumar et al., 2010). This approach is limited because

it is approximately seven years before the best seedlings can be identified. To

overcome this limitation, apple researchers have started estimating breeding

values using genome-wide distributed markers (Kumar et al., 2012). Initially, a

training population is required to estimate the effect of each SNP marker with

the best linear unbiased predictor method. However, once this information

has been gathered, the best seedlings can identified using only SNP genotypes.

While this genomic selection significantly reduces the time required to identify

superior individuals, its effectiveness depends on a number of factors. These in-

clude the heritability of the trait, the number of markers on the SNP microarray,

and the size of the training population. For fruit-quality traits, a study revealed

that this genomics-based approach significantly improves the efficiency of se-

lection, when compared to the standard approach (Kumar et al., 2012). This

was especially pronounced for the fruit-quality traits that had low heritability.

A follow up study investigated the SNP associations of apple flavour volatiles

using the 8k SNP microarray, and revealed that the effect sizes were mostly

small (Kumar et al., 2015). This indicated that for these traits genomic selection

is superior to a marker-assisted selection approach that utilizes only a handful

of variants.

While these SNP-based approaches to breeding should continue to show promise,

other forms of variation should also be investigated. CNV in other plant species

is enriched for resistance-related genes, and could therefore play an important

role in resistance-related traits in the domesticated apple. However, before the

contribution that CNV makes to traits within the domesticated apple can be in-

vestigated, the distribution and impact of CNV within the apple genome needs

to be described.
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1.3 Purpose of the research

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate CNV in the context of gout disease

and within the apple genome. The domesticated apple and gout share a com-

mon feature, which makes the investigation of CNV interesting. Gout disease

and resistance to pathogens and infection in apples both involve the immune

system. This is important because genomic regions harbouring CNVs are en-

riched in immune system functions within all eukaryotes investigated to date.

Therefore, one way to improve our understanding of the immune processes in-

volved in gout and apple is to investigate CNV. In humans, the study of CNV is

well-developed, and it is feasible to begin with association studies. In contrast,

CNV has never been investigated in apple, and more basic studies are required.

These observations motivated the two major aims of my thesis. The first aim,

to perform a large-scale association study using CNV in gout; and the second,

to describe the distribution and investigate the impact of CNV, within the ap-

ple genome. More detailed information about each of these aims is provided

below.

1. To perform a descriptive and associative analysis of CNV in gout within

the European population. This analysis was performed using data from

the Immunochip SNP microarray that was collected from 1,000 randomly

selected controls from the WTCCC 1958 Birth Cohort and 468 gout cases

recruited from New Zealand and Australia. Specific sub-aims were:

• To identify the CNVs that are present in the Immunochip datasets.

• To assess the overall impact that rare CNV (<1% frequency) has in

gout.
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• To perform an association study in gout for all common CNV (>=1%

frequency).

• To validate experimentally using qPCR any interesting CNVs that

were discovered as a result of the aforementioned analyses.

2. To investigate the distribution and impact of CNV in the genome of the

domesticated apple. This analysis was performed using the low-coverage

NGS data from 30 apple accessions representing the worldwide genetic

background of the domesticated apple. Specific sub-aims were:

• To identify CNVs within each of the 30 apple accessions using read-

depth analysis.

• To identify the highly variable CNVRs within the apple genome, and

assess their functional significance.

• To assess the reliability of the CNVRs using an independent SNP mi-

croarray dataset.

• To assess the relationships between the CNVRs and important traits,

such as disease resistance.

Chapter 2 describes the methods, results and discussion of the association anal-

ysis between CNV and gout that utilised an Immunochip dataset. Chapter 3

describes the methods, results, and discussion of the analysis of CNV using a

NGS dataset obtained from 30 accessions of apple.
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An Immunochip-based association

study between copy number and

Gout disease

2.1 Overview

Genome-wide association studies in gout have identified a number of com-

mon associated SNPs. Many of these variants have been implicated in urate

metabolism while the genetic factors involved in the inflammatory response

have remained elusive. Copy-number variations (CNVs) in a wide-variety of

eukaryotes including humans are enriched in immune-related functions, and

represent a potential source for the genetic components of the immune response

in gout. Here, Immunochip SNP array data from a sample set consisting of 468

participants with gout, and 1,000 publicly-available controls, was used to per-

form an analysis of CNV in gout. The methods, results, and discussion of this

analysis are presented below.

39
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Chapter 2. An Immunochip-based association study between copy number

and Gout disease

2.2 Methods and Materials

2.2.1 Participants, ethics, and consent

For the Immunochip analysis, the sample set consisted of 1,000 randomly cho-

sen controls from the WTCCC 1958 Birth Cohort and 468 participants with gout

recruited from New Zealand (NZ) and Australia (Table 2.1) (Jostins et al., 2012).

For the replication quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay and analysis, the sample set

consisted of 459 participants with gout of which 125 were recruited from Eu-

rope (‘Eurogout‘) and 430 were recruited from NZ and Australia (Lioté et al.,

2013). 62 of these participants with gout overlapped with the 468 participants

with gout used in the Immunochip analysis. This sample set also contained

459 controls recruited from NZ and Australia. For the genotyping and anal-

ysis of rs79742881, the sample set consisted of 925 participants with gout and

439 controls all recruited from NZ. All participants with gout met the 1977 pre-

liminary American Rheumatism Association classification criteria (Wallace et

al., 1977). The NZ participants with gout were recruited from the Auckland

and Christchurch regions. The Australian participants with gout were recruited

from an outpatient clinic in Adelaide, a number of a private practice rheumatol-

ogists, and from a pharmacogenetics study of oxypurinol in participants with

gout (Stocker et al., 2012). The European participants were recruited from out-

patient clinics in The Netherlands. All NZ controls were aged 17 years old or

above and did not report a previous history of arthritis. These controls were

recruited from the Auckland, Christchurch, and Otago regions of NZ. The ap-

propriate ethics clearance was obtained for all the participants involved in this

study. For all NZ participants, the New Zealand Multi-Region Ethics Commit-

tee (MEC/105/10/130) granted approval. For the Australian participants, the

Research ethics committee at University of New South Wales granted approval.
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TABLE 2.1: Phenotypic summary of all subjects

Analysis Sex Average serum urate Average age
(% female) mmol/L (range) (range)

Immunochip Cases 15% 0.37 62
(n = 468) (0.10-0.85) (17-100)
Controls 41% Unavailable 57
(n = 1000) (56-58)

qPCR Cases 16% 0.4 65
(n = 552) (0.13-0.75) (24-97)
Controls 31% 0.34 54
(n = 459) (0.13-0.76) (16-87)

rs79742881 Cases 17% 0.39 64
(n = 475) (0.13-0.75) (24-94)
Controls 31% 0.34 55
(n = 437) (0.14-0.75) (16-87)

For the European participants, the Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek re-

gio Arnhem Nijmegen granted approval. Written and informed consent was

obtained from all participants. For the WTCCC 1958 Birth Cohort data no phe-

notype data were available other than the covariate sex (Table 2.1).

2.2.2 Data processing

The protocol followed in this section was adapted from Glessner et al. (2014)

and Cooper et al. (2015).

2.2.2.1 SNP array data

Genotyping of the 468 European participants with gout was carried out at the

AgResearch Centre in Invermay, New Zealand using the Illumina Immunochip
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platform and the Illumina iScan System as detailed in the manufacturer’s pro-

tocols 1. The control cohort consisted of 1000 individuals from the WTCCC

1958 Birth Cohort that were previously genotyped on the Immunochip plat-

form (Power et al., 2006). Individuals were not sex-matched, because this infor-

mation was not available when CNV-calling was performed.

2.2.2.2 Sample and SNP filtering

The SNP intensity data was loaded into Illumina GenomeStudio (v1.9.0) and

clustering was performed using the Gentrain algorithm of the Genotyping mod-

ule (v1.9.4). The log reference ratios (LRRs), B allele frequencies (BAFs), and

genotype calls were extracted. Samples with a genotyping call-rate of < 98%, a

LRR standard deviation > 0.28, a waviness factor > 0.05 or < -0.05, or CNV count

> 100 were not utilised in downstream analyses. SNPs with a call-rate of less

than 95% were not utilised in downstream analyses (Glessner et al., 2014).

2.2.2.3 Principal component analysis (PCA) to remove batch-effects

A PCA adjustment of the LRR matrix was used to remove batch-effects from

the SNP array dataset. To reduce the chance that CNV would be removed, a

random 15% of the SNPs were selected for inclusion in calculation of the prin-

cipal components. In addition, only SNPs with a call-rate of 100% were used.

Each individual had their LRR intensities adjusted for none, 12, 24, and 36 prin-

cipal components. Technical replicates were available for 9 participants with

gout, with 8 being run in duplicate, and with one individual (G5465) being

run 5 times. Consistency was determined using concordance. Specifically, for

each CNV call in a sample the technical replicates were checked to determine

1Sample preparation was performed by Dr. Cushla McKinney (Research Fellow, University
of Otago).
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whether a similar CNV (duplication or deletion) +/− 70kb was detected. The

percentage of replicates confirming this CNV call was then calculated. These

numbers were averaged within each sample, and then across all samples with

technical replicates. For example, in an individual sample with only one CNV

call, if this call was agreed upon by 4 out of 5 replicates, it would be assigned

a concordance score of 80%. The R (v3.2.0) function prcomp was used to gen-

erate principal components from the sample-by-LRR (1,431 x 189,993) matrix

that contained a subset of the SNPs (R Core Team, 2015). This was followed by

linear regressions using the principal components. This set of operations was

performed independently for each SNP (Equation 2.1).

Y ∼ Xβ + ε (2.1)

where:

Y = sample-by-1 vector with LRRs for each sample at each SNP

X = sample-by-PCA matrix (1,431 x number of principal components to remove)

β = model coefficients to estimate for each PCA component

ε = residuals

After running the regression, the residuals were extracted and added to the

mean of the LRRs for that SNP (Equation 2.2).

Y ∗ ∼ ε+ Ȳ (2.2)

where:

Y ∗ = Adjusted LRRs for SNP

Ȳ = Mean LRR for SNP
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2.2.3 CNV detection and filtering

The PCA adjusted LRR files were processed with PennCNV (version May 2011)

to generate raw CNV calls (Wang et al., 2007). This was performed using a

trained hidden Markov model transition file that was provided for use with

alternative arrays, such as the Immunochip; and a guanine-cytosine (GC) con-

tent file that was created for all the SNPs on the Immunochip. GNU parallel

(v20150822) was used to reduce the run-time of PennCNV (Tange, 2011). Any

CNV calls that were supported by less than 6 SNPs or were less than 50 base-

pairs in length were not analysed further.

2.2.4 CNV Analysis

2.2.4.1 Rare burden

PLINK (v1.07) (Purcell et al., 2007) was used to test for an overall burden of

rare CNVs (frequency < 1.0%, PLINK flag = –cnv-freq-exclude-above 15) in the

filtered dataset. This was performed individually for all CNVs, all deletions, all

duplications, and for the following CNV length categories.

• Small CNVs 0-20Kb for rare deletions and 0-50kb for rare duplications.

• Medium CNVs 20-200Kb for rare deletions and 50-200 kb for rare dupli-

cations.

• Large CNVs >200kb.

In addition to assessing the burden of rare CNV, the systematic differences in

the number of CNVs between the participants with gout and the controls were

investigated with PLINK. It is worth noting that in these analyses the frequency
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was calculated in each category independently, which means that a CNV could

be filtered in one analysis (i.e frequency >= 1%), but retained in another.

2.2.4.2 Association analysis

PLINK (v1.07) was used to perform an association analysis. Specifically, CNVs

(frequency >= 1%, PLINK flag = –cnv-freq-exclude-below 14) were summarised

+− 70kb from each probe and the significance was determined in PLINK by

calculating a two-sided empirical p-value using 1,000,000 null permutations

(PLINK flags = –cnv-2-sided, –mperm 1000000, –cnv-test-window 70). This

analysis was performed in the deletions and duplications separately. Succes-

sive probes with the same p-values were merged into a single CNV event, and

any events with less than 6 probes was removed. As the duplications and dele-

tions were processed separately, the multiple-testing correction provided by

PLINK only took into account the number of tests within each CNV grouping

(i.e deletions only). P-values reported in the text as Pdeletions are adjusted for all

deletions in the dataset, and Pduplications for all duplications. To provide an over-

all p-value adjustment for CNVs with a group-corrected p-value of less than

0.05, a trimmed CNV list was created, whereby the copy-number calls oppo-

site the associated copy-number were removed. For example, if a deleted re-

gion was associated with gout, duplications in the same region were removed.

PLINK was then used to calculate the overall multiple-testing adjusted empiri-

cal p-value for that CNV. P-values reported in the text as Pcorrected were adjusted

in this way. The PCA adjusted LRRs for all regions associated with gout were

visualised with ggplot2. Manual copy-number calling for these associated re-

gions was performed by two human operators who were blinded to the original

PennCNV calls. When the operators disagreed on a CNV call, it was removed

from the downstream comparisons. These manual calls were compared to the
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CNV calls from PennCNV using Spearman’s correlation, this calculation was

also performed for the deletions and duplications separately.

2.2.5 Quantitative PCR of the top associated CNV (co-ordinates

refined to chr5:686,123-731,394)

2.2.5.1 Protocol

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) primer and probe sequences were obtained for the

CNV between chromosome 5 between 658,692 and 728,796 from a recent pub-

lication on multi-allelic copy-number (Handsaker et al., 2015) 2. The sequences

were forward (GTTCCTGTTCTGGGGTTACTGTT), reverse (GTGCAAACTCAAGGGCTGG),

and probe (ACATCAAGAGACAAACGACAAGCAGC). The qPCR was per-

formed with the use of a Roche LightCycler 480 RT-PCR where a custom FAM

probe was ordered using the above sequences, and the HEX probe used was

the standard RNase P reference (Applied Biosystems catalogue no. 4403328).

The protocol consisted of pipetting 16ng of genomic DNA in 2µl volumes in

triplicate onto a 384 well plate, the DNA was then left to dry. The total vol-

ume of each reaction was 10µl, this consisted of 1x custom probe, 1x RNase P

probe, and 1x TaqMan R© Genotyping Master mix. The plates were centrifuged

then placed into the LightCycler 480 with the following cycling conditions. 10

minute incubation at 95 degrees, followed by 40 cycles that consisted of a 15 sec-

ond incubation at 95 degrees and a 60 second incubation. The second derivative

maximum method implemented in the LightCycler software was then used to

calculate the cycling threshold (Ct), which is an estimate of the number of cycles

until the beginning of the exponential phase of the PCR

2Anna Gosling (PhD student) performed the lab work for the qPCR
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2.2.5.2 Experimental approach

In order to avoid experimental artifacts, I ensured that each 384-well plate con-

tained an equal number of participants with gout and controls (Figure 2.1). As a

result, any changes in the qPCR results that were attributable to this plate-effect

would not be correlated with gout status. Repeatibility issues were reduced by

performing the qPCR in triplicate instead of duplicate or unicate. The between-

plate reliability of this triplicate approach was investigated by comparing the

results from a number of individuals where the assay had been repeated. An-

other important factor requiring consideration when performing a qPCR exper-

iment is primer efficiency. In particular, it is important to determine whether

the target and reference probes have efficiencies between 90% and 110% (Tay-

lor et al., 2010). To investigate whether this was a problem, a standard curve

was generated, which comprised of a 1:5 dilution series that covered five logs.

The relationship between log10 DNA concentration and the Ct value was cal-

culated by extracting the estimate from a linear regression (Equation 2.3). The

primer efficiency was then calculated for each probe using the following equa-

tion (Equation 2.4).

Ct ∼ DNAConclog10 (2.3)

E = 10−(1/y) − 1 (2.4)

where:

E = efficiency of each probe

y = slope estimated with linear regression
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FIGURE 2.1: qPCR plate setup. 384-plate setup, the different grey and white sections
represent the blocking of participants with gout and controls. Triplicates of each indi-
vidual were placed next to each other on the plate

2.2.5.3 Copy-number calling and association analysis

Life Technologies CopyCaller (v2.0) was used to call copy-number from the

qPCR results. Initially, the results for each plate were merged using a calibra-

tor sample, but this proved to be unreliable, so CopyCaller was set to use the

most frequent copy-number. This was chosen to be 4 because it is the median

copy-number for the European individuals within the 1000 Genomes Project

(Handsaker et al., 2015). Individuals that had a standard deviation of the abso-

lute difference between target probe Ct and reference probe Ct greater than 0.2

were removed (2.5). This was done to remove any individuals, on which the

assay had performed poorly.

sd(∆Ct) = sd(Cttarget − Ctprobe) (2.5)
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Replication of the association with gout was tested using a logistic regression.

Only the qPCR results of individuals that were not found in the discovery co-

hort were used. The logistic model was adjusted for age, sex, the interaction

between age and sex (menopause), and batch as a fixed effect. The R-specific

formula that was used is given below (2.6).

GOUT ∼ AGE ∗ SEX +BATCH + CNV (2.6)

The association of the CNV with gout was also investigated using a dichotomised

variable to represent the CNV, with individuals that had greater than 4 copies

being considered to have "high" copy-number, and those individuals that had

less than or equal to 4 being considered to have "low" copy-number. Repeati-

bility of the assay was investigated by calculating Spearman’s correlation. To

ensure that the discrete copy-number calls from CopyCaller were not biasing

the results, the absolute value of the difference between discrete copy-number

and continuous copy-number calls were tested for association with gout using

the model above (Equations 2.6 & 2.7)

CNV residual = |CNVdiscrete − CNVcontinuous| (2.7)

The interaction between the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 and a SNP in ABCG2

(rs2231142-T allele) was investigated using logistic regression. The model was

adjusted as before (Equation 2.6) with the addition of main effects for the CNVR

at chr5:686123-731394 and rs2231142, and their interaction. The following R-

specific formula was used to fit the model via the glm command in R (Equation

2.8).

GOUT ∼ AGE ∗ SEX +BATCH + CNV ∗ SNP (2.8)
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2.2.6 Association analysis of rs79742881

The Taqman R© rs79742881 assay (Life Technologies Assay ID: C_100412384_10)

was used to genotype 1364 European individuals using a Roche Lightcycler

480. These genotypes were auto-called by the Lightcycler 480 software and the

reported dye signal plots were visually inspected for correct genotype cluster-

ing by a trained analyst 3. Logistic regression was used to test for an association

between SNP genotype and gout. This model was adjusted for age, sex, and the

interaction between age and sex.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Data summary and CNV identification

A quality control procedure (detailed in 2.2.2.2) was used to filter individuals

and SNPs from the dataset. After this process was completed, 987 (98.9%) of the

1000 controls from the WTCCC 1958 Birth Cohort, 456 (97.4%) of the 468 partic-

ipants with gout from New Zealand and Australia, and 188,993 (96.9%) of the

196,104 SNPs remained (Figure 2.2). A comparison of the CNV concordance

(detailed in 2.2.2.3) was applied to 9 individuals that had technical replicates

(all participants with gout). This was performed by adjusting the LRR matrix

using none, 12, 24, and 36 principal components. Adjusting the LRR matrix

using 24 principal components was found to be the optimal adjustment, with

concordances of 57% and 43% for the deletions and duplications, respectively

(Table 2.2). Since the concordance for the deletions was higher than the dupli-

cations they were deemed a more reliable set of CNVs. These 24 components

explain 77.7% of the LRR variation in the subset of SNPs that were used in the
3Calumn Tanner (Research Assistant, University of Otago) performed the lab work.
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TABLE 2.2: Technical replicate concordance

PCA adjustment Deletions Duplications
Number Concordance Number Concordance

none 6,463 30% 5,571 37%
12 2,098 52% 1,968 47%
24 1,782 57% 1,969 43%
36 1,715 51% 1,928 50%

PCA. The ’elbow’ occurred at 4 components, this represents the point where the

variation contributed by each successive component drops significantly (Fig-

ure 2.3). The difference in variance explained between the adjustment with 12

and 24 components is only 3.3%. It is unclear why such a small difference in

variation explained improves the concordance score from 52% to 57%. How-

ever, when the number of components to adjust was increased to 36, which ex-

plained 79.7% of the variation, the concordance score for the deletions did not

improve, and in fact decreased to 51%. The concordance for the duplications

increased to 50%, but considering that an adjustment utilising 36 components

is less parsimonious than an adjustment utilising 24 components, only CNVs

from the dataset that was adjusted for 24 components were considered in all

further analyses. The data also revealed that increasing the number of compo-

nents to remove decreases the number of CNV calls (Table 2.2). The detected

CNVs ranged in size from 62 bp to 1,940,031 bp (1.94 Mb), with an average

length of 33.8kb, and a median length of 7.6kb (Figure 2.4).
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FIGURE 2.2: Flow chart for sample QC. (a) Depicts the results of each QC step on
both the dataset containing 468 participant with gout from New Zealand and Australia,
and the dataset containing 1,000 controls from the WTCCC 1958 Birth Cohort. (b) The
number of individuals remaining after QC.

FIGURE 2.3: Scree plot for the PCA. Scree plot of the variance explained by each prin-
cipal component. Highlighted on the figure are the thresholds that were tested for
concordance between technical replicates, and the ‘elbow‘.
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FIGURE 2.4: Distribution of CNVs. Size (in kb) compared to the the number of CNVs.
The CNVs were summarised in 1kb windows. For the purposes of clear visualisation
large CNVs (>100kb) were artificially resized to 100kb. The blue and red lines represent
the mean and median CNV size respectively.

2.3.2 CNV analysis

2.3.2.1 Rare burden

Systematic differences in the rates of rare CNVs (frequency < 1%) between the

participants with gout and the controls were investigated in four length cate-

gories (detailed in 2.2.4.1). Participants with gout were not significantly bur-

dened with rare CNVs. This result is consistent with the analysis of other met-

rics: the proportion of individuals with one or more CNV, the total distance

of the CNV regions found within each individual, and the average size of the

CNVs, where no significant differences were observed (Table A.1).

2.3.2.2 Very large CNVs

Three large duplications, and four rare deletions greater than 1Mb in length

were detected. These very large CNVs were specifically investigated because
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TABLE 2.3: Very Large CNVs. Summary information for all identified CNVs longer
than 1Mb. The location of the CNVs are provided in hg18 coordinates. In the genes
column, the ’+’ number denotes the number of other genes within the CNV.

Chromosome Start (Mb) End (Mb) Length (Mb) Phenotype Type Genes

chr2 35.05 36.35 1.30 Gout Dup NONE
chr3 75.82 77.02 1.20 Control Del MIPEP +1
chr4 188.71 189.99 1.28 Control Del JAG2 +4
chr5 18.17 19.52 1.35 Gout Del CDH18
chr13 22.45 23.52 1.07 Control Dup TNFRSF19 +5
chr14 102.75 104.69 1.94 Control Del C14orf2 +30
chr18 23.22 24.56 1.34 Control Dup SACS

by altering such a large genomic segment they may significantly alter the ex-

pression and regulation of a gene or genes, and have large downstream con-

sequences. However, in agreement with the overall burden analysis, no sig-

nificant difference between the participants with gout and the controls was

observed (Table 2.3). Ignoring the deletions containing multiple genes or no

genes, the biological consequences of a deletion (chr5:18.17Mb-19.52Mb) in a

participant with gout was investigated further. This region contains the CDH18

gene, which encodes a type II classical cadherin that mediates calcium-dependent

cell-cell adhesion (Shibata et al., 1997). An exploratory analysis using the Genotype-

Tissue expression (GTEX) database revealed that CHD18 is highly expressed in

the nervous system (Ardlie et al., 2015). CHD18 is nearby genetic risk factors

for leprosy (rs73058713) and depression (rs349475) (Liu et al., 2015, Terracciano

et al., 2010).

2.3.2.3 Association analysis

All CNVs with a frequency of greater than 1% were analysed using PLINK to

generate pointwise and corrected empirical p-values. All association results
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are provided in (Table 2.4). This analysis uncovered the association of a dele-

tion with gout (Punadjusted=0.007,Pdeletions = 0.02 ,Pcorrected=0.09). This deletion is

located on chromosome 5 between positions 658,692 to 728,796 (Figure 2.5), and

was found in 30 controls and 3 participants with gout. Analysing these counts

using a Fisher’s exact test revealed that the deletion was having a protective

effect (OR=0.22, P=0.0064). The copy-number assignments at this region were

compared to the consensus assignments of two human operators, and were

found to be well correlated (ρ = 0.79, P = 2.2 × 10−16, Spearman’s correlation

test) (Figure 2.6). The duplications located at this region were not associated

with gout. The correlation between the consensus of the human operators and

the PennCNV calls for the duplications (ρ = 0.77) at this region was less than

the correlation for the deletions (ρ = 0.89). No other CNVs were associated with

gout.

FIGURE 2.5: Immunochip results for the gout-associated deletion located at
chr5:658692-728796. UCSC genome browser (hg19) view of the gout-associated dele-
tion located on chromosome 5 between positions 658,692 and 728,296. Each coloured
line represents a deleted region identified by PennCNV. In light red, the participants
with gout that have the deletion. In light blue, the controls with the deletion.

2.3.3 Replication and validation of the top associated CNV (co-

ordinates refined to chr5:686,123-731,394)

The top associated CNV region (CNVR) on chromosome 5 between positions

658,692 and 728,296 was selected for follow-up using qPCR. These coordinates
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TABLE 2.4: Association results. Summary of the association analysis for the deletions.
P-values were calculated using PLINK (v1.07)

Chromosome Start (bp) End (bp) Length (kb) P-value P-value
(raw) (group-corrected)

Deletions
chr1 161,472,552 161,542,727 70.18 0.47 1.00
chr1 161,543,666 161,556,429 12.76 0.18 0.95
chr1 161,559,327 161,569,519 10.19 0.22 0.99
chr1 161,574,286 161,643,644 69.36 0.32 1.00
chr3 18,708,341 18,730,553 22.21 0.52 1.00
chr5 658,692 728,796 70.10 0.01 0.02
chr5 150,157,360 150,224,378 67.02 0.68 1.00
chr6 29,854,703 29,937,834 83.13 0.27 1.00
chr6 32,442,261 32,583,358 141.10 0.08 0.76
chr8 137,767,744 137,853,832 86.09 0.78 1.00
chr12 9,644,018 9,727,587 83.57 0.82 1.00
chr14 35,605,876 35,615,461 9.59 0.38 1.00
chr16 28,601,186 28,651,733 50.55 0.51 1.00
chr19 54,699,386 54,805,219 105.83 0.43 1.00
chr19 55,233,850 55,387,953 154.10 0.27 1.00

Duplications
chr1 17,597,655 17,631,811 34.16 0.31 0.97
chr1 161,472,552 161,485,532 12.98 0.42 1.00
chr1 161,485,830 161,491,769 5.94 0.33 1.00
chr1 161,492,667 161,521,771 29.10 0.29 1.00
chr1 161,523,660 161,542,346 18.69 0.42 1.00
chr1 161,542,727 161,569,519 26.79 0.19 0.79
chr1 161,572,353 161,611,005 38.65 0.23 0.89
chr1 161,612,578 161,631,174 18.60 0.26 0.93
chr1 161,638,530 161,643,644 5.11 0.30 0.99
chr5 634,651 728,796 94.15 0.52 1.00
chr6 31,229,462 31,368,126 138.66 0.83 1.00
chr8 57,049,164 57,098,251 49.09 0.31 0.99
chr12 9,644,018 9,727,587 83.57 0.04 0.63
chr14 35,605,876 35,615,461 9.59 0.53 1.00
chr16 28,601,186 28,651,733 50.55 0.04 0.67
chr17 44,180,954 44,262,951 81.96 0.09 0.87
chr19 54,699,386 54,805,219 105.83 0.93 1.00
chr20 1,560,892 1,605,166 44.27 0.75 1.00
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FIGURE 2.6: PCA adjusted LRRs and BAFs for a sampling of individuals for the
CNVR at chr5:686123-731394. BAFs and LRRs for the region on chromosome 5 from
586,819 to 728,795 from four individuals, where PennCNV called a copy-number. The
CNVR at chr5:6861234-731394 begins at the end of the displayed regions. a) An individ-
ual where PennCNV called a duplication and both of the human operators confirmed
the call. b) An individual where PennCNV called a duplication, but both of the hu-
man operators did not. c) An individual where PennCNV called a deletion and both
of the human operators confirmed the call. d) An individual where PennCNV called a
deletion, but both of the human operators did not.

of this CNV were refined using the high resolution NGS CNV calls for the Euro-

pean individuals within the 1000 Genomes Project (Handsaker et al., 2015).
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2.3.4 Quantitative PCR of the CNVR at chr5:686,123-731,394

2.3.4.1 Probe efficiency

To assess the reliability of the target (chr5:686123-731394) and reference (RNaseP)

probe, a standard curve covering five logs was generated. This revealed that the

efficiency of the target and reference probes were 98.5% and 95.2%, respectively.

These efficiencies fall within the acceptable range of approximately 90 to 110%

(Figure 2.7) (Taylor et al., 2010).

FIGURE 2.7: Standard curves for qPCR probes. a) Standard curve for the RNase P
reference probe. b) Standard curve for the target probe.
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2.3.4.2 Validation of the Immunochip CNV predictions

To provide evidence that both the qPCR and the Immunochip were measur-

ing the same CNV, 56 individuals were processed and analysed using qPCR.

After removing individuals that had a high standard deviation (>0.2) for their

∆Ct values, 52 individuals remained for further analysis. These integer copy-

number calls from the qPCR were compared to the Immunochip results. This

revealed a significant positive correlation (P = 0.04, Spearman’s correlation test)

between the copy-number calls from the qPCR and the Immunochip datasets,

although only a modest correlation (ρ = 0.27) was observed.

2.3.4.3 Replication of the association of the CNVR at chr5:686123-73194 with

gout

To determine whether the association of this CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 was

robust, qPCR was performed on an independent cohort of European individ-

uals, which consisted of 422 controls and 477 participants with gout. After

removing Individuals that had a a high standard deviation for their ∆Ct values

(>0.2), 411 non-gout controls and 452 participants with gout remained for fur-

ther analysis. These filtered qPCR CNV calls had an overall CNV distribution

that was similar to the European individuals within the 1000 Genomes project

(Figure 2.8). However, the variance in the copy-number estimates in the 1000

Genomes data was 1.13, this is higher than the qPCR data, which had a variance

of 0.50.

The sample set used for qPCR was confounded by a number of variables, as an

example, younger females were more likely to be controls (Table 2.5). All lo-

gistic regression analyses were performed using a model that was adjusted for

age, sex, and menopause (which was parameterised as the interaction between
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FIGURE 2.8: Frequency distribution of the CNV chr5:686123-731394. Comparison
of the frequency distribution for the European individuals that were genotyped for
chr5:686123-731394 in the 1000 Genomes and qPCR data (Handsaker et al., 2015).

age and sex). To reduce the chance that an individual qPCR plate would drive

an association, a fixed effect for plate was added to the regression model. The

Akaike information criterion (AIC) (reduced from 1197 in null model to 1011 in

this model), analysis of deviance (all parameters were significant at P < 0.05),

and pseudo R2 (0.1 using only the plate effect and 0.31 including all the pa-

rameters) confirmed that this model was a better fit to the data when compared

to the null model. Logistic regression was performed to test whether integer

copy-number was associated with gout. The results provide weak evidence

that increased copy-number is associated with increased risk of gout (OR=1.28,

P=0.04)(Table 2.6). The interpretation of the estimate is that for each unit in-

crease in copy-number the risk for developing gout is 1.28 times greater. To en-

sure that the differences between the exact and integer copy-number calls were

not driving the observed association, a logistic regression was performed using

the full model mentioned above. No association between the CNV ’residuals’

with gout was observed (P=0.957), this indicates that the differences in copy-

number error between the gout participants and the controls is not driving the

association. Motivated by the previous knowledge of the sex differences in the

genetics of uric acid handling and subsequent gout risk, a logistic regression
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analysis was performed after stratifying the data by sex (Dehghan et al., 2008).

This revealed that the integer CNV call was not specifically associated in the

males (OR=1.48, P=0.09, N=663) or females (OR=0.89, P=0.10, N=200).

Repeatibility of the assay was investigated by using 84 individuals that were

processed again on a different plate. Of these 84 individuals, 67 had accept-

able standard deviations (< 0.2) for their ∆Ct values in both replicates. The raw

copy-number calls were well correlated (R2=0.71, P=2.2 × 10−16). The integer

copy-number calls were not always the same, in fact they were different by +1

or -1 in 39% (26/67) of the repeated individuals. The logistic regression anal-

yses were performed again, but rather than using integer copy-number as the

parameter to test for association, a binary variable that indicated whether each

individual had a CNV greater than the median integer copy-number of 4 was

used. This analysis reconfirmed the association of the CNV overall (OR=1.18,

P=0.03), and in contrast to the previous analysis using integer copy-number a

male-specific association was detected (OR=1.47, P=0.04, N=663). No female-

specific association was detected (OR=0.77, P=0.04), however, considering only

200 individuals were utilised in this analysis, this is likely the result of a lack of

power. The odd-ratios presented in these analyses represent the risk of having

gout with a copy-number greater than 4, divided by the risk of having gout

with a copy-number of less than or equal to 4. For instance, an odds-ratio of

1.18 implies that participants with a copy-number greater than 4 are 1.18 times

more likely to have gout, when compared to participants with a copy-number

of less than or equal to 4.
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TABLE 2.5: Phenotypic summary of qPCR replication sample set. Age groups were
defined by splitting age into quartiles, with individuals that were found on the bound-
ary of a quartile assigned to the lower group. To generate p-values a forward model
selection procedure was employed. Specifically, sex was added to the null model and
tested for significance, then age, and finally the interaction between age and sex. Sig-
nificance was assessed using analysis of deviance.

Phenotype Subgroup Control Gout P-value
(n=409) (n=454) (Chi-square test)

Sex Males 285 424 3.9× 10−7

(n=709) (40%) (60%)
Females 124 82
(n=206) (60%) (40%)

Age 16-51 170 74 2.2× 10−16

(n=244) (70%) (30%)
52-63 98 146
(n=244) (40%) (60%)
64-72 85 127
(n=212) (40%) (60%)
73+ 56 159
(n=215) (26%) (74%)

Sex and Age Males 0-40 87 69 1.2× 10−15

(n=156) (56%) (44%)
Males 41-60 70 133
(n=203) (34%) (56%)
Males 61-80 73 112
(n=185) (39%) (61%)
Males 81+ 55 110
(n=165) (33%) (67%)
Females 0-40 83 5
(n=88) (6%) (94%)
Females 41-60 28 13
(n=41) (68%) (32%)
Females 61-80 12 15
(n=27) (44%) (56%)
Females 81+ 1 49
(n=50) (2%) (98%)



TABLE 2.6: Association analysis of the qPCR replication data. The CNV coding column indicates whether the association was
tested using the integer copy-number values or with a dichotomised variable, which indicated whether the copy-number was
greater than 4. The logistic regression model used when analysing all the individuals together was adjusted for age, sex, plate, and
the interaction between age and sex. When performing the sex-stratified analysis the models were adjusted for age and plate.

CNV coding Sample set OR (95% CI) P-value Model AIC OR (95% CI) P-value Model AIC
(unadjusted) (adjusted)

Integer copy-number All 1.11 0.28 1197 1.28 0.04 882
(n=863) (0.92-1.35) (1.01-1.63)
Males only 1.20 0.11 908 1.25 0.09 762
(n=663) (0.96-1.50) (0.97-1.62)
Females only 0.89 0.57 269 1.76 0.10 116
(n=200) (0.96-1.50) (0.89-3.56)

Copy-number > 4 All 1.19 0.22 1197 1.18 0.03 881
(n=863) (0.90-1.57) (1.04-2.10)
Males only 1.40 0.04 906 1.47 0.04 761
(n=663) (1.01-1.95) (1.01-2.15)
Females only 0.77 0.39 269 1.72 0.34 117
(n=200) (0.42-1.39) (0.57-5.54)



TABLE 2.7: Interaction analysis for the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 and the ABCG2 141K variant.
The logistic regression model used when analysing all the individuals together was adjusted for age,
sex, plate, the interaction between age and sex. When performing the sex-stratified analysis the models
were adjusted for age and plate. The significance of the interaction was tested by incorporating in the
model main effects for the CNV and the ABCG2 141K variant (rs2231142-T allele), with the addition of
an interaction term. The ABCG2 variant was coded as a binary variable, with 1 being used to represent
the risk allele and 0 for the non-risk allele. The CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 was coded as a binary
variable, with 1 being used to represent a copy-number greater than 4 (copy-number > 4), and 0 for the
a copy-number less than or equal to 4 (copy-number <= 4)

Sample set OR CNV P-value OR rs2231142 P-value OR interaction P-value
(95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI)

All 1.88 0.001 3.19 1.39× 10−7 0.43 0.018
(n=915) (1.29-2.78) (2.09-4.96) (0.21-0.87)
Males only 1.92 0.002 3.81 2.91× 10−8 0.44 0.03
(n=709) (1.27-2.91) (2.40-6.17) (0.21-0.94)
Females only 2.02 0.23 1.17 0.20 0.24 0.81
(n=206) (0.64-6.69) (2.96-4.67) (0.002-2.08)
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2.3.5 Non-additive interaction with the ABCG2 risk variant (rs2231142-

T allele, 141K)

The proposed biological role that this CNVR plays in gout (discussed exten-

sively in section 2.4.3), led me to hypothesise that the gout risk conferred by

the ABCG2 (rs223142-T allele, 141K) variant would be reduced in individuals

with a higher copy-number of the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394. This sug-

gested that a non-additive interaction would be present between the ABCG2

gene and the rs2231142-T allele. The entire qPCR sample set, which after fil-

tering (∆Ct < 0.2) consisted of 506 participants with gout and 409 controls

was used to test for this non-additive interaction between a ABCG2 risk SNP

(rs2231142) and the CNV. A significant interaction between the CNV (coded as

copy-number > 4, although using integer copy-number instead gives a similar

result) and ABCG2 (risk-allele positive binary coding) was observed (OR=0.43,

P=0.018)(Table 2.7, Figure 2.9). This implies that a copy-number of greater than

4 (OR=1.88, P=0.001) and rs2231142-T allele (OR=3.19, P=1.39× 10−7) both sig-

nificantly increase the risk of gout, however, when observed together the ex-

pected risk is significantly attenuated (Interaction term OR=0.43, P=0.018).

2.3.6 Association analysis of rs79742881

A GWAS in gout for SNPs on the Immunochip was performed by Dr. Cushla

McKinney. This analysis discovered a region on chromosome 5 between posi-

tions 500,000 and 750,000 containing a rare haplotype that was associated with

gout. Located on this haplotype was a SNP rs79742881 (chr5:664644), which

is located nearby the gout-associated CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 (OR=1.84,

P=0.007, alternate allele frequency (AAF) in Europeans = 2%), and is also found
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FIGURE 2.9: The non-additive interaction between rs2231142 and the CNVR at
chr5:686123-731394. Boxplots show the predicted probability of having gout from three
different logistic regression models. The confounders only model was generated using
parameters to estimate age, sex, the interaction between and sex, and a plate effect.
The CNV + rs2231142 model was generated using the parameters for the confounders,
rs2231142, and the CNV. The CNV + rs2231142 + interaction model was generated us-
ing parameters for the confounders, the main effects for rs2231142 and the CNV, and a
term to represent the interaction between rs2231142 and the CNV. rs2231142 was coded
in two groups those without the risk allele (GG), and those with at least one copy of the
risk allele (GT or TT). The CNV was coded into two groups those with a copy-number
less than of equal to 4 (<=4), and those with greater than 4 copies (>4). The pink dot
represents the true proportion of participants with gout found in each group.

within the 3’-UTR of the TPPP gene, whose 5’-UTR is found within this gout-

associated CNVR (Figure 2.10). Investigation of the functional impact of this

SNP using Haploreg v3 (Ward et al., 2012) revealed that rs79742881 is: a his-

tone enhancer in 6 organs, a DNAse peak in 2 organs, and alters the motifs of 4

transcription factors. On the basis of these possible functional implications, the

nominal significance (P=0.007), the proximity to this newly discovered CNVR

association (chr5:686123-731384), and its location within the 3’-UTR of TPPP,

this SNP was selected for follow-up genotyping in an independent cohort of
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FIGURE 2.10: LocusZoom of the region containing rs79742811. Associated region on
chromosome 5 between positions 500,000 and 750,000. rs79742811 is highlighted in
as a purple diamond, and is located near the right end of the region. This SNP was
associated with gout in the Immunochip dataset (OR=1.84, P=0.007), and is located
within the 3’-UTR of TPPP, a gene whose 5’-UTR is located within the gout-associated
CNVR at chr5:686123-731394. Figure produced using the online software described in
Pruim et al. (2010).



TABLE 2.8: Association analysis of rs79742811 with gout. The logistic regression model used when analysing all the individuals
together was adjusted for age, sex, and the interaction between age and sex. When performing the sex-stratified analysis the
models were adjusted for age. P-values indicating deviations from hardy-weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were calculated in the
participant with gout and the controls separately.

Sample set CC CT TT T OR (95 % CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value HWE
(adjusted) (unadjusted)

All (n=912)
Participants with gout 453 22 0 22 0.91 (0.50-1.69) 0.78 0.80 (0.40-1.58) 0.51 0.62
Controls 415 22 0 22 0.67

Males only (n=699)
Participants with gout 382 18 0 18 0.83 (0.41-1.68) 0.78 0.71 (0.35-1.44) 0.34 0.51
Controls 283 16 0 16 0.54

Females only (n=213)
Participants with gout 71 4 0 4 1.29 (0.31-4.48) 0.75 2.39 (0.28-20.12) 0.41 0.05
Controls 132 6 0 6 0.08
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European individuals. Analysis of these genotypes using logistic regression

did not reveal a significant association between rs79742811 and gout (OR=0.80,

P=0.513,N=912)(Table 2.8).

2.4 Discussion

Genome-wide association studies in gout have identified a number of com-

mon associated SNPs (Merriman, 2015). The majority of these are implicated

in uric acid metabolism, whereas the genetic factors involved in the inflamma-

tory response are for the most part unknown. Copy-number variations (CNVs)

in a wide-variety of eukaryotes, including humans, are enriched for immune-

related genes, and as such they represent a potential source for the genetic com-

ponents of the immune response in gout (Conrad et al., 2010). In this study,

the impact that CNV has on gout was investigated using Immunochip SNP ar-

ray data from a sample set consisting of 468 participants with gout and 1,000

publicly-available controls.

2.4.1 Immunochip CNV analysis

Overall, 3,751 CNVs were identified in an Immunochip SNP array dataset that

after sample filtering consisted of 989 publicly available controls and 444 par-

ticipants with gout. These CNVs ranged in size from 62bp to 1.94Mb, had an

average length of 33.8kb, and a median length of 7.6kb (Figure 2.4). Before this

final set of CNVs could be generated, a strict quality assessment process was

developed and applied to the dataset. This process included the use of a num-

ber of threshold-based filters and a PCA adjustment. Both approaches were

derived from recent publications, where orthogonal measurements were used
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to validate the CNVs (Glessner et al., 2014, Cooper et al., 2015). The number

of principal components to remove from the LRR matrix was assessed by in-

terrogating the technical replicates. In agreement with the only other study

that utilised PCA to remove batch-effects from an Immunochip dataset, the

first 24 principal components were selected for removal based on the results

of analysing the concordances of the available technical replicates. However,

because these replicates were only available for nine individuals, it is unclear

how representative these concordances are of the quality of the entire dataset,

and overall how much this analysis improved the results. Although when one

considers that this quality control approach represented one of the only ways

to check for CNV consistency in this dataset, the importance of this analysis is

clear. Within this Immunochip dataset the participants with gout and the pub-

licly available controls were genotyped in different batches. Therefore, some of

the CNVs may have been correlated with the batch-effects, and thus present in

the principal components that were removed. Furthermore, as PCA is agnostic

to the source of variation, other CNV orthogonal to the batch-effects could have

been removed. However, because the PCA calculation was performed with a

random 15% of the SNPs on the Immunochip, this was minimised.

2.4.1.1 No burden of rare CNV in gout

The burden analysis indicates that rare CNVs (frequency < 1%) do not sig-

nificantly contribute to gout risk. However, because of a number of issues

within this dataset the existence of a true CNV burden in gout cannot be re-

futed. The lack of phenotype information in the controls means that if a burden

was present in the participants with gout, unphenotyped patients with gout

that were present in the controls would also be burdened with rare CNVs. The

stringent quality control, the study-design whereby the participants with gout
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and the controls were genotyped in different batches, and the relatively small

sample-size could have further reduced the power to detect a real effect. In fu-

ture, studies that are designed to investigate rare CNV in gout should focus on

reducing the impact of these problems. In particular, the participants with gout

and the controls should be randomly assigned to batches, and well phenotyped

and sex-matched controls should be used.

2.4.1.2 A deletion on chromosome 5 revealed is associated with gout

All common CNVs (frequency >= 1%) found within the Immunochip dataset

were tested for association with gout. After adjusting for multiple tests within

the duplications and deletions independently, a single protective deletion on

chromosome 5 between positions 658,692 and 728,796 was found to be associ-

ated with gout (Punadjusted=0.007,Pdeletions=0.02, Pcorrected=0.09). However, as this

study was underpowered the test-statistic may suffer from ascertainment bias,

this is known as the "winner curse" (Zöllner et al., 2007, Capen et al., 1971).

The impact this can have on association studies in common complex disease

has been appreciated for a while. In 2003, a large scale meta-analysis from 30

association studies was only able to replicate 11/25 loci that were previously

associated with disease (Lohmueller et al., 2003). Further, for 24/25 of theses

loci the effect-size estimate was higher in the original study. In response, as-

sociated variants are now routinely genotyped in an independent cohort using

the accepted "gold-standards" for replication. These standards include using a

replication cohort from the same population that is well-powered to reject the

null hypothesis, an identical statistical analysis, and data generated using the

same technology (Bush et al., 2012).

The CNVR at chr5:658692-728796 was selected for replication in an indepen-

dent cohort of European individuals. The "gold-standards" were not adhered
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FIGURE 2.11: Publicly available data for the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394. CNV dis-
tribution for the four super populations within the 1000 Genomes Project data. AFR is
African, AMR is Ad Mixed American, EAS is East Asian, and EUR is European. Data
was obtained from the supplementary information of (Handsaker et al., 2015).

to for a number of reasons. Firstly, only 899 European individuals were avail-

able for replication and because it was not clear what effect-size was expected it

is impossible to know whether this cohort was well-powered to reject the null

hypothesis. Secondly, because a number of confounding variables, such as age,

sex, and batch, were present in the replication data they were added to the sta-

tistical model that was used to test for the presence of an association with gout.

Thirdly, Immunochip data could not be generated for the replication cohort,

and instead qPCR was used. Finally, the co-ordinates of the CNV and the repli-

cation hypothesis were altered slightly. Despite these caveats, the results of the

replication analysis, which are discussed extensively below, provide evidence

that the CNVR at chr5:686692-728796 is associated with gout.
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2.4.2 Replication and validation of the gout-associated CNVR

at chr5:658693-728796

2.4.2.1 Replication hypothesis: gout risk increases as copy-number increases

Although the association of the CNVR at chr5:686123-73194 was discovered

in the deletions, I hypothesised that gout risk increases as copy-number in-

creases. This hypothesis was decided upon for a number of reasons. The hid-

den Markov model that underpins PennCNV was not designed for or trained

on data containing complex multi-copy CNVs, such as the CNVR at chr5:6861234-

731394, which is known to have 8 distinct copy-numbers in European popula-

tions (Figure 2.11). This CNVR is found within a segmental duplication in the

human reference assembly, meaning that two near identical copies of this DNA

segment exists within the reference genome. For the region chr5:686123-731394,

the identical region is chr5:778191-815714. The majority of people have 4 copies

of this duplicated region, not 2 as with most other regions of the genome (Fig-

ure 2.11). This presents a challenge for PennCNV’s hidden Markov model, as

the algorithm will treat 4 copies as a state of 2 because the LRR matrix was cen-

tered during the PCA adjustment. This means that copy-number changes will

not change the LRRs as expected in an idealised situation. For example, a copy-

number of 5 would not increase the LRRs of SNPs to around 0.58 on the log2

scale as is depicted in panel (a) of (Figure 1.2), rather a value of around 0.32 on

the log2 scale would be expected. Furthermore, because the ratio of DNA from

5 to 4 copies is less than 4 to 3 copies, the deletions should be easier to detect

in general. This claim is supported by an analysis that compared the PennCNV

calls at this region to the consensus calls of two human operators, and revealed

that the magnitude of correlation was higher for the deletions (ρ =0.89 for the

deletions and ρ = 0.77 for the duplications). This difficulty may explain why the
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duplications at this CNVR were not found to be associated with gout. The PCA

adjustment removed a large percentage of the variation in the LRRs (77.4%),

and possibly some of the CNV. These observations suggest that the CNV in

this region would have been underestimated, with duplications being partic-

ularly difficult to assign. Finally, the deletion at chr5:686123-731394 was rare

(33 detected in total with PennCNV), and considering that only 899 European

participants were present in the replication cohort, the power to reject the null-

hypothesis if focusing only on the deletions would have been low. Taking all

these observations into account, I hypothesised that the gout risk increases as

copy-number of the CNVR at chr5:6861234-731394 increases.

2.4.2.2 Replication of the association of the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394

with gout

The association of the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 with gout was replicated in

an independent cohort of European individuals (OR=1.28, P=0.04, N=863). The

reliability of the assay was determined using a number of approaches. Firstly,

an analysis of the CNV residuals revealed that no association was present be-

tween the absolute differences of the rounded integer and raw CNV calls. The

original Immunochip CNV calls were compared to a qPCR dataset generated

for a subset of these individuals, this revealed that there was a significant (P

= 0.04, Spearman’s correlation test) although modest correlation (ρ = 0.27) be-

tween the qPCR and Immunochip CNV results. The qPCR CNV distribution

was compared to the data from the 1000 Genomes Project, and a similar distri-

bution was observed (Figure 2.8). However, the variance in the 1000 Genomes

data was higher, this indicates that NGS is a more sensitive method for as-

signing the copy-number of this region. Finally, CNV calls were compared

for a number of individuals duplicated on other plates, and were found to be
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well correlated (R2 = 0.71, P=2.2 × 10−16). This highlighted the repeatability

of the assay, but also revealed that the integer CNV calls differed by +1 or -

1 in 39% of the repeated individuals. To reduce the impact of this variability,

the association analyses were repeated after dichotomising the CNV variable

based on whether each individuals copy-number was greater than the median

copy-number of 4. This analysis reconfirmed the association with the CNV

chr5:686123-731394 (OR=1.18, P=0.03), and also revealed a male-specific asso-

ciation (OR=1.40, P=0.04). However, because only 200 women were present in

the replication cohort the absence of a female-specific association may be due

to a lack of power.

2.4.3 The biology of the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394

Zinc Finger DHHC-Type Containing 11 (ZDHHC11, chr5:795720-851101) and

Tubulin Polymerisation Promoting Protein (TPPP, chr5:659977-693510) partially

overlap the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394. The sections of ZDHHC11 found

within the CNV are the 3’ UTR and 2 out of 12 exons. The sections of TPPP

found within the CNV are the 5’ UTR, promoter, and upstream regulatory

elements (Figure 2.12). CNVs located within promoter sequences can cause

changes in transcriptional regulation (Panavas et al., 2003). For instance, in the

domesticated apple, an ancestrally retained duplication in the promoter of the

MYB gene is responsible for increased transcription of that gene, which results

in a red-flesh phenotype (Chagné et al., 2013, Espley et al., 2009). In humans, the

majority of highly variable CNVs are positively correlated with gene expression

(Handsaker et al., 2015). A simple explanation for the transcriptional impact of

this CNV, is that an increase in copy-number causes an increase in the expres-

sion of TPPP. Little is known about the function of ZDHHC11 or the biological

processes where it is important (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/79844).
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FIGURE 2.12: Annotated UCSC browser view of chr5:659777-851101. Highlighted
in red are the identical regions of the human reference genome (hg19) that harbour
the highly-variable CNV that was associated with gout. The arrows above TPPP and
ZDHHC11 indicate the direction of transcription for each of these genes.

Comparatively more is known about TPPP, and it has been the focus of a num-

ber of studies (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/11076) (Ovádi, 2008). The

availability of information and the simple explanation for this CNV’s influence

suggested that an investigation into the roles that TPPP could play in gout

would be worthwhile. On this basis, a SNP (rs79742881) associated with gout

in the 3’ UTR of TPPP from the Immunochip SNP dataset was selected for repli-

cation. This association was not replicated (OR=0.80, P=0.513). However, be-

cause the association of rs79742881 with gout was only of nominal significance

in the Immunochip data (OR=1.84, P=0.007), and Haploreg only provided some

weak evidence that this variant was functional, the failure to replicate is unsur-

prising. Furthermore, rs79742881 is rare in European populations (AAF = 2%),

suggesting that even if an association between rs79742881 and gout is present

in European populations, a much larger sample size would be needed to confi-

dently reject the null hypothesis.

2.4.3.1 TPPP, the NLRP3 inflammasome, and Gout

Tubulin polymerisation promoting protein (TPPP) contains one non-coding exon

and 3 protein-coding exons, producing a protein that is 219 amino acids in

length. The encoded protein was originally named p25, but became TPPP or
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TPPP/p25 when it was discovered that the protein binds tubulin and caused

the formation of unusual microtubules in vitro (Takahashi et al., 1991, Hlavanda

et al., 2002). This property of TPPP was subsequently confirmed in vivo (Tir-

ián et al., 2003). The mechanism of action for Colchicine, a compound that is

commonly used to resolve gout attacks, connects the function of TPPP to gout.

Colchicine binds to tubulin forming complexes that prevent the formation of

microtubules, leading to the resolution of a gout attack (Dalbeth et al., 2014).

Microtubules can influence many cellular processes, such as the regulation of

gene expression and mitosis, and as such, the precise details of how Colchicine

(and now possibly TPPP) modulates the inflammatory response have been dif-

ficult to elucidate. However, recent work on the mechanisms that activate the

NLRP3 inflammasome provides some clues.

The NLRP3 inflammasome is an important component of the innate immune

system (Kim et al., 2013). In gout, MSU crystals help activate the NLRP3 inflam-

masome, and this leads to the cleavage of pro-IL-1β, initiating an inflammatory

response. The exact details of this activation process are unknown, however,

one emerging pathway involves the microtubule-mediated transport of adap-

tor protein containing a caspase recruitment domain (ASC) on mitochondria

to the endoplasmic reticulum, where NLRP3 is located (Misawa et al., 2013).

This transport occurs preferentially on acetylated α-tubulin, and is inhibited

by Colchicine in vivo and in vitro. A number of proteins are known to alter the

acetylation levels of the microtubules. These include HDAC6 and SIRT2, which

are both tubulin deacetylases. TPPP promotes the acetylation of α-tubulin by

inhibiting HDAC6, and a recent study suggests it also inhibits SIRT2 (Tőkési

et al., 2010, Mangas-Sanjuan et al., 2015). Taken together, this suggests that

increased copy-number of chr5:686123-731394 may increase the expression of

TPPP, and thus promote the acetylation of α-tubulin via inhibition of SIRT2 and

HDAC6. This would result in increased transport of ASC on mitochondria, and
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subsequent activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome, culminating in the pro-

duction of mature IL-1β, initiating the inflammatory response to MSU crystals

(Figure 2.13). This model of how the CNVR at chr5:686123:731394 impacts gout

risk is consistent with the genetics, assuming that the increased copy-number

of chr5:686123-731394 increases the expression of TPPP.

2.4.3.2 Non-additive interaction with the ABCG2 risk variant (rs2231142-T

allele, 141K)

A common SNP in the gene ABCG2 (rs2231142-T allele, 141K) is a major risk

variant for gout and serum uric acid levels, and results in the production of a

protein that has reduced expression and function (Dehghan et al., 2008,Wood-

ward et al., 2013). A number of histone deacetylase inhibitors are able to rescue

the impaired function and return expression to wild-type levels by interfering

with the trafficking of the damaged protein variant along microtubules (Bas-

seville et al., 2012). Histone deacetylase inhibitors can alter the levels of acety-

lated α-tubulin, and I therefore hypothesised that this process is a component

of the ABCG2 141K rescue. The proposed model for the CNVR at chr5:686123-

731394 in gout provided a way to test this hypothesis. More specifically, the

model predicts that if the copy-number of chr5:686123-731394 inhibits histone

deacetylases via increased expression of TPPP, more of the 141k protein will

be rescued. Therefore, gout risk should decrease as the result of either low-

ered serum uric acid levels and/or a yet to be described anti-inflammatory

function of ABCG2. This was well supported by a non-additive interaction

analysis, where the presence of higher copy-number (CN > 4) for the CNVR

at chr5:686123-731394 in combination with the ABCG2 risk variant (GT or TT),

significantly reduced the expected risk of gout (Interaction term=0.43, P=0.018)

(Table 2.7, Figure 2.9). This interaction alters the impact that the CNVR at
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FIGURE 2.13: A mechanistic model for how the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 influ-
ences the risk of gout. a) TPPP’s influence on gout risk. Flow is as follows from the
top-left. The CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 increases the expression of TPPP increasing
the inhibition of histone deacetylases. This increased inhibition of the histone deacety-
lase impairs their function as tubulin deacetylases, and causes acetylation to build-up
on α-tubulin. Increased α-tubulin acetylation helps activate the NLRP3 inflammasome
by enhancing the translocation of ASC on mitochondria to the endoplasmic reticulum
where another component of the inflammasome, the NLRP3 protein, is located. The
activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome results in the cleavage of IL-1β, and the sub-
sequent initiation of the inflammatory response to MSU crystals. An NLRP3 inflam-
masome that is more sensitive to inflammatory signals increases the risk of gout. b)
The influence of TPPP on a variant of ABCG2 (rs2231142-T allele, 141K) that is associ-
ated with gout. Increased TPPP expression rescues the function of 141K by interacting
with the aggresome. This reduces the impact of 141K on gout risk by decreasing serum
uric acid levels and/or influencing a yet to be described anti-inflammatory function of
ABCG2.

chr5:686123-731394 has on gout, reducing the effect-size and significance when

rs2231142 is not adjusted for in the logistic regression model (No interaction
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in model: OR=1.19 P=0.04, Interaction in model OR=1.88, P=0.001). These re-

sults, while suggesting that acetylation of α-tubulin is important for rescuing

141K, also provide support for the mechanistic model for how the CNVR at

chr5:686123-731394 influences the risk of gout.

The heritability explained by highly-variable CNVs that are not tagged by com-

mon SNPs, such as the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394, in gout or other com-

plex diseases is unknown (Usher et al., 2015a). The accepted belief is that

the majority of heritability in complex disease is additive, arising predomi-

nantly from common variation, such as SNPs, tagged CNVs, or INDELS (Bha-

tia et al., 2015). This suggests that poorly tagged CNVs and non-additive in-

teraction effects only make a modest contribution to heritability. Experimen-

tal studies of missing heritability in yeast support this assertion (Bloom et al.,

2013; Bloom et al., 2015). Within this framework, the association of the poorly

tagged highly-variable CNVR at chr5:6861234-731394 and the discovery of a

non-additive interaction between this CNV and the common associated SNP

rs2231142 will be uncommon. However, these SNP x untagged CNV inter-

actions have never been systematically investigated, and could represent an

untapped source for the missing heritability of complex disease. The data from

high-coverage whole-genome sequencing enables the joint calling of SNPs, CNVs,

and INDELs, and this technology is now starting to be applied in large-scale

association studies of common complex disease. The contributions to the her-

itability of common disease that are made by untagged CNVs, and their inter-

actions with SNPs (SNP x uCNV) should now be investigated (Taylor et al.,

2015).
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2.4.3.3 A cerebral connection

Gout is negatively associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s

disorder (PD) (Weisskopf et al., 2007, Lu et al., 2015). To explain this association,

researchers have turned to the antioxidant properties of urate, because reduced

oxidative stress may reduce the risk of AD and PD. However, the discovery

that TPPP may play a role in gout provides another possible explanation. TPPP

is highly expressed in the nervous system, is enriched in α-synuclein bearing

Lewy bodies in PD, and is found in the neurofibrillary tangles in AD (Ardlie

et al., 2015, Kovács et al., 2004). The NLRP3 inflammasome is also implicated in

AD and PD. Taken together, this suggests that the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394

could influence the risk of gout in the joints, and AD and/or PD in the nervous

system. Although this pleiotropic explanation is attractive, evidence suggests

an overactive NLRP3 inflammasome would also increase the risk of AD and PD

(Codolo et al., 2013, Heneka et al., 2013). Although unsubstantiated currently,

the promoter and upstream regulatory elements of TPPP within the CNVR at

chr5:631394-731394 could alter expression conditional on cell-type. In the ner-

vous system TPPP is highly expressed, this is most likely driven by activating

transcription factors (Lee et al., 2000). In contrast, outside the nervous system

TPPP is expressed at low-levels, which is most likely driven by repressive tran-

scription factors. If higher copy-number for the upstream regulatory elements

of TPPP do not result in the production of a functional protein, these regions

could serve to sequester these transcription factors away from the functional

TPPP promoter. In that case, increased copy-number of chr5:686123-731394

would increase the expression of TPPP in the immune-system and decrease

expression of TPPP in the nervous system. Alternatively, since TPPP is crit-

ical for the differentiation of oligodendrocytes, which provide insulation and

support for the axons in the central nervous system (Lehotzky et al., 2010). The
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influence of the CNVR at chr5:686123-731393 in AD and PD may involve a path-

way other than the NLRP3 inflammasome. To determine whether the CNVR at

chr5:686123-731394 is having a pleiotropic effect, it should be investigated for

association with PD and AD.

2.4.3.4 An evolutionary digression

In humans, CNV has been used to explain a number of rapid adaptations. For

instance, the world-wide CNV distribution of the salivary amylase AMY1 gene

correlates with grain consumption, leading some researchers to speculate that

this CNV may have been an adaptive response to the changes to our diets fol-

lowing the agricultural revolution (Perry et al., 2007). The unique importance

of CNV to psychiatric phenotypes, the extensive mosacism of CNV in neurons,

and the occurrence of double-stranded breaks in mice that are exposed to novel

environments, suggests that CNV could be important to intelligence - a key

component of humanity’s success (Glessner et al., 2009, McConnell et al., 2013,

Suberbielle et al., 2013). CNV of chr5:686123-731394 appears to influence gout

risk via TPPP, which is highly expressed in the brain, and has been linked to

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disorder (PD). If TPPP has a unique

role in human or primate intelligence, this locus could be under selection caus-

ing gout as an unintended side-effect. Alternatively, since α-tubulin acetylation

influences sperm motility, intelligence could be an unintended side-effect of

sperm competition (Parab et al., 2015).
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2.4.4 Future work

2.4.4.1 Experimental validation

To strengthen the evidence for the association of the CNVR at chr5:686123-

731394 with gout, the qPCR assay needs to be performed in more European

individuals, this is work that is currently ongoing. Although the results suggest

that the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 influences the risk of gout by modulating

the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome, experimental support should be

provided. For instance, differences in NLRP3 activation associated with this

CNVR could be investigated by measuring the levels of mature IL-1β and other

inflammatory markers from patient-derived macrophages stimulated with MSU

crystals and a co-stimulant, such as Pam3Cys or Palmitic acid. For an individ-

ual patient with a high copy-number, higher-levels, on average, of mature IL-

1β would be expected. The involvement of TPPP in the NLRP3 inflammasome

could be assessed using macrophage cell-lines that were engineered to over-

express TPPP. qPCR for the mRNA expression of TPPP could be performed

in wild-type macrophage cell-lines before, during, and after stimulation with

MSU crystals and a co-stimulant. This would improve our understanding of the

changes in the expression of TPPP that occur during the stimulation and subse-

quent activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome. Protein expression should also

be measured in these conditions using a immunoblotting assay for TPPP. The

above experiments should be repeated in dendritic cells and monocytes, where

the NLRP3 inflammasome is also active. Currently, no direct evidence shows

that the inhibition of SIRT2 with TPPP alters the levels of α-tubulin acetylation.

This could be assessed in a dose-response experiment that utilises a fluorimet-

ric enzymatic assay for SIRT2. No role in the NLRP3 inflammasome or inflam-

mation has been established for ABCG2, which suggests that the non-additive
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interaction between ABCG2 and TPPP reduces gout risk via the reduction of

serum urate when the 141K variant is rescued. However, if the patient-based

cell-line experiments are consistent with the results of this interaction analysis,

it would provide evidence that ABCG2 is also involved in the inflammatory

processes of gout. The patient-derived cell-line experiments discussed above

are being performed by Leo Joosten’s research group in Nijmegen, the Nether-

lands. They also have plans to perform mRNA and immunoblotting assays for

TPPP in immune cell-lines.

2.4.4.2 Association analyses in different populations

Compared to the distribution of the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 within Eu-

ropean individuals, Asian and African individuals have a larger proportion of

higher copy-numbers (Figure 2.11). The presence of this CNV in other popula-

tions at different but still common frequencies, suggests it could explain some

of the differences in gout prevalence between these populations. For the Poly-

nesian populations the prevalence of gout is approximately 6-8%, this is con-

trasted with European populations, which have a prevalence of approximately

1-4% (Winnard et al., 2012; Roddy et al., 2007). While the distribution of this

CNV in Polynesian is unknown, data from Asian populations within the 1000

Genomes Project indicates that a higher proportion of copy-numbers > 4 will be

present. Meaning, a higher proportion of the risk conferring CNVs are present

in Polynesian individuals, which suggests that the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394

could explain some of the differences in gout prevalence between European and

Polynesian populations. Work is currently ongoing to investigate this CNVR

for association with gout in large numbers of Polynesian individuals.
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2.4.5 Conclusion

An Immunochip-based association study revealed a novel gout-associated CNVR

on chromosome 5 between positions 686,123 to 731,394 (chr5:686123-731394).

The gout treatment Colchicine and a gene TPPP, which overlapped this CNVR,

suggested there was a functional link between TPPP and gout. TPPP promotes

the acetylation of α-tubulin, and Colchicine creates complexes with α-tubulin

that prevent its polymerisation, and as a by-product lead to a reduction in the

levels of acetylated α-tubulin. An important component of the inflammatory

response in gout is the NLRP3 inflammasome. The activation of the NLRP3 oc-

curs via a number of molecular mechanisms, and the activity of one of these de-

pends on the levels of acetylated α-tubulin. This mechanism involves the trans-

port of ASC on mitochondria to the endoplasmic reticulum where the NLRP3

protein is located, facilitating the assembly and activation of the NLRP3 in-

flammasome. I hypothesised that the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 influences

the risk of gout by altering the levels of acetylated α-tubulin. A known gout

risk variant (rs2231142-T allele, 141k) of the ABCG2 gene results in the produc-

tion of a protein that has reduced expression and function. However, histone

deacetylase inhibitors are able to rescue its function. Since histone deacety-

lase inhibitors influence the levels of acetylated α-tubulin, I hypothesised and

discovered that the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 non-additively interacts with

rs2231142 (Interaction term OR=0.43, P=0.018). This provides evidence that the

CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 is involved in microtubule dynamics. Previous

research into the function of TPPP has been motivated by the possible role it

plays in diseases of the nervous system, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.

As gout and/or high uric acid levels are protective risk factors for these disor-

ders, the CNVR at chr5:686123-731394 could provide insight into the molecular

mechanisms that underpin this epidemiological observation.





Chapter 3

The distribution and impact of

common copy-number variation in

the genome of the domesticated

apple, Malus x domestica Borkh

3.0.1 Overview

Copy number variation (CNV) is a common feature of eukaryotic genomes,

and a growing body of evidence suggests that genes affected by CNV are en-

riched in processes that are associated with environmental responses. Here,

next generation sequencing (NGS) data from 30 domesticated apple accessions

were used to detect copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) within the Malus x

domestica genome, and to examine their distribution and impact. The methods,

results, and discussion of this analysis are presented below. This analysis has

been published in BMC genomics (Boocock et al., 2015).
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3.0.2 Methods and Materials

3.0.2.1 Plant material and next-generation sequencing

A low-coverage NGS dataset for 30 domesticated apple (M. x domestica) acces-

sions was developed using Illumina GAII technology, with one lane per indi-

vidual as described in (Chagné et al., 2012). These varieties represent founders,

intermediate ancestors, or important breeding parents used extensively in ap-

ple breeding programs worldwide. The complete set maximized coverage of

the genetic background of the world’s domesticated apple. Individuals in the

set were Malus x domestica ‘Braeburn’, ‘CrimsonCrisp’, ‘Delicious’, (both the

original form and the derived mutant ‘Red Delicious’), ‘Duchess of Olden-

burg’, F2268292-2, ‘Geneva’, ‘Golden Delicious’, ‘Granny Smith’, ‘Haralson’,

‘Honeycrisp’, ‘Idared’, ‘James Grieve’, ‘Jonathan’, ‘McIntosh’, ‘Ralls Janet’, ‘Red

Dougherty’, ‘Rome Beauty’, ‘Splendour’, ‘Big Red’, ‘Papa Noel’, ‘Merton Rus-

set’, ‘Wilmont Russet’, ‘David’ o.p., ‘Malling 9’, and four advanced selections.

3.0.2.2 Sequence alignment and CNVR identification

The reads from the 30 Malus x domestica samples were aligned to the pseudo-

haplotype assembly of ‘Golden Delicious’ using the Burrow’s wheeler aligner

(BWA v 0.7.5a) maximal exact matches (MEM) command (Velasco et al., 2010,

Li et al., 2009, Li, 2013) To reduce the impact of highly abundant organelle DNA

on the read depth analysis, a LAST (v 6.21) database was created using apple

mitochondrial DNA and apple chloroplast DNA (Kiełbasa et al., 2011). Sec-

tions of the assembly with a highly confident match (score>= 40) were consid-

ered to be derived from organelles. Additionally, the locations of repeat se-

quences, such as retrotransposons, were obtained and reads that overlapped
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repeat sequences, mitochondrial, or chloroplast locations by at least one base

pair were removed using bedtools (v2.19.1) (Quinlan et al., 2010). As dupli-

cations can occur during the PCR amplification process and create spurious

spikes in read-depth signal, these were identified and removed using Picard’s

(v 1.124) MarkDuplicates functionality.

The binary alignment format (BAM) files used for CNV analysis were filtered

based on mapping quality (reads with MAPQ<20 were discarded), and pro-

cessed using CNVrd2 (v1.4.0), where the read-depth was counted in 3000-bp

non-overlapping windows (Nguyen et al., 2014). Following this, windows that

covered a segment of the assembly with greater than 50% Ns were removed.

The GC-content of a genomic region influences the read-depth when using Il-

lumina sequencing (Dohm et al., 2008). This presents a challenge for read-depth

analysis and was minimized using the GC-content adjustment method that is

implemented in CNVrd2. The resulting GC-adjusted read count data were then

standardized within and between samples using CNVrd2. As a result of stan-

dardizing across multiple samples, the influence of mappability bias, which

is present at some complex regions, was minimized. Coverage statistics were

generated using the R programming language (v3.1.1) with figures created in

R using the ggplot2 (v1.0.0) and gplots (v2.16) packages (R Core Team, 2015,

Wickham, 2009, Warnes et al., 2009). CNVrd2 uses the DNACopy package from

the Bioconductor project, which employs a binary segmentation algorithm to

segment the normalized read-counts (Venkatraman et al., 2007, Gentleman et

al., 2004). This procedure results in a segmentation score for each window in

each sample. These scores represent significant changes in read-depth, with

numbers greater than zero indicating a change to increased read-depth, and

numbers less than zero indicating a change to decreased read-depth. These

changes in read-depth are indicative of changes in the underlying regional

copy-number within a sample. Although these raw segmentation scores can
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be processed to obtain integer copy-numbers, for this work I choose to analyze

the raw segmentation scores, focusing on detecting regions that varied signifi-

cantly in segmentation score between the apple accessions. Spearman’s corre-

lation coefficient was used to investigate the relationship between read-depth

and number of segmented regions. A visualization of the distribution of CN-

VRs throughout the apple was created using Circos (v0.67-4) (Krzywinski et al.,

2009). In addition to detecting CNVRs with CNVRd2, an independent analysis

was performed for comparison using the filtered BAM files with the R package

cn.MOPS (Klambauer et al., 2012).

To identify CNVRs, a trimmed standard deviation (removing the minimum and

maximum values) was calculated to compare the segmentation scores in each

sample for each window. This trimmed standard deviation was used to remove

outliers from the calculations. Permutation testing (10,000 permutations per

chromosome) was used to determine CNVR significance. This involved shuf-

fling the segmented regions in each sample, recalculating trimmed standard

deviations, and calculating an empirical false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini

et al., 1995). The FDR was calculated at different thresholds, with the genome-

wide FDR calculated as a mean of each chromosomal value weighted by chro-

mosome length. A genome-wide trimmed standard deviation threshold of 0.25

was used to determine whether a window was within a CNVR, with neighbor-

ing windows above this threshold were merged to form the CNVRs.

3.0.2.3 SNP Array support for candidate CNVRs

A SNP dataset was used for validation of CNVRs which contained information

on the scoring of 10,685 SNP polymorphic markers from the apple Illumina

Infinium 20-k SNP array (Bianco et al., 2014) screened over 185 apple acces-

sions from the Plant & Food Research germplasm collection that have a similar
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genetic background to the varieties used for read-depth analysis. As the 20 k

SNP array data comes from an independent experiment that utilized microar-

ray technology, it presented me with an opportunity to strengthen the evidence

that the CNVRs detected with read-depth from sequencing data were reliable.

SNP genotyping assumes diploid copy number, an assumption that is violated

when a SNP falls within CNVRs, as genotypes such as AAB, carrying an extra

copy of the “A” allele, and AØ, missing a copy of the “B” allele, may be present

(Wang et al., 2007). The B allele frequency (BAF), which is the proportion of

signal explained by the B allele, has an expected value for heterozygotes of 0.5,

and for homozygotes of 0 or 1. Odd numbers of alleles at a locus, such as AAB,

may give values falling outside these values. The B allele frequency (BAF) was

extracted for each SNP data point using the Illumina GenomeStudio software

(v2.0). CNVRs were tested for enrichment of SNP markers with a B allele fre-

quency (BAF) between 0.05 and 0.35, or 0.65 and 0.95, in at least 10 % (19) of

samples. Fisher’s exact test (Fisher, 1922) was used to check whether the array

design was biased against SNPs being located in CNVRs.

3.0.2.4 Gene model annotation and functional analysis

The consensus gene models were obtained from the Genome Database for Rosaceae.

A gene model was considered to overlap a CNVR if more than 70 % of its bases

were within the boundaries of a CNVR. Gene ontology analysis (Ashburner

et al., 2000) was performed using the Fisher’s exact test. The resulting P-values

were adjusted using the FDR-controlling approach of Benjamimi and Hochberg

(2005). A separate enrichment test was performed using predicted resistance

gene models obtained from the supplementary information of the publication

describing the apple genome (Velasco et al., 2010). The repeat sequences were
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classified further by BLAST searching (Altschul et al., 1990) against the Rep-

Base19.12 (Jurka et al., 2005) database. The flanking regions of CNVRs were

determined by creating a list of positions 10 kb either side of each CNVR, and

merging the overlapping regions. The number of elements for each class that

entirely overlapped or did not overlap was calculated, followed by enrichment

testing using Fisher’s exact test. Genic regions were determined by creating a

list of positions 10 kb either side of each gene model. The average GC content

of the flanking regions of both the CNVRs and the genic regions was calculated

on a per chromosome basis.

3.0.3 Results

3.0.3.1 Data summary and CNVR identification

Before quality control (QC), the average sequencing coverage for each variety

varied between 3.51x and 13.60x. After QC, which included removing reads

overlapping the organelle and repeated regions, the average sequencing cover-

age for each variety was reduced to between 0.95x and 4.96x (Table B.2), indicat-

ing that between 63 and 73 % of the reads mapped to the excluded regions.

The read-depth CNV detection method is based on an assumption that the

number of reads originating from a region of a genome after removing techni-

cal bias is indicative of the copy number for that region. Reads were counted in

3-kb non-overlapping windows. Prior to normalization the median read-depth

for all windows was 38. Following GC-content adjustment the median read-

depth became 16.8, highlighting the impact that GC content can have on read-

depth. After normalization, these windowed read counts were segmented into

regions with similar signal values. Investigation of the relationship between

coverage and the number of segmented regions revealed a positive correlation
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(Spearman’s correlation of 0.656) between coverage and the number of regions

detected, which is an indication that CNVs are more likely to be detected in

samples of higher coverage. A linear model was used to further quantify this

relationship, regressing the number of segmented regions against sequencing

coverage. The beta estimate from this model was 81.58 (P<1 × 10−5, T-test),

meaning that for every unit increase in average coverage; the model estimated

that the average number of segmented regions increased by 82.58. Although

integer copy number assignment for an individual sample can be performed

using the read-depth method, given the low-coverage sequencing data used in

our study and the incomplete apple genome assembly, I choose instead to focus

on CNVRs that displayed significant variation in segmentation scores and not

to attempt integer copy number assignment. These significantly variable CN-

VRs were determined by summarizing each window using a trimmed standard

deviation (removing the minimum and maximum), followed by a permutation

testing procedure to calculate a threshold to be used to identify potential CN-

VRs, any window with a trimmed standard deviation above this threshold was

considered to lie within a CNVR. A threshold of 0.25 gave an acceptable FDR

of 11%, and was used in downstream analyses (Figure 3.1).

The 876 CNVRs detected spanned a total of 14.4 Mb or 3.5% of the ‘Golden De-

licious’ v1.0p pseudohaplotype assembly (Table B.1). They ranged in size from

3 kb to 99 kb, with an average length of 16.4 kb, and a median length of 12 kb

(Figure 3.2). CNVRs appeared to be non-randomly distributed throughout the

genome (Figure 3.3). The percentage of an individual chromosome contained

in CNVRs varied between 1.5% for chromosome 16 and 5.7% for chromosome

10 (Table B.3). When the removal of regions split a large CNVR, it was consid-

ered as two smaller CNVRs. In addition to the read-depth analysis performed

using CNVRd2, CNVRs were detected with the R package cn.Mops (data not

shown). These CNVRs spanned a total of 41.8 Mb or 10% of the apple genome.
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FIGURE 3.1: Relationship between the false discovery rate (FDR) estimated using per-
mutation analysis, and the proportion of the genome comprising copy-number variable
regions (CNVRs) in the apple genome, as a function of significance threshold. The red
lines intersect at a threshold of 0.25, which was the threshold used for downstream
CNV analysis using re-sequencing data of 30 apple accessions.

In total, 59.6% of the exact bases in the CNVRs were detected by both CNVrd2

and cn.Mops. If one relaxes the criteria and counts the entire CNV length re-

ported from CNVRd2 when an overlap was observed, then 87.5% of the CNVR

bases were recovered.

3.0.3.2 Repeat analysis and GC content

Repeated sequences were investigated for their relationship with CNVRs. A

list of 10 kb regions flanking CNVRs was developed, with overlapping sec-

tions merged. The repeated elements that are the most numerous in the apple

genome (Copia, Gypsy, hAT, Cassandra, or LINE) (Velasco et al., 2010) were
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FIGURE 3.2: Distribution of length and frequency of copy-number variable regions
(CNVRs) in the apple genome. Size (in base pairs) versus number of CNVRs. The
green and red lines represent the median and mean CNVR size, respectively

tested for enrichment within the flanking regions. A significant depletion was

observed for Gypsy elements (P=0.007, Fisher’s exact test) and a significant en-

richment for Copia elements (P=0.006, Fisher’s exact test) (Table 3.1). No signif-

icant enrichments or depletions (P>0.05, Fisher’s exact test) were observed for

hAT, Cassandra, LINE elements, and no overall enrichment (P>0.05, Fisher’s

exact test) was detected for repeated elements. The genome-wide GC content

of CNVRs was nominally (P=0.03, T-test) higher (average 37.9 %) than that of

the pseudohaplotype assembly (37.8 %). In contrast, the genome-wide average
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FIGURE 3.3: Copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) in the apple genome. The 17 grey
lines represent all the chromosomes of the ‘Golden Delicious’ v1.0p pseudohaplotype
assembly (Velasco et al., 2010). Red sections indicate the locations of the 876 CNVRs.
mb: megabases.

for genic GC content was nominally (P=0.02, T-test) lower than that of CNVRs

(average 37.6 %) (Table B.3).

3.0.3.3 Independent experimental support for candidate CNVRs using a SNP

array dataset

Although low density SNP microarrays do not enable copy-number detection

directly, because of their limited probe density, they do present a method of

independently validating CNVRs detected by read-depth analysis. I accom-

plished this by extracting the BAFs from an apple Illumina Infinium 20-k SNP
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TABLE 3.1: Number of repetitive elements contained in the 10 kb of sequence up- and
downstream of the copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) in the apple genome.

CNVR flanking regions Non-CNV-flanking regions
Repeat type Observed Expected Observed Expected P-value

Gypsy 1917 2087.5 85,346 85175.5 0.007
Copia 815 707.7 28,767 28874.3 0.006
Cassandra 245 225.2 9169 9188.8 0.375
LINE/RTE 264 251.5 10,250 10262.5 0.624
hAT 402 350.6 14,253 14304.4 0.065
Total 3643 3622.4 147,785 147805.6 0.812

array dataset that contained the genotyping information for 185 accessions. Af-

ter the removal of SNPs that overlapped the windows which were previously

removed from the analysis because they contained Ns, repeats, or organelle

DNA, 10,685 SNPs remained. BAF thresholds of 0.05–0.35 and 0.65–0.95 were

considered aberrant (Figure 3.4) and when 19 (10%) of samples fell within these

ranges, the SNPs were considered as having an aberrant BAF pattern indica-

tive of CNV. CNVRs (as defined by the analyses in section 3.0.3) contained 49

of the 1845 (2.6%) SNPs with aberrant BAFs, and 115 of the 8840 (1.3%) normal

(disomic) SNPs, representing an approximately two-fold enrichment of SNPs

with aberrant BAFs, within CNVRs (P<0.0001, Fisher’s Exact test). Interest-

ingly, 98.5% of the SNPs represented on the apple Illumina Infinium 20 k SNP

array were located in non-CNV regions, indicating a significant depletion of

SNPs in CNVRs (P<1 × 10−13, Fisher’s Exact test) and suggesting that the SNP

array design was biased away from CNVRs.

3.0.3.4 Functional analysis of CNVRs

Of the consensus gene models from the Genome Database for Rosaceae, 29,015

were located in genomic regions that were analyzed. A total of 845 (2.9%) of
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TABLE 3.2: Significant Gene Ontology terms (P<0.05 after False-discovery rate correc-
tion) for gene models located within copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) in the
apple genome.

Gene Ontology ID Description P-value

GO:0006915 apoptotic process 4.23× 10˘48

GO:0031224 intrinsic component of membrane 4.09× 10˘43

GO:0004888 transmembrane signaling receptor activity 1.16× 10˘42

GO:0045087 innate immune response 2.75× 10˘42

GO:0005515 protein binding 1.03× 10˘32

GO:0007165 signal transduction 8.93× 10˘31

GO:0005524 ATP binding 9.26× 10˘22

GO:0006952 defense response 2.40× 10˘21

GO:0005216 ion channel activity 0.006
GO:0006508 proteolysis 0.009
GO:0004674 protein serine/threonine kinase activity 0.011
GO:0006468 protein phosphorylation 0.011
GO:0043086 negative regulation of catalytic activity 0.011
GO:0005516 calmodulin binding 0.012
GO:0005247 voltage–gated chloride channel activity 0.026
GO:0042802 identical protein binding 0.028
GO:0004497 monooxygenase activity 0.042
GO:0006821 chloride transport 0.042
GO:0030552 cAMP binding 0.045
GO:0016710 trans-cinnamate 4-monooxygenase activity 0.049

these gene models exhibited a minimum of 70% of their base pairs overlap-

ping putative CNVRs (Table B.4). Significant depletion of gene models within

CNVRs was observed (P<1 × 10−6, Fisher’s Exact test), with the proportion of

the genome assembly spanned by CNVRs (3.5%) being greater than the pro-

portion containing gene models. Over half (470) the CNVRs did not contain a

gene model, with the remaining 406 regions (46.3%) containing at least one gene

model. Functional enrichment analysis of CNVRs revealed 20 GO terms over-

represented after FDR p-value adjustment (Table 3.2). These terms included

“apoptotic process”, “innate immune response” and “defense response”, for
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which a significant proportion of annotations were found to originate from re-

sistance (R) gene models. This class of genes are proteins containing nucleotide-

binding sites (NBS or NBC-ARC domains) and C-terminal leucine-rich repeats

(LRR), and are key components of the immune response in plants (Eitas et al.,

2010, Dangl et al., 2001). To investigate the relationship between resistance gene

models and CNVRs directly, I obtained a list of 992 resistance gene models from

the apple genome publication (Velasco et al., 2010). Of the 992 resistance gene

models, 268 were located in the GD pseudohaplotype assembly I used for CNV

detection, and 47 (16.3%) of these resistance gene models overlapped CNVRs

(Table B.5). Furthermore, resistance gene models were enriched greater than

five-fold within CNVRs (5.5% of total gene models) compared with outside

these regions, where they comprised 0.8% of total gene models (P<1 × 10−22,

Fisher’s exact test). This significant enrichment of resistance genes is consis-

tent with results from the cn.MOPS analysis (P<1 × 10−47 for cn.MOPS results

only; P<1 × 10−19 for the intersection between cn.MOPS and CNVrd2). Ten of

these enriched GO terms were not attributable to resistance gene models, such

as “ion transport”, “chloride transport”, and “voltage-gated chloride channel

activity”.

3.0.4 Discussion

Characterization of the apple genome has focused primarily to date on whole

genome duplication, the detection of SNPs, the prediction of genes and the

characterization of gene families, as well as generation of an inventory of re-

peated elements. Structural variations, such as copy-number, have not been

studied in detail, in apple or indeed in other fruit tree species. In short-lived

crop species, such as maize and rice, copy-number variation has been investi-

gated using NGS and microarray technologies, and a growing consensus has
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emerged as to the agricultural relevance of CNV (Zmienko et al., 2014). In par-

ticular, genes located in CNVRs have been observed to be enriched for stress-

related response genes, including the canonical R-genes, which contain a leucine

rich-repeat (LRR) domain. This highlights the importance of CNV in relation to

agricultural crop genetics, and the need to characterize this type of variation in

horticultural species. In this study, I used NGS data from 30 apple accessions

to identify 876 copy-number variable regions (CNVRs). The CNVRs within the

apple genome overlap 845 gene models and are enriched for resistance gene

models. A significant enrichment of SNPs with aberrant BAFs was observed

within CNVRs by using a SNP derived from a screening of 185 individual ap-

ple accessions that have a similar genetic background to the 30 varieties used

for read-depth analysis. This strengthens the evidence that the regions I de-

tected represent true CNVRs.

Although CNV had not been investigated previously in the apple genome,

there has been some evidence that CNV might play an important biological

role here. A study investigating QTLs associated with bud phenology in apple

identified a candidate E3 ubiquitin protein encoding gene present as a tandem

array of 14 copies in ‘Golden Delicious’, making it a putative CNV (Celton et

al., 2011). More recently, a study that was performed to design SNP markers for

eight major disease resistance loci, encountered two problems that can be ex-

plained by the occurrence of CNV in these regions (Jänsch et al., 2015). Firstly,

for the Rvi2, Rvi4 and Rvi11 loci conferring resistance to apple scab (Venturia

inaequalis), the presence of paralogs made it difficult to design primers for the

SNPs linked to the respective loci, which amplified alleles only at the specific

region of interest, without co-amplifying the paralogous sequences. Paralogs

located in tandem would be considered a segmental duplication, which are

hotspots for CNVs (Sharp et al., 2005). Secondly, SNPs linked to Pl2, a ma-

jor locus conferring resistance to powdery mildew (Posdosphaera leucotricha),
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failed to amplify when resistance was not observed. This would be expected

if resistance were conferred by the insertion of a segment of DNA, which con-

tains the SNPs that failed to amplify, and is absent from susceptible individuals

(Jänsch et al., 2015).

3.0.4.1 Data QC and analysis approach

Because of apple’s high heterozygosity, its genome was not assembled as a sin-

gle reference sequence but rather into four haplotypes, or individual sequences.

The primary pseudohaplotype assembly (Malus x domestica Whole Genome

v1.0p) (Velasco et al., 2010), which was used in this analysis, represents the

shortest path through the sequence scaffolds. This reference was used to facili-

tate short-read mapping and read-depth analysis, using a workflow analogous

to studies in diploid mammals, for which many bioinformatic tools have been

developed (Zhao et al., 2013). Repeated elements, which are estimated to cover

42.4% of the apple genome, create a problem for read-depth analysis, as reads

which map to repeat regions of the reference create noise in the read-depth

signal (Velasco et al., 2010). This interferes with data normalization and subse-

quently the downstream segmentation procedure. Many CNV studies attempt

to correct for this effect by masking repeat regions before alignment (i.e., chang-

ing the position in the reference to an ‘N’) (Bickhart et al., 2012; Paudel et al.,

2013) However, as the quality score of reads is determined by the uniqueness

of the mapping position, masking may lead to reads that originate from the re-

peated sequences mapping spuriously to other locations, with potentially high

quality scores. In our analysis, reads were first mapped, and only then were
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repeated elements removed. This represents an alternative and potentially im-

proved approach to overcoming the problem of repeated sequences. The pres-

ence of chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA within the reference genome cre-

ates a similar issue, as the large number of these organelles in each cell would

lead to large numbers of reads mapping to these regions, potentially interfering

with the read-depth approach. In the analysis presented here, reads mapping

to organelle-derived regions were removed before CNV segmentation.

Low-coverage NGS re-sequencing data were used to identify the CNVRs that

exhibited significant variation in copy-number within a set of apple accessions

with genetic links to international breeding programs. The CNVRs identified

were found to vary greatly in copy-number among the accessions, and repre-

sent candidate gene loci that may be involved in control of variability in traits,

such as pest and disease resistance. The number of samples used (30 apple

accessions) is higher than employed in some recent read-depth studies in do-

mesticated organisms (e.g., the number of samples was five and 16 in CNV

studies of cows and pigs, respectively; however, is smaller than studies in maize

and soybean, which involved 278 and 302 samples, respectively)(Bickhart et al.,

2012; Jiao et al., 2012; Paudel et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2015). The average cover-

age for sequencing of our samples ranged from 0.95 to 4.96, which is relatively

low and might have introduced noise into the read-depth signal. Our finding

that a strong correlation was observed in our dataset between sequencing cov-

erage and the number of detected CNVs suggested that the read-depth method

is more efficient at detecting copy-number changes in higher-depth samples,

and as low-coverage data do not enable reliable calling of exact copy number

at specific loci for individuals, I opted to analyze the variation among segmen-

tation scores across the 30 varieties to provide an inventory of CNVRs in the

apple genome. A trimmed standard deviation was chosen (removal of the mini-

mum and maximum values), to reduce the impact of outliers potentially driven
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by noise, and a permutation test was used to assess the likelihood of finding

such a variable region by chance. This allowed us to determine a conserva-

tive threshold for CNVR identity, with what I considered an acceptable FDR of

11% (Benjamini et al., 1995). Although this seems like an oddly specific level of

FDR control to choose for the final analysis, as all major findings were robust to

threshold changes the decision to use 11% was inconsequential.

3.0.4.2 Patterns of CNVRs in the apple genome

The read-depth analysis identified 876 CNVRs in the apple genome, ranging in

length between 3 kb and 99 kb, with an average of 18 kb. It should be noted

that because the CNVRs separated by windows that were removed were not

merged, the number of detected CNVRs is likely to be an overestimate, as a

number of CNVRs interleaved with removed regions may actually comprise a

single large CNVR. These results suggest that 3.5 % (14.4 Mb) of the analyzed

assembly lies within a CNVR. This percentage is lower than found in previous

CNV studies in plants; for example, the CNV percentages found in maize and

barley were 10 and 14.9 %, respectively (Jiang et al., 2012; Muñoz-Amatriaín et

al., 2013). This discrepancy might be explained by the lower degree of polymor-

phism observed among the apple accessions employed in our study compared

with that in maize lines, whereby apple has one SNP every 288 bp on average ,

versus every 60 bp in maize (Ching et al., 2002; Chagné et al., 2012). However, it

is possible that I might have underestimated the total contribution of CNVs to

the apple genome because of the low-coverage sequencing data, strict quality

control, and my analysis approach, which focused on detecting only CNVRs

that exhibited high variation among the samples.
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3.0.4.3 In the apple genome CNVRs are enriched in resistance genes

In total, 845 gene models overlapped the CNVRs detected. Initial functional en-

richment analysis suggests that these gene models are involved in ion transport,

signal transduction, and the defense response. This result is concordant with

other studies in a wide range of species, such as humans, barley, and soybean

which have noted that immunity-related genes are frequently found within

CNV regions (Conrad et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2012; Muñoz-Amatriaín et al.,

2013). Fast-mutating CNVs have been recognized as an evolutionary driving

force for organisms to adapt to changes in environmental conditions and the in-

troduction of new pests and diseases (Kondrashov, 2012). This phenomenon is

important for long-lived tree species, which have a considerably lengthier gen-

eration time than their pathogens and which cannot migrate large distances to

adapt to new conditions. As an example, if a CNV from a fast-mutating region

occurs and improves resistance to infectious disease, then this variant would

be selected for. Importantly, unlike slow-mutating variants these fast-mutating

CNVs enable the next generation of progeny to also benefit from the diversity

induced by the instability. Other slow-mutating variants when they occur can

be adaptive, however, when the pathogens inevitably adapt these regions will

not be as likely to provide a beneficial mutation to the next-generation. In light

of this, I hypothesise that fast-mutating highly variable CNVs are an extremely

important adaptive genetic mechanism in tree species, even more so than for

other organisms.

Fundamentally, the survival of a human or an apple tree depends on how well it

can fend of pathogens, which have a much larger effective population size and

a shorter lifespan. Thus, everything else being equal the pathogens are at a sig-

nificant advantage. To survive, eukaryotes have developed complex immune
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processes that facilitate rapid adaptation. Underlying these species-specific im-

mune mechanisms, are more general shared-mechanisms that generate vari-

ation. For example, non-homologous end-joining is required for class-switch

recombination in human B-cells (Kotnis et al., 2009). This mechanism and a

number of other highly conserved repair mechanisms can lead to the formation

of CNVs. The discovery that CNVRs are enriched in resistance-genes within

the apple genome, and the association of an immune-related CNV with gout

further highlights the importance of these repair mechanisms to the success of

the eukaryotes.

3.0.4.4 Co-location between CNVRs and trait loci in apple

Numerous studies have focused on identifying genomic regions associated with

horticultural traits in apple, using genetic linkage mapping and QTL analysis

(Troggio et al., 2012). Three regions of the apple genome that contain putative

CNVRs are of particular interest, as they co-locate with loci controlling traits

related to biotic and abiotic responses in apple. Firstly, a cluster of 19 CNVRs

between 3,507,000 bp and 4,107,000 bp on chromosome 2 contains multiple re-

sistance genes models (Figures 3.5 & 3.6) in a region where major loci confer-

ring resistance to apple scab have been previously mapped. The Rvi4/Vh4

and Rvi15/Vr2 loci were originally mapped to apple linkage group 2 and the

recent development of genetic markers closely linked to these loci enabled es-

timation of their physical location on the reference apple genome of ’Golden

Delicious’, close to the detected cluster of 19 CNVRs (Bus et al., 2005; Velasco

et al., 2010; Codolo et al., 2013). Secondly, a CNVR located at positions 3,506,106

and 3,509,841 bp on chromosome 11 co-locates with Pl2, a major gene confer-

ring resistance to powdery mildew. Pl2 was originally mapped using expressed

sequence tags-based markers and the newly developed markers for Pl2 enabled
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placement of this locus on the apple genome sequence in the same position as

the CNVR (Gardiner et al., 2003; Jänsch et al., 2015). Finally, three CNVRs lo-

cated between positions 1,404,000 and 1,671,000 bp on chromosome 9 co-locate

with a QTL for budbreak date (Celton et al., 2011). Future work should include

validation of these CNVRs, and demonstration of these linkages between the

CNVRs on chromosomes 2, 11, and 9 with scab resistance, powdery mildew

resistance and budbreak date, respectively. This validation can be carried out

by re-sequencing, with higher depth of coverage, cultivars carrying the scab

resistance, powdery mildew, and early budbreak date alleles, and comparing

the resulting integer copy-number genotypes to those of cultivars not carry-

ing the resistance. Using the higher coverage data, the exact breakpoint of

an individual CNV can be determined, which in combination with the inte-

ger copy-number genotypes, will enable the design of genetic markers that will

accurately quantify the copy number at these loci. In addition to extensive ge-

netic validation, functional validation of CNVs should also be performed. This

could be achieved by assessing the mRNA/protein expression of the candi-

date gene(s) (in an appropriate tissue) from accessions that have different copy-

numbers. A significant positive correlation would suggest a functional link,

where raised copy-number increases the expression of the candidate gene(s). I

hypothesize that some of these CNVs will be causative of certain phenotypes,

and that the incorporation of these causative CNVs into the apple breeding pro-

grams will lead to the development of superior apple varieties, with the largest

improvements being achieved in regard to resistance phenotypes.

3.0.5 Conclusion

I identified 876 CNVRs with an average size of 16.4 kb, comprising 3.5% of the

apple genome. These results represent the first catalogue and investigation of a
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previously unexplored form of genetic variation in a tree species. The CNVRs

identified in this study are enriched in resistance (R) gene models and overlap

with major gene loci of agricultural significance. Further investigation of apple

CNV using higher coverage NGS data will enable integer-level copy-number

assignment and break-point identification. This will facilitate the discovery of

the causative CNV and improve the design of molecular markers that segregate

with the trait. Ultimately, I believe that the focused investigation of CNV in

the apple genome will lead to the genetic improvement of apple cultivars and

a deeper understanding of the role CNV plays within the apple genome and

other long-lived tree species.
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FIGURE 3.4: Distribution of B allele frequencies for the 20 k SNP array screened on 185
apple accessions. The count of all B allele frequencies (BAFs) is displayed in windows
of size 0.05 from a dataset containing 185 apple accessions genotyped on the apple
Infinium 20 k SNP array (Bianco et al., 2014). The ranges 0.05–0.35 and 0.65–0.95, shown
by red and green lines respectively, indicate the ranges where an individual BAF was
considered aberrant.
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FIGURE 3.5: Circos plot displaying the copy-number variable regions (CNVRs), resis-
tance genes, and genes in the region between positions 3,507,000 and 4,107,000 bp on
apple chromosome 2. The figure shows the region between 3,507,000 and 4,107,000
bp on chromosome 2 based on the ‘Golden Delicious’ v1.0p pseudohaplotype assem-
bly (Velasco et al., 2010). This region contains resistance loci to apple scab, including
Rvi4/Vh4 and. Rvi15/Vr2. Tracks from outside to inside are: (1) region ideogram ticks
show the position in megabases (Mb), (2) trimmed standard deviation of segmentation
scores plotted as a histogram with a y-scale from 0 to 0.6 (red bars indicate regions des-
ignated as CNVRs, blue bars represent all other regions), (3) the location of resistance
genes, and (4) the location of genes other than resistance genes (yellow bars represent
the location of these genes).
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FIGURE 3.6: Heatmap representation of the segmentation scores of the region between
positions 3,507,000 and 4,107,000 bp on apple chromosome 2. a) Heatmap of segmen-
tation scores with rows ordered in alphabetical order of accession name for the region
chromosome 2 from 3,507,000 to 4,107,000 bp. The segmentation values are plotted for
each window in the region; these values represent significant changes in read-depth
signal. The green highlighted region shows one of the 19 CNVRs located within the
region. b) Heatmap of segmentation scores with rows ordered by segmentation score
for the CNVR on chromosome 2 between positions 3,531,000 and 3,546,000 bp. The re-
sistance gene model (MDP000057795) and the other gene models (MDP000057796 and
MDP0000187491) are located above the heat map in their correct position relative to
their location within the CNVR. The track above the heatmap displays the location of
the gene models found within the CNV (extracted from the Rosaceae genome browser).



Concluding remarks

Copy-number variation (CNV) is found within all eukaryotes studied to date,

but the impact of CNV on phenotype is not fully understood. Regions of eu-

karyotic genomes harbouring CNV are enriched in environmentally interacting

genes. In humans, CNV is a major risk factor for psychiatric disorders, such as

Autism and Schizophrenia; and in plants, a number of resistance phenotypes

are caused by CNVs. The goal of this thesis was to assess, for the first time,

the impact of CNV on the domesticated apple (Malus x Domestica) genome and

the human complex disease gout. The impact of CNV on the domesticated

apple genome was investigated using next-generation sequencing (NGS) data

from 30 varieties of apple, and the impact on gout was investigated using an

Immunochip dataset containing 468 gout patients and 1,000 publicly available

controls.

In the apple genome, regions containing CNVs (CNVRs) are enriched in genes

that are involved in resistance to infection. While these results further stress

the role that CNV has in immunity, they also represent the first genome-wide

map of CNVRs in apple. These CNVRs were found to co-locate with impor-

tant trait-loci, such as resistance to apple scab. This highlights the potential that

CNV research has in the domesticated apple for improving our understanding

of important traits, and for the development of superior varieties of the domes-

ticated apple.

The Immunochip analysis revealed an association for CNV of chr5:686123-731394

and gout. Overlapping this CNV was the TPPP gene, which promotes α-tubulin

acetylation by inhibiting HDAC6 and SIRT2. This connected TPPP to the NLRP3

inflammasome, a crucial component of the inflammatory response in gout. The



model of TPPP’s proposed role in inflammation predicted a non-additive in-

teraction between this CNV and a risk variant of ABCG2 (rs223142-T allele,

141K), which was subsequently confirmed. This putative involvement of TPPP

in the NLRP3 inflammasome, has implications for our understanding of innate

immunity, and may lead to the development of superior therapeutics for the

treatment of gout.

While aspects of this thesis highlight the fundamental role that CNV has in the

eukaryotes, more directly we now have an understanding of the impact that

CNV has on gout, and the apple genome.
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TABLE A.1: Rare burden analysis. Immunochip-based burden analysis and summary for rare (frequency < 1%) CNV. This analysis was performed
in multiple datasets. CNVs. This analysis was performed in multiple datasets. All, containing all rare CNVs. Small, containing deletions between
0-20 kb and duplications between 0 to 50 kb. Medium, containing CNVs between 20 to 200kb and duplications between 50 to 200 kb. Large,
containing CNVs greater than 400kb. Summary statistics were generated for both the participants with gout and the controls. Summary statistics
were generated for both the participants with gout and the controls. These statistics were tested for significance using permutation. Count represents
the total number of CNV events in the entire dataset. Rate represents the average number of CNVs per individual. Proportion represents the fraction having at
least one deletion. Total represents the average distance spanned by deletions in kb spanned per person. Average represents the average size of a deletion event per
person.

Summary value Dataset
All Deletions Duplications

Cases Controls P-value Cases Controls P-value Cases Controls P-value
(n=444) (n=989) (empirical) (n=444) (n=989) (empirical) (n=444) (n=989) (empirical)

Count All 382 765 _ 160 352 _ 239 468 _
Small 291 559 _ 127 281 _ 182 341 _

Medium 60 145 _ 28 72 _ 33 76 _
Large 37 87 _ 12 34 _ 25 53 _

Rate All 0.86 0.77 0.40 0.36 0.36 0.94 0.54 0.47 0.51
Small 0.66 0.57 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.96 0.41 0.34 0.44

Medium 0.14 0.15 0.66 0.06 0.07 0.61 0.07 0.08 0.93
Large 0.08 0.09 0.86 0.03 0.03 0.56 0.06 0.05 0.91

Proportion All 0.42 0.42 0.40 0.26 0.26 0.85 0.23 0.24 0.69
Small 0.32 0.31 0.95 0.22 0.21 0.78 0.16 0.16 0.94

Medium 0.12 0.12 1.00 0.06 0.07 0.57 0.07 0.07 0.82
Large 0.07 0.08 0.83 0.03 0.03 0.74 0.05 0.05 1.00

Total (kb) All 127.10 141.90 0.52 71.35 89.61 0.47 147.50 150.40 0.92
Small 20.41 19.17 0.71 7.52 8.33 0.36 30.58 27.96 0.65

Medium 94.86 110.70 0.27 73.75 72.16 0.88 105.40 135.50 0.14
Large 473.60 516.00 0.58 484.30 560.20 0.62 467.50 477.60 0.90

Average (kb) All 76.12 90.18 0.33 54.14 70.61 0.41 91.86 105.30 0.48
Small 9.91 9.95 0.97 5.66 6.63 0.13 13.92 13.65 0.86

Medium 86.49 92.22 0.46 67.61 67.49 0.99 101.60 115.10 0.16
Large 416.10 443.70 0.62 484.30 481.00 0.98 377.10 427.70 0.35



Appendix B

Supplementary Tables (Chapter 3)

TABLE B.1: List of copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) identified in the apple
genome.

Chromosome Start End Width Trimmed standard deviation (SD)
(bp) (bp) (bp) (mean)

1 1173000 1203000 30000 0.30
1 1221000 1233000 12000 0.30
1 1245000 1260000 15000 0.30
1 6096000 6099000 3000 0.48
1 6102000 6141000 39000 0.48
1 6882000 6897000 15000 0.38
1 10278000 10281000 3000 0.36
1 10284000 10302000 18000 0.36
1 10305000 10317000 12000 0.42
1 10320000 10329000 9000 0.54
1 10332000 10350000 18000 0.54
1 10353000 10434000 81000 0.54
1 10437000 10458000 21000 0.33
1 12078000 12123000 45000 0.46
1 12225000 12228000 3000 0.45
1 12231000 12252000 21000 0.45
1 12255000 12270000 15000 0.33
1 19188000 19200000 12000 0.42
1 19203000 19215000 12000 0.39
1 20709000 20712000 3000 0.31
1 20715000 20721000 6000 0.31
1 20727000 20739000 12000 0.31
1 21588000 21597000 9000 0.32
1 21600000 21603000 3000 0.38
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1 21606000 21624000 18000 0.38
1 21627000 21645000 18000 0.38
1 21654000 21660000 6000 0.34
1 24099000 24102000 3000 0.52
1 24108000 24141000 33000 0.52
1 24177000 24195000 18000 0.44
1 24888000 24897000 9000 0.46
1 25086000 25110000 24000 0.31
1 27228000 27234000 6000 0.27
1 27255000 27261000 6000 0.27
1 27279000 27294000 15000 0.36
1 27297000 27306000 9000 0.38
1 27327000 27333000 6000 0.38
1 27336000 27345000 9000 0.38
1 27348000 27357000 9000 0.38
1 28197000 28209000 12000 0.32
1 30333000 30348000 15000 0.44
1 30621000 30633000 12000 0.25
1 30777000 30780000 3000 0.39
1 30783000 30825000 42000 0.44
1 30852000 30858000 6000 0.47
1 30876000 30879000 3000 0.47
1 30882000 30915000 33000 0.47
1 30918000 30924000 6000 0.51
1 30981000 30990000 9000 0.51
1 30993000 31002000 9000 0.51
1 31011000 31050000 39000 0.51
1 32313000 32316000 3000 0.35
1 32517000 32532000 15000 0.37
1 32556000 32559000 3000 0.41
1 32562000 32571000 9000 0.43
1 32586000 32610000 24000 0.43
1 34194000 34215000 21000 0.34
1 34518000 34521000 3000 0.36
1 34530000 34542000 12000 0.36
1 34548000 34560000 12000 0.36
1 34968000 34971000 3000 0.32
1 34974000 34989000 15000 0.32
1 34995000 35028000 33000 0.32
2 279000 291000 12000 0.66
2 795000 810000 15000 0.30
2 816000 825000 9000 0.30
2 1017000 1050000 33000 0.26
2 1056000 1065000 9000 0.26
2 2079000 2082000 3000 0.28
2 2085000 2100000 15000 0.28
2 2610000 2616000 6000 0.39
2 2619000 2649000 30000 0.43
2 2658000 2685000 27000 0.40



2 2694000 2742000 48000 0.43
2 3507000 3528000 21000 0.28
2 3531000 3546000 15000 0.35
2 3552000 3576000 24000 0.43
2 3582000 3588000 6000 0.35
2 3594000 3612000 18000 0.35
2 3615000 3651000 36000 0.44
2 3663000 3672000 9000 0.44
2 3675000 3684000 9000 0.41
2 3687000 3690000 3000 0.36
2 3714000 3723000 9000 0.29
2 3798000 3840000 42000 0.36
2 3843000 3849000 6000 0.41
2 3852000 3858000 6000 0.41
2 3864000 3876000 12000 0.41
2 3879000 3885000 6000 0.44
2 3897000 3915000 18000 0.47
2 3921000 3945000 24000 0.47
2 3948000 4005000 57000 0.42
2 4098000 4107000 9000 0.29
2 4575000 4578000 3000 0.46
2 4584000 4590000 6000 0.46
2 4599000 4602000 3000 0.34
2 4608000 4668000 60000 0.64
2 4674000 4680000 6000 0.73
2 4683000 4686000 3000 0.86
2 4692000 4743000 51000 0.67
2 5991000 6006000 15000 0.27
2 8109000 8124000 15000 0.40
2 8352000 8361000 9000 0.35
2 8364000 8370000 6000 0.35
2 8373000 8406000 33000 0.35
2 8415000 8421000 6000 0.35
2 8430000 8448000 18000 0.35
2 8451000 8454000 3000 0.35
2 8988000 8997000 9000 0.27
2 9315000 9318000 3000 0.45
2 9330000 9342000 12000 0.45
2 9345000 9366000 21000 0.45
2 9798000 9822000 24000 0.35
2 16386000 16407000 21000 0.38
2 16452000 16473000 21000 0.31
2 20151000 20154000 3000 0.36
2 25689000 25692000 3000 0.27
2 25698000 25725000 27000 0.27
2 25728000 25734000 6000 0.27
2 25740000 25746000 6000 0.27
2 26457000 26460000 3000 0.30
2 26463000 26490000 27000 0.31



2 26727000 26769000 42000 0.42
2 26979000 26997000 18000 0.37
2 27078000 27084000 6000 0.37
2 27087000 27090000 3000 0.37
2 27099000 27111000 12000 0.37
2 27114000 27117000 3000 0.37
2 29925000 29928000 3000 0.50
2 29931000 29937000 6000 0.50
2 30540000 30570000 30000 0.53
2 30915000 30921000 6000 0.45
2 30924000 30954000 30000 0.53
2 36135000 36144000 9000 0.35
2 36153000 36162000 9000 0.32
2 36330000 36345000 15000 0.35
2 38076000 38079000 3000 0.31
2 38082000 38106000 24000 0.31
2 38802000 38808000 6000 0.37
2 38817000 38841000 24000 0.43
2 38871000 38874000 3000 0.27
2 38877000 38889000 12000 0.37
2 38895000 38913000 18000 0.40
2 38916000 38928000 12000 0.34
3 1197000 1200000 3000 0.35
3 1209000 1218000 9000 0.35
3 1596000 1599000 3000 0.26
3 1605000 1620000 15000 0.26
3 1623000 1644000 21000 0.26
3 1914000 1917000 3000 0.25
3 1920000 1923000 3000 0.25
3 1929000 1956000 27000 0.25
3 3300000 3306000 6000 0.39
3 3312000 3333000 21000 0.47
3 5679000 5688000 9000 0.29
3 8382000 8403000 21000 0.54
3 9123000 9144000 21000 0.27
3 9222000 9225000 3000 0.37
3 9228000 9255000 27000 0.37
3 12123000 12126000 3000 0.48
3 12129000 12150000 21000 0.48
3 15390000 15393000 3000 0.30
3 15690000 15699000 9000 0.30
3 15702000 15705000 3000 0.30
3 17214000 17235000 21000 0.25
3 17280000 17298000 18000 0.39
3 18942000 18966000 24000 0.34
3 21237000 21243000 6000 0.26
3 22383000 22404000 21000 0.29
3 22716000 22719000 3000 0.34
3 22737000 22761000 24000 0.39



3 22767000 22776000 9000 0.41
3 23436000 23481000 45000 0.32
3 23487000 23529000 42000 0.37
3 23532000 23535000 3000 0.37
3 27618000 27633000 15000 0.30
3 28563000 28572000 9000 0.44
3 32628000 32637000 9000 0.27
3 32640000 32655000 15000 0.27
3 32682000 32697000 15000 0.29
3 36249000 36252000 3000 0.47
3 36255000 36288000 33000 0.51
3 36381000 36384000 3000 0.32
3 36387000 36405000 18000 0.32
3 36411000 36423000 12000 0.32
3 36786000 36789000 3000 0.27
3 36792000 36819000 27000 0.29
3 36822000 36825000 3000 0.35
3 37551000 37587000 36000 0.44
3 37590000 37596000 6000 0.37
3 37599000 37611000 12000 0.38
3 37614000 37617000 3000 0.36
3 37620000 37632000 12000 0.42
4 273000 291000 18000 0.33
4 438000 471000 33000 0.29
4 750000 762000 12000 0.29
4 1188000 1218000 30000 0.29
4 1221000 1248000 27000 0.33
4 1617000 1620000 3000 0.36
4 1821000 1827000 6000 0.41
4 1830000 1848000 18000 0.45
4 1854000 1875000 21000 0.52
4 1878000 1890000 12000 0.62
4 1893000 1971000 78000 0.62
4 2031000 2046000 15000 0.59
4 2067000 2073000 6000 0.50
4 2079000 2082000 3000 0.53
4 2088000 2112000 24000 0.53
4 2133000 2166000 33000 0.51
4 2178000 2184000 6000 0.46
4 2268000 2280000 12000 0.44
4 2286000 2301000 15000 0.39
4 2304000 2316000 12000 0.46
4 2370000 2391000 21000 0.46
4 2394000 2397000 3000 0.27
4 3888000 3924000 36000 0.42
4 7959000 7968000 9000 0.30
4 9552000 9558000 6000 0.25
4 9570000 9597000 27000 0.26
4 9612000 9639000 27000 0.33



4 9642000 9666000 24000 0.32
4 15453000 15483000 30000 0.36
4 15486000 15510000 24000 0.33
4 15756000 15777000 21000 0.35
4 15792000 15795000 3000 0.32
4 15816000 15819000 3000 0.32
4 15849000 15861000 12000 0.32
4 16515000 16551000 36000 0.48
4 17610000 17616000 6000 0.48
4 17628000 17679000 51000 0.61
4 17682000 17691000 9000 0.35
4 17700000 17709000 9000 0.31
4 17772000 17820000 48000 0.53
4 17823000 17826000 3000 0.53
4 19866000 19881000 15000 0.40
4 24303000 24312000 9000 0.29
4 24405000 24420000 15000 0.39
5 339000 351000 12000 0.35
5 5556000 5559000 3000 0.44
5 7830000 7836000 6000 0.25
5 7842000 7875000 33000 0.41
5 7884000 7911000 27000 0.54
5 7914000 7917000 3000 0.54
5 7929000 7953000 24000 0.54
5 9435000 9447000 12000 0.30
5 9453000 9483000 30000 0.35
5 11094000 11112000 18000 0.26
5 11529000 11550000 21000 0.37
5 11553000 11562000 9000 0.27
5 11565000 11580000 15000 0.27
5 11688000 11733000 45000 0.34
5 12507000 12510000 3000 0.33
5 12513000 12531000 18000 0.33
5 12750000 12753000 3000 0.27
5 12756000 12774000 18000 0.27
5 12777000 12801000 24000 0.38
5 14625000 14631000 6000 0.27
5 15399000 15408000 9000 0.34
5 17754000 17766000 12000 0.29
5 17769000 17787000 18000 0.26
5 17790000 17793000 3000 0.28
5 17814000 17823000 9000 0.29
5 17841000 17859000 18000 0.29
5 18765000 18783000 18000 0.51
5 20667000 20670000 3000 0.36
5 20676000 20685000 9000 0.36
5 20688000 20697000 9000 0.36
5 20754000 20784000 30000 0.39
5 20847000 20850000 3000 0.25



5 20859000 20892000 33000 0.26
5 20895000 20904000 9000 0.28
5 20919000 20943000 24000 0.30
5 20949000 20952000 3000 0.31
5 21021000 21048000 27000 0.35
5 21957000 21969000 12000 0.30
5 22425000 22479000 54000 0.44
5 22488000 22503000 15000 0.44
5 22518000 22569000 51000 0.32
5 24537000 24540000 3000 0.58
5 24543000 24567000 24000 0.55
5 25017000 25059000 42000 0.41
5 27939000 27948000 9000 0.27
5 29475000 29505000 30000 0.42
5 33174000 33200000 9000 0.27
5 33186000 33192000 6000 0.27
5 33477000 33480000 3000 0.26
5 33483000 33492000 9000 0.26
5 33495000 33498000 3000 0.26
6 3540000 3543000 3000 0.60
6 3546000 3549000 3000 0.60
6 3555000 3570000 15000 0.60
6 7941000 7989000 48000 0.38
6 8472000 8499000 27000 0.32
6 9381000 9393000 12000 0.51
6 12192000 12207000 15000 0.37
6 12243000 12255000 12000 0.36
6 14202000 14205000 3000 0.27
6 14208000 14259000 51000 0.27
6 14262000 14265000 3000 0.27
6 14976000 14997000 21000 0.42
6 15003000 15024000 21000 0.42
6 15033000 15060000 27000 0.27
6 15066000 15072000 6000 0.27
6 15075000 15105000 30000 0.26
6 15108000 15114000 6000 0.26
6 18777000 18807000 30000 0.35
6 27678000 27681000 3000 0.44
6 27693000 27714000 21000 0.44
6 27729000 27744000 15000 0.44
6 27753000 27759000 6000 0.32
6 28974000 28986000 12000 0.37
7 1329000 1347000 18000 0.41
7 1359000 1380000 21000 0.35
7 1383000 1419000 36000 0.39
7 1587000 1647000 60000 0.36
7 1650000 1662000 12000 0.32
7 1677000 1680000 3000 0.31
7 1683000 1722000 39000 0.63



7 2328000 2331000 3000 0.34
7 2334000 2346000 12000 0.42
7 2373000 2385000 12000 0.45
7 2391000 2418000 27000 0.56
7 2421000 2427000 6000 0.57
7 2430000 2475000 45000 0.52
7 2490000 2493000 3000 0.26
7 2496000 2499000 3000 0.52
7 2697000 2727000 30000 0.52
7 2733000 2745000 12000 0.52
7 2751000 2784000 33000 0.52
7 2787000 2793000 6000 0.50
7 2796000 2817000 21000 0.50
7 2823000 2826000 3000 0.47
7 3750000 3768000 18000 0.29
7 5157000 5172000 15000 0.25
7 5175000 5181000 6000 0.25
7 6190000 6207000 15000 0.33
7 6210000 6222000 12000 0.46
7 6225000 6270000 45000 0.45
7 8319000 8331000 12000 0.43
7 9540000 9546000 6000 0.33
7 9564000 9567000 3000 0.38
7 9570000 9588000 18000 0.48
7 10173000 10179000 6000 0.37
7 10182000 10203000 21000 0.40
7 10218000 10245000 27000 0.40
7 10248000 10263000 15000 0.35
7 10290000 10293000 3000 0.33
7 10494000 10518000 24000 0.33
7 10521000 10536000 15000 0.34
7 10737000 10761000 24000 0.49
7 13980000 14001000 21000 0.25
7 18531000 18543000 12000 0.27
7 18546000 18552000 6000 0.27
7 18567000 18573000 6000 0.27
7 18576000 18579000 3000 0.27
7 24909000 24912000 3000 0.38
7 24915000 24942000 27000 0.38
7 25053000 25068000 15000 0.37
7 25071000 25089000 18000 0.37
7 25119000 25122000 3000 0.37
7 25128000 25140000 12000 0.37
7 27426000 27429000 3000 0.26
7 27435000 27447000 12000 0.26
7 27453000 27486000 33000 0.29
7 27489000 27510000 21000 0.28
7 28506000 28521000 15000 0.25
7 28524000 28530000 6000 0.25



7 29832000 29835000 3000 0.41
7 29838000 29850000 12000 0.51
7 29856000 29880000 24000 0.50
8 756000 771000 15000 0.33
8 1731000 1734000 3000 0.47
8 1932000 2001000 69000 0.49
8 2013000 2037000 24000 0.44
8 2040000 2076000 36000 0.54
8 2091000 2103000 12000 0.45
8 2481000 2514000 33000 0.30
8 4434000 4452000 18000 0.28
8 5118000 5136000 18000 0.30
8 7680000 7701000 21000 0.35
8 7704000 7749000 45000 0.35
8 10461000 10476000 15000 0.29
8 10923000 10941000 18000 0.25
8 11352000 11415000 63000 0.46
8 11469000 11472000 3000 0.29
8 11886000 11907000 21000 0.53
8 13770000 13785000 15000 0.40
8 14241000 14265000 24000 0.26
8 14271000 14283000 12000 0.26
8 15486000 15504000 18000 0.36
8 16890000 16899000 9000 0.31
8 17643000 17655000 12000 0.43
8 17664000 17676000 12000 0.43
8 22743000 22758000 15000 0.55
8 25161000 25164000 3000 0.27
8 25167000 25200000 33000 0.31
8 25449000 25452000 3000 0.38
8 25458000 25527000 69000 0.38
8 29553000 29556000 3000 0.33
8 29559000 29592000 33000 0.33
8 29838000 29853000 15000 0.35
8 31098000 31110000 12000 0.28
8 31113000 31119000 6000 0.28
8 32730000 32733000 3000 0.44
8 32739000 32748000 9000 0.44
8 33831000 33840000 9000 0.43
8 33846000 33858000 12000 0.43
8 34095000 34125000 30000 0.29
8 34761000 34764000 3000 0.34
8 34767000 34776000 9000 0.34
9 1404000 1413000 9000 0.58
9 1515000 1536000 21000 0.36
9 1644000 1647000 3000 0.37
9 1650000 1671000 21000 0.37
9 3576000 3600000 24000 0.37
9 3609000 3618000 9000 0.53



9 3882000 3906000 24000 0.34
9 5454000 5463000 9000 0.32
9 5466000 5493000 27000 0.44
9 5673000 5676000 3000 0.32
9 5682000 5697000 15000 0.35
9 5700000 5745000 45000 0.42
9 9663000 9717000 54000 0.43
9 9744000 9768000 24000 0.48
9 9774000 9783000 9000 0.35
9 11709000 11724000 15000 0.36
9 11865000 11883000 18000 0.39
9 11889000 11913000 24000 0.39
9 11916000 11925000 9000 0.39
9 12243000 12261000 18000 0.33
9 13074000 13104000 30000 0.29
9 14109000 14121000 12000 0.28
9 14124000 14130000 6000 0.28
9 14289000 14301000 12000 0.33
9 14310000 14325000 15000 0.33
9 14328000 14343000 15000 0.33
9 17994000 18027000 33000 0.28
9 18030000 18048000 18000 0.28
9 19260000 19287000 27000 0.42
9 19290000 19314000 24000 0.42
9 19710000 19719000 9000 0.30
9 19722000 19725000 3000 0.33
9 19731000 19743000 12000 0.35
9 19749000 19755000 6000 0.35
9 19767000 19776000 9000 0.35
9 19779000 19791000 12000 0.35
9 19803000 19806000 3000 0.26
9 19818000 19824000 6000 0.26
9 19836000 19863000 27000 0.26
9 19866000 19875000 9000 0.26
9 21339000 21375000 36000 0.48
9 25101000 25119000 18000 0.25
9 25128000 25143000 15000 0.25
9 26976000 26985000 9000 0.26
9 27000000 27033000 33000 0.29
9 28479000 28503000 24000 0.39
9 28542000 28548000 6000 0.39
9 28563000 28569000 6000 0.39
9 28575000 28578000 3000 0.39
9 30423000 30462000 39000 0.37
9 30477000 30480000 3000 0.43
9 30555000 30564000 9000 0.43
9 33159000 33162000 3000 0.27
9 33171000 33198000 27000 0.29
9 33549000 33567000 18000 0.26



9 33576000 33582000 6000 0.28
9 34836000 34848000 12000 0.41
9 35463000 35493000 30000 0.52
9 35496000 35577000 81000 0.58
9 35583000 35595000 12000 0.53
9 35607000 35619000 12000 0.45
9 35820000 35826000 6000 0.29
9 35829000 35838000 9000 0.28
10 891000 918000 27000 0.60
10 2775000 2778000 3000 0.25
10 2781000 2793000 12000 0.30
10 2799000 2817000 18000 0.30
10 2820000 2823000 3000 0.30
10 2830000 2841000 15000 0.30
10 4320000 4329000 9000 0.38
10 5382000 5385000 3000 0.29
10 5388000 5412000 24000 0.29
10 6135000 6138000 3000 0.44
10 6144000 6153000 9000 0.44
10 6795000 6804000 9000 0.32
10 6816000 6819000 3000 0.32
10 6822000 6837000 15000 0.32
10 7623000 7647000 24000 0.27
10 7764000 7773000 9000 0.27
10 7986000 8022000 36000 0.41
10 9084000 9093000 9000 0.36
10 9345000 9363000 18000 0.52
10 9366000 9384000 18000 0.49
10 9696000 9699000 3000 0.25
10 9702000 9720000 18000 0.55
10 9723000 9768000 45000 0.64
10 10248000 10281000 33000 0.27
10 10287000 10305000 18000 0.28
10 10311000 10320000 9000 0.27
10 10407000 10416000 9000 0.27
10 10422000 10500000 78000 0.30
10 10623000 10641000 18000 0.28
10 12117000 12141000 24000 0.28
10 14877000 14907000 30000 0.45
10 15327000 15330000 3000 0.26
10 15336000 15342000 6000 0.26
10 16395000 16419000 24000 0.27
10 17298000 17322000 24000 0.31
10 18234000 18255000 21000 0.27
10 22056000 22080000 24000 0.32
10 24333000 24345000 12000 0.28
10 24348000 24360000 12000 0.28
10 25200000 25230000 30000 0.33
10 25233000 25236000 3000 0.39



10 25242000 25257000 15000 0.37
10 25326000 25356000 30000 0.29
10 26442000 26451000 9000 0.41
10 26949000 26952000 3000 0.27
10 26955000 26988000 33000 0.30
10 26991000 27024000 33000 0.44
10 27033000 27039000 6000 0.38
10 27045000 27060000 15000 0.33
10 28911000 28932000 21000 0.31
10 29271000 29274000 3000 0.42
10 29277000 29286000 9000 0.42
10 31191000 31224000 33000 0.28
10 36192000 36237000 45000 0.26
10 36660000 36690000 30000 0.45
10 36696000 36699000 3000 0.45
10 37779000 37782000 3000 0.25
10 37809000 37824000 15000 0.25
11 441000 453000 12000 0.37
11 456000 471000 15000 0.35
11 474000 489000 15000 0.36
11 492000 495000 3000 0.25
11 852000 861000 9000 0.27
11 876000 891000 15000 0.26
11 894000 924000 30000 0.30
11 927000 948000 21000 0.27
11 957000 960000 3000 0.27
11 966000 981000 15000 0.27
11 987000 993000 6000 0.27
11 996000 1095000 99000 0.36
11 1101000 1134000 33000 0.34
11 1635000 1641000 6000 0.36
11 1644000 1653000 9000 0.36
11 1656000 1662000 6000 0.36
11 1755000 1767000 12000 0.36
11 1929000 1941000 12000 0.34
11 2109000 2148000 39000 0.36
11 2316000 2328000 12000 0.32
11 2331000 2349000 18000 0.32
11 3492000 3510000 18000 0.33
11 3711000 3726000 15000 0.33
11 4647000 4650000 3000 0.29
11 4653000 4671000 18000 0.29
11 4674000 4689000 15000 0.29
11 4692000 4695000 3000 0.29
11 4722000 4725000 3000 0.29
11 4740000 4743000 3000 0.29
11 6105000 6108000 3000 0.46
11 6114000 6132000 18000 0.49
11 6135000 6150000 15000 0.53



11 6153000 6183000 30000 0.57
11 6492000 6513000 21000 0.26
11 7965000 7977000 12000 0.31
11 15894000 15921000 27000 0.42
11 16608000 16635000 27000 0.38
11 17457000 17478000 21000 0.44
11 17484000 17514000 30000 0.44
11 17517000 17523000 6000 0.36
11 19776000 19779000 3000 0.40
11 19791000 19812000 21000 0.35
11 19815000 19818000 3000 0.31
11 19833000 19863000 30000 0.40
11 19872000 19905000 33000 0.42
11 19908000 19944000 36000 0.42
11 19953000 19971000 18000 0.47
11 23262000 23280000 18000 0.55
11 23286000 23313000 27000 0.55
11 23526000 23529000 3000 0.46
11 23538000 23562000 24000 0.46
11 24606000 24612000 6000 0.25
11 24618000 24663000 45000 0.38
11 25479000 25482000 3000 0.29
11 25485000 25500000 15000 0.29
11 25668000 25710000 42000 0.41
11 26934000 26964000 30000 0.32
11 28005000 28050000 45000 0.42
11 28878000 28881000 3000 0.59
11 28884000 28890000 6000 0.59
11 29286000 29301000 15000 0.33
11 29304000 29334000 30000 0.33
11 31182000 31203000 21000 0.32
11 31752000 31755000 3000 0.33
11 31758000 31770000 12000 0.33
11 32604000 32607000 3000 0.38
11 32619000 32625000 6000 0.38
11 32676000 32685000 9000 0.46
11 32688000 32742000 54000 0.58
11 32745000 32754000 9000 0.28
11 35013000 35031000 18000 0.36
11 35232000 35238000 6000 0.29
11 35286000 35310000 24000 0.29
11 35319000 35343000 24000 0.28
11 35346000 35355000 9000 0.28
11 36738000 36807000 69000 0.40
11 36810000 36825000 15000 0.34
11 37209000 37248000 39000 0.30
11 38967000 39012000 45000 0.39
12 765000 813000 48000 0.33
12 816000 819000 3000 0.26



12 825000 834000 9000 0.26
12 2922000 2934000 12000 0.30
12 4392000 4416000 24000 0.40
12 11343000 11370000 27000 0.43
12 12360000 12363000 3000 0.37
12 12366000 12399000 33000 0.43
12 12405000 12417000 12000 0.42
12 16017000 16020000 3000 0.50
12 16026000 16059000 33000 0.50
12 16065000 16068000 3000 0.47
12 16074000 16077000 3000 0.47
12 16080000 16089000 9000 0.47
12 16752000 16758000 6000 0.28
12 16770000 16782000 12000 0.28
12 16929000 16947000 18000 0.27
12 18654000 18657000 3000 0.38
12 18660000 18672000 12000 0.38
12 20865000 20874000 9000 0.27
12 20880000 20892000 12000 0.30
12 20928000 20931000 3000 0.31
12 20937000 20946000 9000 0.31
12 20949000 20958000 9000 0.31
12 20961000 20967000 6000 0.31
12 20973000 20985000 12000 0.31
12 20988000 21015000 27000 0.30
12 21024000 21042000 18000 0.26
12 21174000 21198000 24000 0.32
12 21279000 21291000 12000 0.33
12 21300000 21309000 9000 0.33
12 21312000 21318000 6000 0.33
12 21321000 21327000 6000 0.33
12 21954000 21981000 27000 0.28
12 21987000 21990000 3000 0.27
12 22413000 22416000 3000 0.50
12 22419000 22440000 21000 0.50
12 22443000 22455000 12000 0.50
12 23556000 23562000 6000 0.43
12 23970000 23979000 9000 0.54
12 24423000 24435000 12000 0.44
12 25386000 25395000 9000 0.34
12 25410000 25416000 6000 0.34
12 28800000 28806000 6000 0.38
12 28812000 28824000 12000 0.42
12 28830000 28842000 12000 0.42
12 28908000 28911000 3000 0.27
12 28917000 28926000 9000 0.27
12 29226000 29238000 12000 0.40
12 29436000 29439000 3000 0.28
12 29445000 29457000 12000 0.35



12 29463000 29499000 36000 0.40
12 30222000 30261000 39000 0.34
12 31038000 31047000 9000 0.25
12 31863000 31887000 24000 0.55
12 31896000 31914000 18000 0.41
12 33990000 33993000 3000 0.26
12 33996000 33999000 3000 0.26
12 34038000 34074000 36000 0.34
12 34083000 34101000 18000 0.36
12 34194000 34215000 21000 0.27
12 34218000 34233000 15000 0.27
12 34236000 34248000 12000 0.26
12 35097000 35109000 12000 0.43
12 35145000 35154000 9000 0.38
12 35163000 35178000 15000 0.38
13 4764000 4791000 27000 0.33
13 4809000 4827000 18000 0.32
13 4833000 4851000 18000 0.28
13 4854000 4860000 6000 0.28
13 9894000 9945000 51000 0.29
13 12504000 12507000 3000 0.26
13 12510000 12528000 18000 0.26
13 13836000 13851000 15000 0.30
13 16128000 16158000 30000 0.46
13 16161000 16176000 15000 0.43
13 16233000 16251000 18000 0.27
13 16452000 16455000 3000 0.28
13 19173000 19182000 9000 0.46
13 19188000 19194000 6000 0.50
13 21429000 21432000 3000 0.32
13 21438000 21453000 15000 0.37
13 21456000 21471000 15000 0.38
13 21519000 21537000 18000 0.38
13 21540000 21561000 21000 0.36
13 21564000 21588000 24000 0.31
13 22848000 22863000 15000 0.37
13 26472000 26475000 3000 0.27
13 26481000 26520000 39000 0.44
13 26523000 26535000 12000 0.36
13 26571000 26574000 3000 0.45
13 26586000 26643000 57000 0.44
13 26649000 26655000 6000 0.41
13 26661000 26688000 27000 0.45
13 26697000 26712000 15000 0.45
13 26715000 26727000 12000 0.45
13 26742000 26751000 9000 0.44
13 26754000 26796000 42000 0.33
13 30072000 30093000 21000 0.41
13 30390000 30402000 12000 0.46



13 30987000 30999000 12000 0.27
13 31011000 31029000 18000 0.27
13 33549000 33573000 24000 0.27
13 35664000 35700000 36000 0.52
13 39549000 39594000 45000 0.41
14 3030000 3045000 15000 0.49
14 3225000 3228000 3000 0.32
14 3237000 3246000 9000 0.32
14 4989000 5010000 21000 0.50
14 5658000 5661000 3000 0.32
14 5691000 5709000 18000 0.32
14 11910000 11913000 3000 0.27
14 11931000 11961000 30000 0.27
14 13050000 13053000 3000 0.58
14 13059000 13080000 21000 0.58
14 15345000 15360000 15000 0.31
14 15507000 15519000 12000 0.26
14 15528000 15534000 6000 0.26
14 15837000 15855000 18000 0.33
14 22533000 22539000 6000 0.29
14 22551000 22566000 15000 0.34
14 22590000 22608000 18000 0.43
14 22611000 22656000 45000 0.45
14 22710000 22725000 15000 0.41
14 22797000 22800000 3000 0.28
14 22803000 22833000 30000 0.28
14 22905000 22929000 24000 0.46
14 23166000 23181000 15000 0.45
14 27216000 27225000 9000 0.40
14 27228000 27246000 18000 0.40
14 27249000 27291000 42000 0.40
14 27294000 27312000 18000 0.29
14 27996000 27999000 3000 0.29
14 28002000 28011000 9000 0.29
14 28017000 28029000 12000 0.29
14 30870000 30882000 12000 0.47
15 2073000 2079000 6000 0.52
15 3822000 3825000 3000 0.70
15 3828000 3846000 18000 0.70
15 3849000 3861000 12000 0.29
15 3864000 3873000 9000 0.51
15 3882000 3891000 9000 0.47
15 3897000 3948000 51000 0.49
15 3951000 3972000 21000 0.53
15 3981000 3984000 3000 0.27
15 3990000 3996000 6000 0.27
15 4017000 4032000 15000 0.28
15 4659000 4700000 42000 0.49
15 4704000 4737000 33000 0.50



15 12963000 12966000 3000 0.29
15 12990000 13008000 18000 0.29
15 14952000 14967000 15000 0.26
15 14970000 14976000 6000 0.26
15 15363000 15402000 39000 0.52
15 25125000 25128000 3000 0.38
15 25149000 25161000 12000 0.38
15 29001000 29016000 15000 0.31
15 29019000 29022000 3000 0.31
15 31059000 31068000 9000 0.47
15 31164000 31167000 3000 0.29
15 31176000 31197000 21000 0.29
15 33843000 33864000 21000 0.29
15 33867000 33876000 9000 0.29
15 35466000 35505000 39000 0.30
15 35592000 35610000 18000 0.26
15 35778000 35808000 30000 0.29
15 46344000 46359000 15000 0.27
15 46362000 46371000 9000 0.27
15 47085000 47094000 9000 0.32
15 47202000 47208000 6000 0.34
15 48099000 48123000 24000 0.39
15 48654000 48663000 9000 0.44
15 49428000 49452000 24000 0.39
15 49458000 49470000 12000 0.44
15 49479000 49482000 3000 0.45
15 49485000 49518000 33000 0.40
15 50157000 50163000 6000 0.41
15 50397000 50403000 6000 0.41
15 50409000 50436000 27000 0.40
15 50625000 50628000 3000 0.58
15 50631000 50649000 18000 0.56
15 50727000 50730000 3000 0.28
15 50946000 50949000 3000 0.28
15 50958000 50979000 21000 0.31
15 50982000 50991000 9000 0.31
15 51102000 51120000 18000 0.31
15 51123000 51144000 21000 0.31
15 51540000 51543000 3000 0.27
15 51582000 51600000 18000 0.39
15 55083000 55086000 3000 0.35
15 55089000 55098000 9000 0.35
15 55101000 55113000 12000 0.35
16 9000 27000 18000 0.32
16 33000 57000 24000 0.32
16 69000 81000 12000 0.29
16 438000 459000 21000 0.37
16 465000 507000 42000 0.38
16 513000 546000 33000 0.30



16 552000 564000 12000 0.30
16 1254000 1260000 6000 0.52
16 1263000 1275000 12000 0.52
16 9219000 9255000 36000 0.29
16 11310000 11316000 6000 0.42
16 22971000 22974000 3000 0.75
16 22977000 22980000 3000 0.75
17 1446000 1449000 3000 0.28
17 1464000 1473000 9000 0.28
17 1509000 1515000 6000 0.28
17 1524000 1554000 30000 0.36
17 1557000 1575000 18000 0.31
17 1584000 1590000 6000 0.27
17 3042000 3048000 6000 0.36
17 3741000 3744000 3000 0.46
17 3753000 3765000 12000 0.39
17 3807000 3831000 24000 0.52
17 3906000 3933000 27000 0.32
17 3936000 3957000 21000 0.32
17 3987000 3999000 12000 0.33
17 4005000 4032000 27000 0.41
17 4056000 4080000 24000 0.36
17 6198000 6222000 24000 0.32
17 10659000 10695000 36000 0.34
17 10704000 10716000 12000 0.36
17 10734000 10737000 3000 0.30
17 10749000 10752000 3000 0.30
17 10944000 10947000 3000 0.26
17 10950000 10983000 33000 0.26
17 11007000 11010000 3000 0.29
17 11043000 11049000 6000 0.28
17 11073000 11091000 18000 0.33
17 11097000 11100000 3000 0.34
17 11109000 11121000 12000 0.34
17 14877000 14892000 15000 0.35
17 14997000 15009000 12000 0.34
17 15027000 15045000 18000 0.40
17 15309000 15330000 21000 0.32
17 15810000 15831000 21000 0.36
17 15921000 15936000 15000 0.33
17 15951000 15981000 30000 0.45
17 15984000 16023000 39000 0.41
17 17631000 17673000 42000 0.37
17 17679000 17724000 45000 0.40
17 17730000 17751000 21000 0.36
17 19143000 19158000 15000 0.33
17 19161000 19170000 9000 0.33
17 22158000 22170000 12000 0.44
17 23121000 23124000 3000 0.38



17 23127000 23145000 18000 0.38
17 23415000 23424000 9000 0.31
17 23427000 23430000 3000 0.31
17 23511000 23514000 3000 0.55
17 23547000 23550000 3000 0.55
17 23586000 23601000 15000 0.55
17 23607000 23616000 9000 0.55
17 23622000 23637000 15000 0.55
17 23778000 23844000 66000 0.39
17 23847000 23853000 6000 0.40
17 26208000 26211000 3000 0.27
17 26235000 26238000 3000 0.34
17 26253000 26268000 15000 0.32
17 26286000 26343000 57000 0.33
17 26346000 26352000 6000 0.28
17 26676000 26682000 6000 0.29
17 26688000 26694000 6000 0.38
17 26700000 26727000 27000 0.45
17 26730000 26748000 18000 0.45



TABLE B.2: Sequencing and quality control result for 30 apple varieties

Species Variety name Number of reads Number of Reads Coverage % Coverage % Read length
(pre-qc) (post-qc) (pre-qc) (post-qc) (bp)

Malus x Domestica Big Red 59481814 20864635 11.31 3.97 75
Malus x Domestica Papa Noel 62484456 22504175 11.88 4.28 75
Malus x Domestica NZSelectionT57 47955858 15668038 9.12 2.98 75
Malus x Domestica NZSelectionT157 65963127 21651110 12.55 4.12 75
Malus x Domestica NZSelectionT102 47522300 15741757 9.04 2.99 75
Malus x Domestica NZSelectionT17 47527126 15717910 9.04 2.99 75
Malus x Domestica Braeburn 67716464 23972285 12.88 4.56 75
Malus x Domestica Crimson Crisp 68939515 24946600 13.11 4.74 75
Malus x Domestica David 34769663 10789258 6.61 2.05 75
Malus x Domestica Delicious 18775064 4984979 3.57 0.95 75
Malus x Domestica Duchess 34908485 12264544 6.64 2.33 75
Malus x Domestica F226829 62278108 21061435 11.84 4.01 75
Malus x Domestica Geneva 62542477 22300481 11.89 4.24 75
Malus x Domestica Golden Delicous 42824679 14417530 8.14 2.74 75
Malus x Domestica Granny Smith 71020634 25851341 13.51 4.92 75
Malus x Domestica Haralson 30551524 10663946 5.81 2.03 75
Malus x Domestica Honey Crisp 24901022 7321662 4.74 1.39 75
Malus x Domestica Idared 64989583 22869549 12.36 4.35 75
Malus x Domestica James Grieve 50544678 16990724 9.61 3.23 75
Malus x Domestica Jonathon 21499219 5809196 4.09 1.10 75
Malus x Domestica Malling 9 34677678 11845189 6.60 2.25 75
Malus x Domestica McIntosh 56285564 18895494 10.70 3.59 75



Malus x Domestica Merton Russet 66051596 24122848 12.56 4.59 75
Malus x Domestica Pinkie 69213835 24761384 13.16 4.71 75
Malus x Domestica Ralls Janet 69413836 24958733 13.20 4.75 75
Malus x Domestica Red Delicous 50126248 16773826 9.53 3.19 75
Malus x Domestica Red Dougherty 64190755 23281548 12.21 4.43 75
Malus x Domestica Rome Beauty 45849474 16494918 8.72 3.14 75
Malus x Domestica Splendour 71533888 26073716 13.60 4.96 75
Malus x Domestica Wilmont Russet 67607741 24683904 12.86 4.69 75



TABLE B.3: Per chromosome summary of copy-number variable regions (CNVRs) in the apple genome.

Chromosome Length Total size Mean size CNVR coverage GC content GC content GC content
(kb) (kb) (kb) (%) (chromosomes) (CNVRS) (Genes)

Chr1 20568 948 16.34 4.61 37.8795 37.9792 37.8124
Chr2 27555 1254 16.95 4.55 37.7318 37.4723 37.6654
Chr3 24981 681 17.03 2.73 37.6078 38.2517 37.5076
Chr4 17232 831 19.79 4.82 37.7996 38.3384 37.6875
Chr5 23394 837 17.44 3.58 37.7004 37.6905 37.6139
Chr6 18984 390 19.50 2.05 37.7519 37.5248 37.7525
Chr7 19824 945 18.17 4.77 37.7314 37.8169 37.6484
Chr8 22434 783 21.75 3.49 37.7262 38.0932 37.6262
Chr9 26292 1086 18.41 4.13 37.8053 37.5716 37.7257

Chr10 25209 1017 18.49 4.04 37.6926 37.7956 37.6048
Chr11 26373 1500 20.27 5.69 37.5584 38.0771 37.4881
Chr12 23682 882 14.95 3.72 37.6461 37.8798 37.5984
Chr13 26418 741 20.58 2.81 37.8334 37.8596 37.7447
Chr14 21393 471 18.84 2.20 37.6372 37.7967 37.5899
Chr15 34941 816 17.00 2.34 37.7726 37.5825 37.6623
Chr16 15708 228 19.00 1.45 37.9247 38.3067 37.8199
Chr17 19362 990 17.68 5.11 37.6929 38.0251 37.6508



TABLE B.4: List of all gene models found within copy-number variable regions (CN-
VRs) in the apple genome.

MPIDs Chromosome Start End Width
(bp) (bp) (bp)

MDP0000423722 chr1 1188448 1188870 422
MDP0000413077 chr1 1257327 1260411 3084
MDP0000282494 chr1 6114912 6115945 1033
MDP0000789340 chr1 6116612 6119656 3044
MDP0000131977 chr1 6127752 6128102 350
MDP0000131976 chr1 6128772 6129680 908
MDP0000281501 chr1 6891534 6899209 7675
MDP0000343460 chr1 10297008 10297158 150
MDP0000166392 chr1 10321266 10325969 4703
MDP0000166391 chr1 10326595 10327461 866
MDP0000550520 chr1 10339309 10342809 3500
MDP0000358462 chr1 10360499 10360628 129
MDP0000301677 chr1 10362489 10372551 10062
MDP0000211593 chr1 10394860 10397199 2339
MDP0000274454 chr1 10424208 10429428 5220
MDP0000253600 chr1 10438487 10439059 572
MDP0000816248 chr1 10449690 10450727 1037
MDP0000265970 chr1 10456457 10458402 1945
MDP0000305922 chr1 12087080 12089872 2792
MDP0000212523 chr1 12119989 12123427 3438
MDP0000232154 chr1 12240726 12242495 1769
MDP0000141562 chr1 12264008 12270353 6345
MDP0000668643 chr1 19190888 19191112 224
MDP0000121816 chr1 19203424 19207686 4262
MDP0000666684 chr1 21630776 21631597 821
MDP0000171692 chr1 21635406 21635834 428
MDP0000171693 chr1 21640346 21641232 886
MDP0000300595 chr1 24127533 24129262 1729
MDP0000300596 chr1 24135959 24140466 4507
MDP0000939408 chr1 24139445 24139696 251
MDP0000468506 chr1 24177446 24179181 1735
MDP0000133657 chr1 24181864 24182345 481
MDP0000816743 chr1 24886957 24890824 3867
MDP0000258015 chr1 27259124 27259669 545
MDP0000310856 chr1 27284610 27286707 2097
MDP0000425527 chr1 27290730 27291186 456
MDP0000272167 chr1 27299021 27302186 3165
MDP0000542929 chr1 27337421 27342117 4696
MDP0000760470 chr1 27351417 27351867 450
MDP0000679810 chr1 27353230 27354694 1464
MDP0000149604 chr1 28197436 28199205 1769



MDP0000280983 chr1 30332539 30347381 14842
MDP0000144874 chr1 30626140 30628752 2612
MDP0000286623 chr1 30787795 30790467 2672
MDP0000634037 chr1 30801610 30806248 4638
MDP0000257201 chr1 30817742 30823513 5771
MDP0000558970 chr1 30884449 30885180 731
MDP0000282741 chr1 30893863 30898761 4898
MDP0000282740 chr1 30901618 30906893 5275
MDP0000134485 chr1 30920580 30922113 1533
MDP0000481803 chr1 30996828 30997360 532
MDP0000774329 chr1 30997695 30998423 728
MDP0000149577 chr1 31011253 31015489 4236
MDP0000290989 chr1 31021191 31022785 1594
MDP0000884150 chr1 31023681 31026077 2396
MDP0000192696 chr1 31026564 31028192 1628
MDP0000187034 chr1 31031810 31036577 4767
MDP0000187033 chr1 31046993 31047906 913
MDP0000307944 chr1 32522196 32525508 3312
MDP0000538220 chr1 32526518 32527621 1103
MDP0000237148 chr1 32562465 32563270 805
MDP0000701561 chr1 32588630 32591654 3024
MDP0000359285 chr1 32596368 32596497 129
MDP0000300410 chr1 32597422 32599244 1822
MDP0000701557 chr1 32601624 32603338 1714
MDP0000205129 chr1 32606357 32607453 1096
MDP0000413866 chr1 34196164 34199327 3163
MDP0000286587 chr1 34202003 34202896 893
MDP0000888043 chr1 34206559 34206804 245
MDP0000888042 chr1 34207323 34208216 893
MDP0000280264 chr1 34212871 34213845 974
MDP0000151716 chr1 34536455 34538794 2339
MDP0000819488 chr1 34548219 34549009 790
MDP0000313469 chr1 34549452 34552140 2688
MDP0000519713 chr1 34979844 34984350 4506
MDP0000778835 chr1 34996865 34997412 547
MDP0000301862 chr1 34997885 35000734 2849
MDP0000174619 chr1 35016691 35019737 3046
MDP0000277399 chr1 35021431 35026156 4725
MDP0000828632 chr2 280756 283245 2489
MDP0000128382 chr2 289624 291454 1830
MDP0000233137 chr2 795431 797752 2321
MDP0000233138 chr2 798541 802081 3540
MDP0000816562 chr2 802916 803248 332
MDP0000177099 chr2 1019526 1022898 3372
MDP0000634790 chr2 1042653 1044809 2156
MDP0000255770 chr2 1047919 1048377 458
MDP0000464900 chr2 1056360 1058777 2417
MDP0000251758 chr2 1059148 1059489 341
MDP0000169103 chr2 2087223 2089369 2146



MDP0000696331 chr2 2623971 2626551 2580
MDP0000685087 chr2 2694102 2698622 4520
MDP0000178456 chr2 2698675 2700546 1871
MDP0000483491 chr2 2703661 2705164 1503
MDP0000483490 chr2 2705247 2706068 821
MDP0000483489 chr2 2706471 2707007 536
MDP0000355975 chr2 2711347 2711500 153
MDP0000688456 chr2 2716174 2716845 671
MDP0000192746 chr2 2724705 2726798 2093
MDP0000266914 chr2 3506342 3512743 6401
MDP0000168177 chr2 3522724 3523719 995
MDP0000168178 chr2 3524775 3527121 2346
MDP0000577795 chr2 3531631 3532194 563
MDP0000577796 chr2 3532258 3533872 1614
MDP0000197491 chr2 3535616 3536614 998
MDP0000243232 chr2 3582155 3587418 5263
MDP0000478441 chr2 3606656 3610584 3928
MDP0000522693 chr2 3615408 3616082 674
MDP0000268547 chr2 3619567 3622364 2797
MDP0000124525 chr2 3626461 3628198 1737
MDP0000227133 chr2 3643328 3644690 1362
MDP0000137991 chr2 3650456 3650761 305
MDP0000140942 chr2 3665506 3666792 1286
MDP0000181081 chr2 3676126 3676757 631
MDP0000418298 chr2 3678454 3679266 812
MDP0000150542 chr2 3680762 3681914 1152
MDP0000738947 chr2 3688478 3688939 461
MDP0000357761 chr2 3856422 3856679 257
MDP0000563856 chr2 3870168 3872449 2281
MDP0000454753 chr2 3881172 3882087 915
MDP0000148273 chr2 3898554 3900624 2070
MDP0000257483 chr2 3902800 3904298 1498
MDP0000579643 chr2 3903598 3908244 4646
MDP0000257485 chr2 3910659 3913541 2882
MDP0000776092 chr2 3922143 3924532 2389
MDP0000159272 chr2 3934440 3939193 4753
MDP0000466397 chr2 3940831 3943960 3129
MDP0000157478 chr2 3952998 3954507 1509
MDP0000458576 chr2 3967880 3972931 5051
MDP0000746485 chr2 3978808 3980695 1887
MDP0000746482 chr2 3985869 3990107 4238
MDP0000244844 chr2 4102804 4108099 5295
MDP0000460947 chr2 4615319 4619759 4440
MDP0000460948 chr2 4619922 4620290 368
MDP0000460957 chr2 4655856 4656068 212
MDP0000787588 chr2 4656314 4658531 2217
MDP0000273279 chr2 4675604 4678629 3025
MDP0000290270 chr2 4695265 4698844 3579
MDP0000512348 chr2 4699029 4700857 1828



MDP0000512349 chr2 4701149 4701745 596
MDP0000679420 chr2 4703056 4703709 653
MDP0000286224 chr2 4717940 4719428 1488
MDP0000161246 chr2 4727745 4730551 2806
MDP0000573272 chr2 4731508 4735373 3865
MDP0000185216 chr2 5999089 6000817 1728
MDP0000365363 chr2 8111130 8111244 114
MDP0000332483 chr2 8111492 8111651 159
MDP0000476095 chr2 8117229 8118799 1570
MDP0000351376 chr2 8365559 8365842 283
MDP0000338215 chr2 8383334 8383523 189
MDP0000258431 chr2 8392038 8395066 3028
MDP0000146747 chr2 8436245 8437783 1538
MDP0000146746 chr2 8444978 8445927 949
MDP0000206582 chr2 9335438 9338647 3209
MDP0000301892 chr2 9357524 9362451 4927
MDP0000430983 chr2 9799593 9802907 3314
MDP0000305830 chr2 9802741 9805059 2318
MDP0000206118 chr2 9816329 9822891 6562
MDP0000358521 chr2 9817462 9817634 172
MDP0000286205 chr2 16393894 16399350 5456
MDP0000897416 chr2 16455077 16455683 606
MDP0000134868 chr2 16459408 16460357 949
MDP0000451021 chr2 16462434 16470546 8112
MDP0000318998 chr2 25701742 25708485 6743
MDP0000324971 chr2 26468152 26468320 168
MDP0000206577 chr2 26991873 26992475 602
MDP0000226069 chr2 30542171 30542982 811
MDP0000821909 chr2 30545462 30546340 878
MDP0000285991 chr2 30555142 30557275 2133
MDP0000121680 chr2 30924685 30925751 1066
MDP0000237384 chr2 30926720 30928047 1327
MDP0000237387 chr2 30943078 30948306 5228
MDP0000707672 chr2 36330750 36335494 4744
MDP0000301702 chr2 36335847 36337146 1299
MDP0000301703 chr2 36338161 36340899 2738
MDP0000254058 chr2 38084073 38088980 4907
MDP0000710281 chr2 38091121 38091616 495
MDP0000246856 chr2 38096681 38101123 4442
MDP0000306325 chr2 38805852 38807059 1207
MDP0000533216 chr2 38825133 38829635 4502
MDP0000640508 chr2 38880821 38885458 4637
MDP0000261720 chr2 38910867 38912498 1631
MDP0000568968 chr2 38917975 38927133 9158
MDP0000368700 chr3 1216162 1216495 333
MDP0000624928 chr3 1607222 1608536 1314
MDP0000233961 chr3 1610403 1612338 1935
MDP0000221335 chr3 1625005 1625238 233
MDP0000448299 chr3 1634348 1637576 3228



MDP0000221337 chr3 1640014 1642513 2499
MDP0000133622 chr3 1920473 1922474 2001
MDP0000163732 chr3 1936974 1941276 4302
MDP0000482562 chr3 1945937 1950859 4922
MDP0000482564 chr3 1952393 1955331 2938
MDP0000305238 chr3 3314385 3324502 10117
MDP0000294080 chr3 5679715 5681180 1465
MDP0000291710 chr3 8397682 8401996 4314
MDP0000940883 chr3 9123468 9124243 775
MDP0000739331 chr3 9124322 9124510 188
MDP0000194105 chr3 9126638 9129140 2502
MDP0000292018 chr3 9133321 9133869 548
MDP0000280176 chr3 17225813 17231677 5864
MDP0000178302 chr3 17228896 17230077 1181
MDP0000234057 chr3 17286555 17292588 6033
MDP0000764996 chr3 17295792 17296136 344
MDP0000303694 chr3 22748766 22753650 4884
MDP0000195458 chr3 22770309 22771021 712
MDP0000815521 chr3 22771154 22773503 2349
MDP0000568204 chr3 23448596 23449171 575
MDP0000278381 chr3 23474941 23477364 2423
MDP0000144175 chr3 23502220 23504901 2681
MDP0000254354 chr3 23518466 23519235 769
MDP0000254494 chr3 27627010 27628751 1741
MDP0000902023 chr3 32630122 32630490 368
MDP0000260258 chr3 36255959 36260417 4458
MDP0000134012 chr3 36804751 36805671 920
MDP0000143623 chr3 37566678 37568249 1571
MDP0000247441 chr3 37582672 37585820 3148
MDP0000202829 chr3 37592925 37593482 557
MDP0000918876 chr4 273800 274610 810
MDP0000155031 chr4 279315 282053 2738
MDP0000168497 chr4 441696 444277 2581
MDP0000279955 chr4 1188921 1190188 1267
MDP0000899100 chr4 1198158 1200299 2141
MDP0000262323 chr4 1231786 1237885 6099
MDP0000470881 chr4 1830964 1833919 2955
MDP0000517004 chr4 1843970 1845700 1730
MDP0000385217 chr4 1880024 1886743 6719
MDP0000233713 chr4 1894703 1895824 1121
MDP0000493268 chr4 1901311 1911659 10348
MDP0000493266 chr4 1913916 1917141 3225
MDP0000175629 chr4 1940338 1941309 971
MDP0000619924 chr4 1942711 1944416 1705
MDP0000619925 chr4 1944641 1946394 1753
MDP0000635582 chr4 2036222 2038709 2487
MDP0000441099 chr4 2135048 2144238 9190
MDP0000369052 chr4 2136080 2136395 315
MDP0000441093 chr4 2152119 2158709 6590



MDP0000369295 chr4 2154749 2154869 120
MDP0000396530 chr4 2271326 2274559 3233
MDP0000268541 chr4 2286861 2299288 12427
MDP0000710097 chr4 2370046 2375832 5786
MDP0000912600 chr4 2387207 2389018 1811
MDP0000665385 chr4 2394054 2394890 836
MDP0000665386 chr4 2394901 2396418 1517
MDP0000277881 chr4 3900206 3905922 5716
MDP0000357873 chr4 3902537 3902687 150
MDP0000359953 chr4 7963732 7963846 114
MDP0000348166 chr4 9628939 9629098 159
MDP0000428224 chr4 9642155 9642814 659
MDP0000882199 chr4 9644462 9644989 527
MDP0000269261 chr4 9660587 9664307 3720
MDP0000699296 chr4 15469481 15470074 593
MDP0000173893 chr4 15497478 15501779 4301
MDP0000650457 chr4 15758471 15759211 740
MDP0000221238 chr4 15851197 15854055 2858
MDP0000883776 chr4 15857976 15858658 682
MDP0000273012 chr4 16528429 16539985 11556
MDP0000951793 chr4 16543260 16544389 1129
MDP0000273014 chr4 16546378 16548490 2112
MDP0000951795 chr4 16548901 16551030 2129
MDP0000170293 chr4 17614310 17614690 380
MDP0000256503 chr4 17651960 17654865 2905
MDP0000534862 chr4 17671841 17675094 3253
MDP0000303533 chr4 17683643 17688109 4466
MDP0000517882 chr4 19867486 19867696 210
MDP0000517883 chr4 19868941 19883160 14219
MDP0000211660 chr4 24410485 24413240 2755
MDP0000211661 chr4 24413697 24415744 2047
MDP0000211135 chr5 347749 348901 1152
MDP0000181061 chr5 7833275 7833694 419
MDP0000181060 chr5 7835110 7835522 412
MDP0000125193 chr5 7852329 7853743 1414
MDP0000355283 chr5 7863410 7863644 234
MDP0000933319 chr5 7906961 7907368 407
MDP0000202196 chr5 9437621 9439826 2205
MDP0000300996 chr5 9463596 9467938 4342
MDP0000834432 chr5 9471072 9471515 443
MDP0000300125 chr5 9475942 9476578 636
MDP0000207253 chr5 11531072 11535200 4128
MDP0000301965 chr5 11535969 11539942 3973
MDP0000132819 chr5 11542438 11542719 281
MDP0000280612 chr5 11693410 11696627 3217
MDP0000677476 chr5 11702539 11705076 2537
MDP0000186563 chr5 11705904 11706881 977
MDP0000123361 chr5 11716875 11719849 2974
MDP0000155577 chr5 11724948 11727978 3030



MDP0000122720 chr5 12513692 12518920 5228
MDP0000147362 chr5 12524820 12527882 3062
MDP0000178011 chr5 12757481 12758029 548
MDP0000178012 chr5 12760148 12763474 3326
MDP0000270500 chr5 12768827 12772777 3950
MDP0000191455 chr5 12785734 12786681 947
MDP0000305979 chr5 12797639 12798727 1088
MDP0000286430 chr5 17754511 17756854 2343
MDP0000345543 chr5 17756867 17757128 261
MDP0000286431 chr5 17757660 17763496 5836
MDP0000164296 chr5 17779529 17784256 4727
MDP0000314821 chr5 17817622 17819918 2296
MDP0000137294 chr5 18779091 18782998 3907
MDP0000272818 chr5 20688274 20693348 5074
MDP0000539501 chr5 20757965 20758306 341
MDP0000161281 chr5 20771903 20774696 2793
MDP0000207762 chr5 20860856 20863312 2456
MDP0000788492 chr5 20869386 20869898 512
MDP0000313566 chr5 20870379 20873287 2908
MDP0000277272 chr5 20882207 20888317 6110
MDP0000270636 chr5 20940543 20942621 2078
MDP0000133198 chr5 20950748 20952119 1371
MDP0000182008 chr5 21023873 21025575 1702
MDP0000577544 chr5 21042682 21046667 3985
MDP0000212712 chr5 22468453 22469825 1372
MDP0000274940 chr5 22519253 22522680 3427
MDP0000263068 chr5 22544950 22562555 17605
MDP0000314397 chr5 24554215 24555756 1541
MDP0000306549 chr5 25020882 25024412 3530
MDP0000226739 chr5 29493920 29494282 362
MDP0000124584 chr5 33186892 33189560 2668
MDP0000818542 chr5 33478490 33479488 998
MDP0000254567 chr5 33483299 33487726 4427
MDP0000144339 chr5 33488821 33491603 2782
MDP0000561676 chr6 8480404 8488409 8005
MDP0000205101 chr6 14255563 14256385 822
MDP0000175827 chr6 14978333 14980626 2293
MDP0000788371 chr6 14982551 14982745 194
MDP0000399716 chr6 15009829 15020552 10723
MDP0000453695 chr6 15035819 15037873 2054
MDP0000148432 chr6 15038138 15040970 2832
MDP0000257606 chr6 15042847 15050886 8039
MDP0000701756 chr6 15076422 15076871 449
MDP0000623991 chr6 15080379 15080900 521
MDP0000183974 chr6 15086404 15092681 6277
MDP0000163838 chr6 27696343 27698456 2113
MDP0000269215 chr6 27701464 27702231 767
MDP0000163840 chr6 27703701 27706037 2336
MDP0000268967 chr6 27738828 27742521 3693



MDP0000873276 chr7 1329147 1330753 1606
MDP0000255700 chr7 1335079 1335486 407
MDP0000166759 chr7 1337480 1340290 2810
MDP0000166757 chr7 1344163 1344833 670
MDP0000195382 chr7 1364548 1367393 2845
MDP0000292959 chr7 1369468 1369890 422
MDP0000196621 chr7 1370821 1373441 2620
MDP0000258640 chr7 1388459 1391434 2975
MDP0000243475 chr7 1399361 1400118 757
MDP0000333923 chr7 1399889 1400054 165
MDP0000129600 chr7 1401925 1402773 848
MDP0000306948 chr7 1402831 1408879 6048
MDP0000119837 chr7 1414994 1417526 2532
MDP0000378039 chr7 1589159 1590180 1021
MDP0000259862 chr7 1591348 1594205 2857
MDP0000340167 chr7 1614438 1614618 180
MDP0000212085 chr7 1617185 1618991 1806
MDP0000368920 chr7 1623738 1625365 1627
MDP0000761320 chr7 1626545 1627166 621
MDP0000595333 chr7 1637346 1638774 1428
MDP0000212080 chr7 1639179 1640216 1037
MDP0000692608 chr7 1683040 1685041 2001
MDP0000246178 chr7 1689310 1694786 5476
MDP0000593435 chr7 1695320 1696793 1473
MDP0000197474 chr7 1711039 1713138 2099
MDP0000294559 chr7 1715644 1723050 7406
MDP0000284060 chr7 2336970 2341160 4190
MDP0000158584 chr7 2341364 2343138 1774
MDP0000483875 chr7 2391150 2400438 9288
MDP0000145996 chr7 2412715 2414688 1973
MDP0000493661 chr7 2442347 2446032 3685
MDP0000321189 chr7 2458873 2466023 7150
MDP0000317470 chr7 2716071 2717320 1249
MDP0000199988 chr7 2751982 2752603 621
MDP0000190249 chr7 2808556 2809493 937
MDP0000922701 chr7 3761546 3763483 1937
MDP0000480440 chr7 6196166 6199607 3441
MDP0000218530 chr7 6227988 6229775 1787
MDP0000625880 chr7 6244894 6259298 14404
MDP0000218527 chr7 6263048 6263831 783
MDP0000293886 chr7 8324026 8326508 2482
MDP0000196589 chr7 8328619 8330518 1899
MDP0000126628 chr7 9574897 9575589 692
MDP0000295318 chr7 9583565 9584732 1167
MDP0000131954 chr7 10176366 10178265 1899
MDP0000274360 chr7 10188264 10188577 313
MDP0000170622 chr7 10189267 10192450 3183
MDP0000274362 chr7 10194803 10195419 616
MDP0000274363 chr7 10195930 10197943 2013



MDP0000139751 chr7 10532437 10533888 1451
MDP0000144525 chr7 10749152 10749574 422
MDP0000136573 chr7 10755559 10757884 2325
MDP0000449732 chr7 10759869 10760087 218
MDP0000430184 chr7 18546921 18551034 4113
MDP0000911973 chr7 24918340 24918818 478
MDP0000241581 chr7 24925790 24928641 2851
MDP0000346449 chr7 25060777 25060915 138
MDP0000241508 chr7 25083792 25085345 1553
MDP0000191969 chr7 25131852 25133997 2145
MDP0000281765 chr7 27435192 27445118 9926
MDP0000444008 chr7 27454262 27454951 689
MDP0000283491 chr7 27495224 27496668 1444
MDP0000313024 chr7 28513024 28520240 7216
MDP0000454405 chr7 28518743 28518955 212
MDP0000454404 chr7 28519105 28519227 122
MDP0000169252 chr7 29842353 29843655 1302
MDP0000261979 chr7 29868482 29881037 12555
MDP0000142796 chr8 1940882 1941555 673
MDP0000133122 chr8 1948424 1952222 3798
MDP0000826739 chr8 1962863 1963968 1105
MDP0000242814 chr8 1971073 1973913 2840
MDP0000400744 chr8 1973973 1977406 3433
MDP0000287808 chr8 2055672 2062464 6792
MDP0000870035 chr8 2498435 2500616 2181
MDP0000752090 chr8 4434514 4437432 2918
MDP0000154881 chr8 7714778 7716090 1312
MDP0000262462 chr8 7740664 7742233 1569
MDP0000291831 chr8 10464797 10466905 2108
MDP0000277092 chr8 10471305 10474712 3407
MDP0000931097 chr8 10927118 10927842 724
MDP0000447286 chr8 10940616 10941078 462
MDP0000251592 chr8 11387170 11387493 323
MDP0000685425 chr8 11405302 11410962 5660
MDP0000757970 chr8 13774426 13776304 1878
MDP0000569571 chr8 14251207 14253319 2112
MDP0000213677 chr8 14276342 14276970 628
MDP0000213678 chr8 14278610 14279739 1129
MDP0000132498 chr8 15489257 15493800 4543
MDP0000647269 chr8 17647397 17652084 4687
MDP0000119283 chr8 25179066 25181374 2308
MDP0000119284 chr8 25194557 25198118 3561
MDP0000260817 chr8 25467693 25468283 590
MDP0000922295 chr8 25484179 25484563 384
MDP0000922301 chr8 25510821 25512332 1511
MDP0000137138 chr8 29562972 29564757 1785
MDP0000306773 chr8 33854243 33859603 5360
MDP0000305144 chr8 34099877 34103899 4022
MDP0000259692 chr8 34110446 34116647 6201



MDP0000666563 chr9 1406810 1407884 1074
MDP0000586712 chr9 1526915 1531337 4422
MDP0000254608 chr9 1652095 1659641 7546
MDP0000144391 chr9 1660896 1665257 4361
MDP0000829242 chr9 3595638 3595943 305
MDP0000296615 chr9 3609486 3611111 1625
MDP0000304956 chr9 5473562 5476665 3103
MDP0000211234 chr9 5482057 5483218 1161
MDP0000304954 chr9 5488379 5494205 5826
MDP0000175875 chr9 9671997 9672644 647
MDP0000802237 chr9 9678665 9681225 2560
MDP0000268391 chr9 9682600 9684784 2184
MDP0000329846 chr9 9685606 9685759 153
MDP0000612137 chr9 9692985 9694674 1689
MDP0000183107 chr9 9699353 9702316 2963
MDP0000215764 chr9 9761511 9766748 5237
MDP0000180084 chr9 11715541 11717046 1505
MDP0000359386 chr9 11719288 11719414 126
MDP0000809400 chr9 11876892 11877230 338
MDP0000128461 chr9 11912013 11912545 532
MDP0000261125 chr9 12246058 12247659 1601
MDP0000153096 chr9 12252279 12257578 5299
MDP0000489101 chr9 14128437 14130605 2168
MDP0000143765 chr9 18034832 18035460 628
MDP0000309836 chr9 19279689 19280126 437
MDP0000135801 chr9 19298019 19298693 674
MDP0000166245 chr9 19709888 19711237 1349
MDP0000298843 chr9 19736854 19739326 2472
MDP0000125339 chr9 19767878 19770074 2196
MDP0000125338 chr9 19770884 19773602 2718
MDP0000522860 chr9 25100875 25103412 2537
MDP0000180068 chr9 27008272 27008451 179
MDP0000336126 chr9 27024981 27025116 135
MDP0000122923 chr9 27031611 27031820 209
MDP0000136210 chr9 28483899 28485549 1650
MDP0000852836 chr9 30442070 30444289 2219
MDP0000168469 chr9 33189631 33191659 2028
MDP0000861131 chr9 35465319 35466768 1449
MDP0000285477 chr9 35467915 35476996 9081
MDP0000285476 chr9 35480876 35483127 2251
MDP0000285475 chr9 35489242 35492198 2956
MDP0000530306 chr9 35517088 35525310 8222
MDP0000179973 chr9 35560693 35561280 587
MDP0000162134 chr9 35823460 35823824 364
MDP0000472864 chr10 892484 896484 4000
MDP0000694318 chr10 5389923 5390888 965
MDP0000308349 chr10 5395847 5396617 770
MDP0000422036 chr10 6137216 6137353 137
MDP0000682817 chr10 6800335 6802234 1899



MDP0000140352 chr10 7634756 7635513 757
MDP0000699132 chr10 7637785 7639856 2071
MDP0000402713 chr10 7988305 7988748 443
MDP0000601282 chr10 7997165 7998937 1772
MDP0000596755 chr10 8005435 8005719 284
MDP0000296522 chr10 8006427 8008180 1753
MDP0000453383 chr10 8017699 8018010 311
MDP0000950652 chr10 8019347 8021572 2225
MDP0000207354 chr10 9347274 9349487 2213
MDP0000314237 chr10 9377874 9381329 3455
MDP0000546399 chr10 9382115 9382465 350
MDP0000298414 chr10 9725668 9727235 1567
MDP0000287812 chr10 9734408 9741657 7249
MDP0000198817 chr10 9754164 9756185 2021
MDP0000198816 chr10 9756929 9762214 5285
MDP0000219591 chr10 10263127 10270665 7538
MDP0000171759 chr10 10290443 10291967 1524
MDP0000799347 chr10 10300885 10301299 414
MDP0000239811 chr10 10313299 10318293 4994
MDP0000264448 chr10 10432552 10452135 19583
MDP0000668755 chr10 10442059 10443072 1013
MDP0000785964 chr10 10478971 10479433 462
MDP0000282112 chr10 10482823 10483131 308
MDP0000785966 chr10 10485672 10486117 445
MDP0000277827 chr10 10637676 10641213 3537
MDP0000451781 chr10 12124728 12125119 391
MDP0000135650 chr10 14883988 14885917 1929
MDP0000134747 chr10 14897725 14897994 269
MDP0000120598 chr10 14902654 14903208 554
MDP0000192586 chr10 16395790 16397271 1481
MDP0000565270 chr10 16398326 16399818 1492
MDP0000358159 chr10 16400519 16400705 186
MDP0000192583 chr10 16415125 16416591 1466
MDP0000383458 chr10 17300303 17301109 806
MDP0000634668 chr10 17315241 17316647 1406
MDP0000264582 chr10 17316847 17318756 1909
MDP0000138709 chr10 18236227 18237518 1291
MDP0000341326 chr10 18236252 18236405 153
MDP0000826547 chr10 18244896 18245426 530
MDP0000844682 chr10 25201894 25202085 191
MDP0000844237 chr10 25204537 25205325 788
MDP0000223220 chr10 25351876 25354399 2523
MDP0000483718 chr10 26444182 26446522 2340
MDP0000138788 chr10 26447149 26447433 284
MDP0000171846 chr10 26973296 26975437 2141
MDP0000284003 chr10 26982364 26987452 5088
MDP0000149947 chr10 27001856 27009179 7323
MDP0000216225 chr10 27051297 27054254 2957
MDP0000689042 chr10 27055476 27056153 677



MDP0000216224 chr10 27056301 27058621 2320
MDP0000202577 chr10 28911219 28915754 4535
MDP0000213598 chr10 36193443 36198164 4721
MDP0000213595 chr10 36207158 36207442 284
MDP0000308768 chr10 36220129 36225662 5533
MDP0000170579 chr10 36665195 36667646 2451
MDP0000328517 chr10 36673304 36674251 947
MDP0000274328 chr10 36676093 36680196 4103
MDP0000777181 chr10 36689144 36689882 738
MDP0000257622 chr11 445120 447172 2052
MDP0000273680 chr11 457740 461098 3358
MDP0000203472 chr11 475981 479191 3210
MDP0000299147 chr11 480449 484705 4256
MDP0000299146 chr11 485477 487792 2315
MDP0000212844 chr11 492005 495491 3486
MDP0000279807 chr11 882369 882897 528
MDP0000838190 chr11 896144 896440 296
MDP0000153426 chr11 903402 908366 4964
MDP0000043339 chr11 912512 912628 116
MDP0000043338 chr11 912630 920322 7692
MDP0000268274 chr11 1002753 1005486 2733
MDP0000351370 chr11 1062367 1062589 222
MDP0000234166 chr11 1063027 1065437 2410
MDP0000288711 chr11 1079054 1079869 815
MDP0000254533 chr11 1649310 1650572 1262
MDP0000129435 chr11 1657572 1658465 893
MDP0000194076 chr11 1763409 1767418 4009
MDP0000193087 chr11 1928588 1932682 4094
MDP0000732188 chr11 2110384 2116572 6188
MDP0000301798 chr11 2116829 2124671 7842
MDP0000233460 chr11 2131582 2133570 1988
MDP0000596439 chr11 2142513 2142734 221
MDP0000600580 chr11 2342187 2349412 7225
MDP0000317328 chr11 2344755 2349668 4913
MDP0000212932 chr11 3506106 3509841 3735
MDP0000230932 chr11 3712888 3720930 8042
MDP0000275964 chr11 4659638 4662253 2615
MDP0000170091 chr11 4668755 4670400 1645
MDP0000170238 chr11 4675601 4677973 2372
MDP0000471565 chr11 6116850 6117182 332
MDP0000222559 chr11 6127447 6129781 2334
MDP0000811246 chr11 6131389 6131835 446
MDP0000797750 chr11 6180668 6180997 329
MDP0000172291 chr11 6493110 6496659 3549
MDP0000187066 chr11 6509890 6510629 739
MDP0000358677 chr11 7976088 7976318 230
MDP0000244939 chr11 15904539 15904889 350
MDP0000131496 chr11 15906776 15909620 2844
MDP0000322170 chr11 17467859 17472472 4613



MDP0000668252 chr11 17488165 17490307 2142
MDP0000247102 chr11 19853380 19856827 3447
MDP0000295055 chr11 19858752 19859695 943
MDP0000308576 chr11 19885015 19902580 17565
MDP0000293236 chr11 19910871 19913629 2758
MDP0000950353 chr11 19929404 19929787 383
MDP0000139400 chr11 23267769 23273734 5965
MDP0000625066 chr11 23539945 23542013 2068
MDP0000310559 chr11 23557601 23559795 2194
MDP0000129698 chr11 24607408 24609321 1913
MDP0000169785 chr11 25488936 25497613 8677
MDP0000130753 chr11 25696894 25698054 1160
MDP0000363658 chr11 25708150 25710598 2448
MDP0000222399 chr11 26940562 26942651 2089
MDP0000388529 chr11 26944468 26944806 338
MDP0000222401 chr11 26945281 26947510 2229
MDP0000126954 chr11 26950913 26951622 709
MDP0000124418 chr11 26957048 26959884 2836
MDP0000246701 chr11 28006891 28010144 3253
MDP0000591819 chr11 28014908 28015054 146
MDP0000729901 chr11 28886952 28888982 2030
MDP0000803089 chr11 29288972 29290583 1611
MDP0000158074 chr11 29292210 29294469 2259
MDP0000160802 chr11 29298960 29299475 515
MDP0000249125 chr11 29311152 29312395 1243
MDP0000508614 chr11 29312419 29314486 2067
MDP0000840525 chr11 29318627 29321249 2622
MDP0000200364 chr11 29331483 29335037 3554
MDP0000196777 chr11 32622527 32623235 708
MDP0000192723 chr11 32706145 32708452 2307
MDP0000136771 chr11 35017498 35017839 341
MDP0000374934 chr11 35020756 35021142 386
MDP0000386073 chr11 35027913 35030830 2917
MDP0000240168 chr11 35293956 35294772 816
MDP0000449531 chr11 35307186 35309318 2132
MDP0000186998 chr11 35321357 35326609 5252
MDP0000364088 chr11 35341951 35342137 186
MDP0000907637 chr11 36742109 36742546 437
MDP0000155364 chr11 36749477 36750760 1283
MDP0000262822 chr11 36790620 36795736 5116
MDP0000205890 chr11 36804398 36805665 1267
MDP0000122592 chr11 36810821 36811257 436
MDP0000249053 chr11 36817811 36819269 1458
MDP0000307929 chr11 37210399 37218262 7863
MDP0000215237 chr11 37227826 37232150 4324
MDP0000157997 chr11 38974258 38980161 5903
MDP0000318195 chr12 764534 766428 1894
MDP0000632162 chr12 780672 781082 410
MDP0000170387 chr12 782746 784067 1321



MDP0000359487 chr12 4406065 4406317 252
MDP0000759060 chr12 4412278 4412766 488
MDP0000759061 chr12 4414337 4415290 953
MDP0000211524 chr12 16052190 16053197 1007
MDP0000138646 chr12 16084889 16087750 2861
MDP0000327248 chr12 16087890 16087995 105
MDP0000238208 chr12 16939437 16943082 3645
MDP0000766879 chr12 18667992 18668543 551
MDP0000449136 chr12 20886571 20888197 1626
MDP0000222159 chr12 20938861 20939247 386
MDP0000224219 chr12 20943333 20943719 386
MDP0000309632 chr12 20982820 20984297 1477
MDP0000399965 chr12 21195155 21195994 839
MDP0000294102 chr12 21282708 21288160 5452
MDP0000202879 chr12 21314799 21316142 1343
MDP0000636042 chr12 21322239 21325194 2955
MDP0000221963 chr12 21959385 21960029 644
MDP0000143557 chr12 22413304 22413684 380
MDP0000144591 chr12 22427450 22428933 1483
MDP0000231121 chr12 28802021 28804129 2108
MDP0000220138 chr12 28837806 28839742 1936
MDP0000208870 chr12 29453252 29453836 584
MDP0000255883 chr12 29464433 29465906 1473
MDP0000504610 chr12 29472362 29473111 749
MDP0000351576 chr12 29482144 29483567 1423
MDP0000451244 chr12 29492329 29492814 485
MDP0000179781 chr12 30243573 30245411 1838
MDP0000281296 chr12 30250545 30251768 1223
MDP0000145898 chr12 31898875 31904158 5283
MDP0000362044 chr12 31901790 31902000 210
MDP0000595076 chr12 31911736 31914565 2829
MDP0000399301 chr12 34042599 34044209 1610
MDP0000366981 chr12 34062687 34064166 1479
MDP0000343244 chr12 34072593 34073719 1126
MDP0000272510 chr12 34080736 34088961 8225
MDP0000354103 chr12 34084998 34085274 276
MDP0000363101 chr12 34088629 34088780 151
MDP0000315133 chr12 34098497 34100892 2395
MDP0000183229 chr12 34220960 34223162 2202
MDP0000183227 chr12 34230505 34231678 1173
MDP0000181669 chr12 35097791 35100747 2956
MDP0000282696 chr12 35104433 35107160 2727
MDP0000320908 chr12 35146811 35152112 5301
MDP0000175647 chr12 35170723 35176856 6133
MDP0000323123 chr13 4765257 4765377 120
MDP0000210968 chr13 4772204 4773641 1437
MDP0000195089 chr13 4819906 4820712 806
MDP0000670257 chr13 9897569 9897793 224
MDP0000670256 chr13 9899051 9901254 2203



MDP0000761327 chr13 9917453 9917791 338
MDP0000286274 chr13 9921606 9922326 720
MDP0000347675 chr13 9937334 9937514 180
MDP0000155887 chr13 9938436 9939578 1142
MDP0000204511 chr13 12519848 12521992 2144
MDP0000350622 chr13 13850565 13850694 129
MDP0000876184 chr13 16143653 16144009 356
MDP0000286955 chr13 16173284 16174205 921
MDP0000195993 chr13 16238981 16239547 566
MDP0000689666 chr13 16250154 16250636 482
MDP0000142995 chr13 19189684 19191881 2197
MDP0000204864 chr13 21522097 21524794 2697
MDP0000171723 chr13 21556571 21559228 2657
MDP0000273740 chr13 21566235 21568746 2511
MDP0000139186 chr13 26483295 26485685 2390
MDP0000250728 chr13 26484559 26488322 3763
MDP0000267047 chr13 26679484 26686629 7145
MDP0000307402 chr13 26785812 26788660 2848
MDP0000171169 chr13 30075862 30080483 4621
MDP0000507664 chr13 30397852 30398867 1015
MDP0000253620 chr13 31017232 31025377 8145
MDP0000890198 chr13 33567085 33568200 1115
MDP0000684823 chr13 33569449 33570217 768
MDP0000861667 chr13 35699110 35699684 574
MDP0000318176 chr13 39586624 39589985 3361
MDP0000229212 chr14 3242621 3246160 3539
MDP0000222729 chr14 4996240 4996578 338
MDP0000829803 chr14 5704002 5704340 338
MDP0000262349 chr14 11941172 11946350 5178
MDP0000168665 chr14 13071029 13075189 4160
MDP0000359170 chr14 15358599 15358722 123
MDP0000292387 chr14 15850811 15851950 1139
MDP0000205226 chr14 22593240 22594041 801
MDP0000417582 chr14 22601687 22604107 2420
MDP0000472462 chr14 22803829 22805930 2101
MDP0000119267 chr14 22811415 22813539 2124
MDP0000122895 chr14 22817443 22818336 893
MDP0000283918 chr14 22818676 22823016 4340
MDP0000348647 chr14 22912622 22912775 153
MDP0000082181 chr14 22924273 22925451 1178
MDP0000755722 chr14 27232317 27234089 1772
MDP0000563053 chr14 27241202 27242558 1356
MDP0000182780 chr14 27287892 27289673 1781
MDP0000181198 chr14 27303184 27305585 2401
MDP0000124608 chr14 27996367 27998846 2479
MDP0000512080 chr14 28021444 28021716 272
MDP0000317524 chr14 30874032 30877137 3105
MDP0000497691 chr15 3828959 3829602 643
MDP0000497690 chr15 3831863 3839377 7514



MDP0000271546 chr15 3865512 3871387 5875
MDP0000226935 chr15 3910172 3914684 4512
MDP0000316724 chr15 3917623 3921063 3440
MDP0000123499 chr15 3927896 3928411 515
MDP0000686092 chr15 3955489 3956766 1277
MDP0000300910 chr15 4026168 4029020 2852
MDP0000134601 chr15 4662786 4666464 3678
MDP0000130341 chr15 4697101 4697530 429
MDP0000528666 chr15 4726465 4727004 539
MDP0000166141 chr15 4733529 4734661 1132
MDP0000933936 chr15 12995075 12995857 782
MDP0000287109 chr15 12998807 13003685 4878
MDP0000287108 chr15 13004188 13006864 2676
MDP0000233357 chr15 13006889 13008251 1362
MDP0000198582 chr15 14956816 14963896 7080
MDP0000193030 chr15 15373410 15374805 1395
MDP0000216731 chr15 15375777 15376514 737
MDP0000191708 chr15 15388344 15391980 3636
MDP0000272830 chr15 15393697 15404409 10712
MDP0000209241 chr15 25158034 25161448 3414
MDP0000391472 chr15 31059175 31067854 8679
MDP0000128695 chr15 31163958 31165959 2001
MDP0000233155 chr15 31193592 31195769 2177
MDP0000227452 chr15 33853965 33854315 350
MDP0000246257 chr15 33858782 33860464 1682
MDP0000168479 chr15 47086641 47095960 9319
MDP0000680657 chr15 48113339 48116942 3603
MDP0000354481 chr15 48661310 48661448 138
MDP0000335063 chr15 49431783 49448284 16501
MDP0000232948 chr15 49435727 49436161 434
MDP0000163943 chr15 49493966 49496346 2380
MDP0000216595 chr15 50415118 50415507 389
MDP0000276697 chr15 50960169 50960680 511
MDP0000173711 chr15 50961062 50962151 1089
MDP0000221479 chr15 50968512 50968724 212
MDP0000312632 chr15 50970324 50974161 3837
MDP0000162864 chr15 50974530 50976106 1576
MDP0000300606 chr15 51131564 51143614 12050
MDP0000928665 chr15 55094773 55095099 326
MDP0000301417 chr15 55102110 55108515 6405
MDP0000283581 chr16 9743 10958 1215
MDP0000182863 chr16 14081 15015 934
MDP0000729108 chr16 18524 19087 563
MDP0000283578 chr16 19951 25625 5674
MDP0000286764 chr16 40674 47919 7245
MDP0000732794 chr16 77083 77530 447
MDP0000196397 chr16 437508 441161 3653
MDP0000293733 chr16 445117 452221 7104
MDP0000354039 chr16 476777 477065 288



MDP0000186069 chr16 482327 483487 1160
MDP0000186068 chr16 484109 485120 1011
MDP0000278441 chr16 489452 490586 1134
MDP0000607705 chr16 496866 498158 1292
MDP0000135827 chr16 515825 516361 536
MDP0000454049 chr16 524099 525212 1113
MDP0000454052 chr16 528062 529140 1078
MDP0000162179 chr16 538375 539181 806
MDP0000166005 chr16 556253 557788 1535
MDP0000294077 chr16 1271699 1273588 1889
MDP0000248593 chr16 9234673 9254844 20171
MDP0000347839 chr16 9253244 9253355 111
MDP0000269491 chr17 1445566 1447293 1727
MDP0000297456 chr17 1470193 1473718 3525
MDP0000314438 chr17 1536196 1538596 2400
MDP0000297283 chr17 1549936 1552015 2079
MDP0000291555 chr17 1561453 1563353 1900
MDP0000193466 chr17 1570415 1570760 345
MDP0000662473 chr17 1572885 1574239 1354
MDP0000312626 chr17 1585061 1588664 3603
MDP0000170225 chr17 3756365 3757986 1621
MDP0000274056 chr17 3759137 3761412 2275
MDP0000543788 chr17 3809595 3812203 2608
MDP0000232706 chr17 3815983 3821408 5425
MDP0000551969 chr17 3826871 3828139 1268
MDP0000310826 chr17 3949676 3955836 6160
MDP0000282863 chr17 3995052 3996200 1148
MDP0000283713 chr17 4061002 4061454 452
MDP0000544455 chr17 4074406 4081183 6777
MDP0000293822 chr17 6198634 6204619 5985
MDP0000196499 chr17 6218171 6220805 2634
MDP0000478245 chr17 10670867 10678879 8012
MDP0000478243 chr17 10682975 10683618 643
MDP0000183040 chr17 10685148 10688044 2896
MDP0000209440 chr17 10705606 10713837 8231
MDP0000320591 chr17 10969123 10981149 12026
MDP0000276566 chr17 11083242 11086022 2780
MDP0000720790 chr17 15314083 15316597 2514
MDP0000251269 chr17 15317116 15321725 4609
MDP0000344946 chr17 15317430 15317565 135
MDP0000427102 chr17 15324857 15326461 1604
MDP0000697244 chr17 15933455 15933826 371
MDP0000257390 chr17 15956511 15958682 2171
MDP0000803797 chr17 15961027 15961224 197
MDP0000148162 chr17 15961883 15962726 843
MDP0000273657 chr17 15993110 15995084 1974
MDP0000271031 chr17 17684331 17685715 1384
MDP0000291677 chr17 17704304 17710114 5810
MDP0000291678 chr17 17710642 17713183 2541



MDP0000286659 chr17 17735200 17735599 399
MDP0000782681 chr17 19151679 19152271 592
MDP0000248407 chr17 23129699 23135659 5960
MDP0000882568 chr17 23142379 23142594 215
MDP0000710481 chr17 23418496 23420181 1685
MDP0000150012 chr17 23421810 23422873 1063
MDP0000122783 chr17 23613238 23614339 1101
MDP0000200768 chr17 23796720 23798004 1284
MDP0000897072 chr17 23840879 23841139 260
MDP0000269034 chr17 26208668 26209558 890
MDP0000285146 chr17 26293723 26294310 587
MDP0000368275 chr17 26303011 26303146 135
MDP0000288647 chr17 26323251 26324413 1162
MDP0000288646 chr17 26324767 26333076 8309
MDP0000288644 chr17 26339965 26341951 1986
MDP0000296328 chr17 26347064 26348289 1225
MDP0000199779 chr17 26348695 26353008 4313
MDP0000178453 chr17 26679326 26679728 402
MDP0000177167 chr17 26688596 26690585 1989
MDP0000198098 chr17 26704036 26706088 2052



TABLE B.5: Resistance (R) gene models located within copy-number variable regions
(CNVRs) in the apple genome.

MPIDs Chromosome Start End Width
(bp) (bp) (bp)

MDP0000816743 chr1 24886957 24890824 3867
MDP0000144874 chr1 30626140 30628752 2612
MDP0000634037 chr1 30801610 30806248 4638
MDP0000257201 chr1 30817742 30823513 5771
MDP0000282740 chr1 30901618 30906893 5275
MDP0000149577 chr1 31011253 31015489 4236
MDP0000685087 chr2 2694102 2698622 4520
MDP0000483490 chr2 2705247 2706068 821
MDP0000577795 chr2 3531631 3532194 563
MDP0000478441 chr2 3606656 3610584 3928
MDP0000522693 chr2 3615408 3616082 674
MDP0000563856 chr2 3870168 3872449 2281
MDP0000466397 chr2 3940831 3943960 3129
MDP0000458576 chr2 3967880 3972931 5051
MDP0000746482 chr2 3985869 3990107 4238
MDP0000460947 chr2 4615319 4619759 4440
MDP0000512349 chr2 4701149 4701745 596
MDP0000573272 chr2 4731508 4735373 3865
MDP0000206582 chr2 9335438 9338647 3209
MDP0000301892 chr2 9357524 9362451 4927
MDP0000640508 chr2 38880821 38885458 4637
MDP0000261720 chr2 38910867 38912498 1631
MDP0000303694 chr3 22748766 22753650 4884
MDP0000173893 chr4 15497478 15501779 4301
MDP0000399716 chr6 15009829 15020552 10723
MDP0000148432 chr6 15038138 15040970 2832
MDP0000257606 chr6 15042847 15050886 8039
MDP0000166759 chr7 1337480 1340290 2810
MDP0000196621 chr7 1370821 1373441 2620
MDP0000259862 chr7 1591348 1594205 2857
MDP0000493661 chr7 2442347 2446032 3685
MDP0000321189 chr7 2458873 2466023 7150
MDP0000685425 chr8 11405302 11410962 5660
MDP0000586712 chr9 1526915 1531337 4422
MDP0000125338 chr9 19770884 19773602 2718
MDP0000472864 chr10 892484 896484 4000
MDP0000264448 chr10 10432552 10452135 19583
MDP0000193087 chr11 1928588 1932682 4094
MDP0000732188 chr11 2110384 2116572 6188
MDP0000212932 chr11 3506106 3509841 3735
MDP0000230932 chr11 3712888 3720930 8042



MDP0000171723 chr13 21556571 21559228 2657
MDP0000168665 chr14 13071029 13075189 4160
MDP0000272830 chr15 15393697 15404409 10712
MDP0000680657 chr15 48113339 48116942 3603
MDP0000312626 chr17 1585061 1588664 3603
MDP0000291677 chr17 17704304 17710114 5810
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